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Larry Bell, C.S. 9.24.15 B, 2014, mixed media on red Hiromi paper, 60 x 40 inches.

The focus of this exhibition is Pacific Red, an exciting, new installation 
designed for the galleries of the Weisman Museum of Art. Located at 
the edge of the Pacific, Malibu is known for its beach culture, setting 

suns, and red skies. Pacific Red is Bell’s homage to place with deep roots 
in the mythology of California. In addition to this main installation there 

is also a historical survey of his work from the late 1950s
that provides an overview of his six-decade career.

RECEPTION TO MEET 
THE ARTIST: 

JANUARY 22, 2017, 2 – 4 P.M.
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S T R E M M E L  G A L L E R Y
1400 SOUTH VIRGINIA STREET  |  RENO, NEVADA 89502  |  775.786.0558  |  STREMMELGALLERY.COM

Collection (2011), oil on linen, 78” x 94”

C H E S T E R  A R N O L D
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CHARLOTTE JACKSON F INE ART
Tel 505.989.8688 | 554 South Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 | www.charlottejackson.com

Paul Sarkisian, Untitled (right leaning red51), 2005, Polyurethane on wood, 168 x 89 inches

PAUL SARKISIAN
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JUNGLE 
CITIES

26 JANUARY - 15 APRIL 2017

ARNE QUINZE
OPENING 25 JANUARY 2017 — 6PM
DENK GALLERY, LOS ANGELES

749 E, Temple St, Arts District Los Angeles, CA 90012 matthew@denkgallery.com
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FEB 16 - 19 | 2017

(760) 346-4243 | 

HOHMANN®
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form ď concept
435 South Guadalupe Street ~ Santa Fe, NM 87501
505.982.8111 ~ www.formandconcept.center

rebecca rutstein

Rebecca Rutstein, 
Strong Reaction, 
2012-13, acrylic on 
canvas, 60” x 60”
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2685 S. La Cienega Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90034

Tel. 1 310 559 5700 
gallery@vonlintel.com www.vonlintel.com

VON LINTEL GALLERY

MARK SELIGER 
ON CHRISTOPHER STREET: PORTRAITS
January 14—February 25, 2017
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RAFAEL SORIANO: THE ARTIST AS MYSTIC

2300 EAST OCEAN BLVD.
LONG BEACH, CA 90803

WWW.LBMA.ORG
562.439.2119

Museum Hours: Thursday: 11am-8pm; Friday – Sunday: 11am-5pm

Añoranza Idealizada (Idealized Longing), 1992, Oil on canvas 49 ½ x 59 ½”

JUNE 29 — OCTOBER 1, 2017
A major retrospective including over 80 works on loan from international institutions and private

collectors.  Soriano, a Cuban artist, lived in the United States since 1962, after the revolution.
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1625 North Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85004  |  phxart.org

The Propeller  Group is co-organized by the Blaffer Art Museum at the University 
of Houston, Texas, the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago and Phoenix 
Art Museum. 

The Living Need Light, The Dead Need Music (detail), 2014. Single-channel video (Color, 5.1 
surround sound) 20 minutes. Courtesy of The Propeller Group and James Cohan, New York.  

SEE MORE. 
Blurring the boundaries between fine art and media 
production, The Propeller Group, an artist team 
based in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, showcases their 
collaborative, conceptual art practices that merge 
with the forms and methods of popular media today. 
Their ambitious and irreverent projects are anchored 
in Vietnam’s history and current dynamics, while 
addressing global phenomena and shared traditions 
across cultures.
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Andrea 
Schwartz 
Gallery 545 4th Street

San Francisco
www.asgallery.com

On Fleek  - mixed media and resin on panel -  60” x 48”

Piero Spadaro
February 8 - March 17, 2017
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215 East Grant Street
Phoenix, Arizona  85004

480.946.6060
bentleygallery.comm

Art.
Destination.
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February 11 - April 16, 2017

665 W. Lancaster BLVD, Lancaster, CA

Charles Hollis Jones: 
Fifty chairs, fifty years

with book Signing Feburary 26

Chris Francis

Sedi Pak 

Lisa BarTleson 

David b. Jang

Lori COzen-Geller

Terry Cervantes

ARTIST PORTFOLIO REVIEW
WITH MOAH’S CURATOR

MARCH  23
contact MOAH for more infoRMATION
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KYLIN GALLERY PRESENTS
YOSHIO IKEZAKI

Yoshio  Ikezaki is both painter and sculptor –
even though he “paints” with a drawing
medium and “sculpts” with a medium de-
signed to be drawn and painted upon. The flow
of artistic media and practices into one an-
other, characteristic of so much Pacific Asian
art, comes naturally to Ikezaki; but his West-
ern exposure has encouraged him to experi-
ment with such overlapping of media.

– Peter Frank

9411 S. SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD, BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210
WWW.KYLINGALLERY.COM

The Earth Breaths 73, 2009, Kozo (mulberry) tree, handmade paper with sumi ink, 31 x 16 x 3 1/2'

Timeless Wind 13, 2015, sumi ink, 30 1/4 x 42 1/2”
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1930 R Street, Bakersfi eld, CA 93301  |  661-323-7219  |  bmoa.org

Bob Kolbrener, Sharon-Cliff  Wall, 1998, gelatin silver, 16 x 20 inches. From the collection of the Artist. Stephen Douglas, Waiting, 2014, oil on linen, 48 x 48 inches.  Courtesy of the Artist.

Marc Trujillo: Urban Ubiquity

Stephen Douglas: Paint + ProcessBob Kolbrener: Vision of Place

Marc Trujillo, 200 East Cyprus, 2009, oil on polyester over panel, 38 x 67 inches. Courtesy of Hirschl & Adler, New York.
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Christopher Thomson Gilbert Boro

Ted Schaal Stephen Fairfield DeeAnne Wagner

                Peter HazelKaren and Tony Barone Arnold Martin

Miguel Edwards

Bringing together artwork from emerging and renowned artists, the 2017/2018 El Paseo Exhibition 
delights and inspires! The collection of 18 sculptures installed along Palm Desert, California’s world-class 
shopping thoroughfare is on display through 2018. Enjoy docent guided tours September through May 
and upon request. For more information call 760 346-0611, email dglickman@cityofpalmdesert.org or 
download the El Paseo Exhibition app by Otocast at the Apple or Google Play store.

Visit Palm Desert PALMDESERTART.ORG

2 0 1 7 / 2 0 1 8  E L  P A S E O  E X H I B I T I O N
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S C O T   H E Y W O O D

P E T E R   B L A K E   G A L L E R YL A G U N A   B E A C H   C A L I F O R N I A   P E T E R B L A K E G A L L E R Y . C O M

INSTALLATION FROM LEFT: SCOT HEYWOOD SUNYATA YELLOW WHITE BLACK CANVAS ACRYLIC ON CANVAS 54 X 88.5” SCOT HEYWOOD STACK BLACK, WHITE, CANVAS ACRYLIC ON CANVAS 70.25 X 74” PHOTO MADELINE LOOMIS  

JANUARY | FEBRUARY 2017
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FEBRUARY 16-19, 2017 
Palm Springs Convention Center 
Opening Night Preview  
Thursday February 16 
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500 years of printmaking ~ 16 international dealers

Bonhams Los Angeles, 76O1 Sunset Blvd.   www.losangeles-fineprintfair.com

presented by the International Fine Print Dealers Association

Los Angeles
Fine Print Fair

February 3-5, 2017

Opening night preview. For details, visit our website or phone 415-377-7438.
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VISIT 100 
ARTISTS’ 
STUDIOS
IN LESS THAN 

ONE DAY!

For 27 years, the Celebration of Fine Art has been the place where 

art lovers and artists connect. Meet 100 of the finest artists in the 

country, watch them work and share in the creative process.

OPEN DAILY 10 AM - 6 PM
JANUARY 14 - MARCH 26,  2017

LOOK FOR THE BIG WHITE TENTS!

LOOP 101

H
A

Y
D

E
N

 R
D

parking

exit 35

N

Loop 101 & Hayden Rd Exit 35 • Scottsdale, AZ 

CelebrateArt.com/limited  •  480.443.7695
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Peter Frank is associate editor for
Fabrik magazine, as well as contribut-

ing editor to art ltd. He is a former
critic for Angeleno and LA Weekly. He
has served as editor for THEmagazine

Los Angeles and Visions Art Quarterly,
as well as Senior Curator at the River-

side Art Museum. Frank studied art
history at Columbia University in his

native New York, where he wrote for
The Village Voice and SoHo Weekly

News.

editor’s note
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Ten. Ten years old. The Big One-Oh. Hard to believe it. The truth is, 
for all its binary authority, ten years is a strange kind of milestone, the
meaning of which changes radically depending on the context. For a per-
son, 10-years old marks the dubious end of a certain stage of childhood:
“You’re now a pre-teen!” as my parents proudly informed me. Great.
Sounds thrilling. But for certain types of human endeavors, such as
dance troupes or waffle barns—or say, art magazines —reaching ten
years old does denote a certain staying power. Let’s not get ahead of
ourselves. It’s hard to imagine Frank Sinatra crooning, “When I was ten
years old, it was a very good year. It was a very good year, for reviewing
artists who employ large-scale multi-media installations to question the
nature of temporality and how human beings experience time, and—
soft summer nights.” It just doesn’t flow off the tongue. But while I
may not be all misty-eyed, I do think it’s fitting to reflect on the journey.

When we launched the first issue of this magazine, in Jan/Feb 2007,
George W. Bush was in his second term as president; Barack Obama
was an eager freshman senator and the Great Recession was just a
gleam in the eye of some seriously maladjusted investment brokers.
The art world was a bit more innocent, too. But the goal of the magazine
was no less timely. Despite Artforum’s youthful flirtation with San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles in the 1960s, the lack of a substantial, accessible
art magazine based in LA was glaring. Nothing against New York: I grew
up there and lived there as an art writer in the 1990s. If the Knicks and
Clippers ever face off for the championship, I’ll probably implode. But
with the art world becoming ever more globalized through art fairs and
biennials, the whole notion of a monolithic art world capital had become
increasingly obsolete. And LA was clearly coming into its own as an art
center, albeit on its own distinct model, rooted more in the art schools
than in the marketplace. Even so, the magazine wasn’t about trumpet-
ing LA (or Chicago, or Houston) as the alternative to NY. The goal was 
to present a decentralized view of the US art scene, from an LA per-
spective, embracing all the cities and institutions in the Leftern half of
the country as part of a non-hierarchical geography, drawing its energy
from its robust artistic communities and the web of connections uniting
them. Under the guidance of our publisher, we’re now adding more 
coverage and distribution in New York and the rest of the country, while
retaining our commitment to covering those regions that we always
have—slowly filling in the entire map. As a hardcopy magazine in the
age of the Internet, we’re well aware of the global climate change that’s
overtaken publishing. So we’re also revamping and expanding our online
and digital presence, to ensure that we retain our vitality in this rapidly
changing ecosystem.

We’re lucky to have many of the best art writers in the country as our
contributors. If we’re a platform for thoughtful writing about important
and innovative artists, exhibitions and ideas, it’s thanks to them. Our
staff is minimal, but dogged. So we’re very grateful to those in the art
world who’ve supported us over the years. These are challenging times.
It’s sometimes hard to find abundance amidst the crush... But it is still 
a community, in its own sparkling, disparate way. This magazine is our
commitment to sustaining that community, and to the idea that a vi-
brant, informed dialogue is vital, not just to artists and galleries, but 
also to a thriving creative culture. Thanks to everyone who’ve helped 
us grow. Shucks. Now I am getting misty-eyed.

—GEORGE MELROD

contributors
Hovey Brock is an art writer who is
also an artist and educator. He lives
and works in Brooklyn. He writes regu-
larly for the Brooklyn Rail, and became
the New York beat review writer for
art ltd. in 2016.

Kim Beil’s writing on modern and
contemporary art has appeared in 
Museums and Social Issues, Photog-
rapher’s Forum, Visual Resources,
X-TRA: Contemporary Art Quarterly,
and on Artforum.com. She is cur-
rently the Associate Director of
ITALIC, an interdisciplinary arts 
program at Stanford University.

Based in Downtown Los Angeles,
Shana Nys Dambrot is currently LA ed-
itor for Whitehot Magazine, contributing

editor to art ltd., and a contributor to
KCET’s Artbound, Flaunt, Huffington

Post, The Creators Project, Fabrik, VS.
Magazine, Palm Springs Life, Art +
Cake, and Porter & Sail. She writes

loads of essays for books and exhibition
catalogues, curates and/or juries a few
exhibitions each year, and sometimes

exhibits her original photography.

cover

“Look Back in Time,” (Detail)
2016
Russell Crotty
Installation view at 
San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art 
Photo: Qian Wang, courtesy SJICA
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INFINITE PALETTE  
AND PALM SPRINGS ART MUSEUM PRESENT

SPIRITUAL  
AMERICA

NEW ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC  
ART SONGS BY  
WILLIAM BRITTELLE,  
MISSY MAZZOLI,  
AND DANIEL WOHL

WEDNESDAY MARCH 1  
& FRIDAY MARCH 3
TICKETS AT PSMUSEUM.ORG
ACE HOTEL AFTER PARTY WITH 
GUEST DJ HELADO NEGRO

A co-production of Infinite Palette and Palm Springs Art Museum, in conjunction with Desert X, with generous support provided by

and underwritten by David Knaus and John Monahan More on Infinite Palette at infinite-palette.com 
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Above, from left:
Landscape outside Palm Springs 
Desert X site view, courtesy: Desert X

“Untitled,” 1957
John McLaughlin
Oil on panel, 48" x 32"
Photo: Brian Forrest
Courtesy: Gabrielle and Michael Boyd
©Estate of John McLaughlin

“Bent Parallel,” 2014
Phillip K. Smith III
Glass, aluminum, LED lighting, and 
custom electronics, 96" x 258" x 106"
Photo: Lance Gerber
Courtesy: the artist and Royale Projects, Los Angeles

“Look Back in Time: Russell Crotty & Lick Observatory”
Installation view at San Jose Institute of Contempo-
rary Art
Photo: Qian Wang
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LOS ANGELES
Doug Aitken: “Electric Earth”
at MOCA
“Doug Aitken: Electric Earth” is the 
celebrated LA-based artist’s first proper 
mid-career survey in North America, which 
is kind of a big deal—and MOCA’s sprawling,
ambitious exhibition clearly takes the respon-
sibility seriously. Best known for large-scale
multichannel audio and video installations,
Aitken’s work makes a signature of its grand
scale, and the inclusion of about half a dozen
monumental works scratches his fans’ itch
for spectacle with seminal, crowd-pleasing
works from the last two decades. The edifi-
cial self-contained installations feel more 
like small theatrical pavilions than individual
works of art, lending the proceedings the
overall quality of a festival of experimental
shorts than a conventionally understood 
museum exhibition. But in a sense that’s
who Aitken is as an artist: a one-man festival
of art and architecture.

Associated, indeed nearly synonymous, 
with contemporary video installation, the 
exhibition’s main point and well-made, is that
Aitken’s interests in the medium stem more
from its capacity for multiplicitous simultane-
ity and durationality than say, a pining for the
director’s chair. He is attracted to the moving
image’s inherent capacity to depict and en-
compass the passage of time as well as 
to transform qualities of space and senses 
of place. For example, his “breakthrough”
piece, the 1997 multichannel installation dia-
mond sea, depicts isolated stretches of the
Namibian Sahara inhabited only by gem-sort-
ing automated machinery. Constructed of

three differently-scaled projections and 
a mural-size lightbox, the work was an early
attempt to both depict and evoke the com-
plexity and presence of a remote land and
the surreal industries that shape it. Separated
by decades and by mediums, the striated
totemic sculptures made by collecting sam-
ples of rocks and soil from each stop on his
2013 Station to Station interstate train tour
also offer alternative documentation of 
experiences of place, via time-collapsing,
site-responsive artifacts.  

Aitken’s obsession with permutations of
place- and time-based narrative directs the
general layout of the whole show, which 
is absorptive rather than chronological, in 
a choose-your-own-adventure ouroborus
structure that can be entered into at any
point, so that the viewer can perform what
MOCA chief Philippe Vergne called “editing 
in space” by finding their own way through
the material. This gestalt is heightened by the
aural omnipresence of the endlessly looped
pop ballad “I Only Have Eyes for You”—a lilt-
ing, David Lynchian melody belonging to 
the exhibition’s centerpiece Song 1 (2012)—
which bleeds and drifts into nearly every
room of the museum. It beckons and unset-
tles until one can no longer resist the pull of
the enormous suspended round screens. Pro-
jecting cinematic vignettes in character-driven
variations on the song within an assortment
of short-form stories, the piece was originally
conceived for the exterior of the Hirshhorn
Museum; its siting inside the Geffen’s dark-
ened central cavern is part Richard Serra, part
drive-in theatre, part spaceship and de facto
public gathering space.

Architectural scale is a central feature of
Aitken’s work, but architecture itself is also 
a major component of its content. The 
infrastructure of energy, electric grids, com-
munication systems, cities, and transitional
places like highways, airports and especially
hotel rooms all feature prominently in his 
lexicon of works and years. The charming
2010 House in which actors who turn out to
be his parents sit stoically as the home which
turns out to be the artist’s own is demolished
around them flirts with romantic narrative as
it addresses what else besides air and light 
is contained inside a house. Lighthouse
(2012) attached an exterior video screen skin
to a modernist home in the woods, from
which captured images of the surrounding
natural environment are projected back out
into the world. The captivating and cele-
brated 2011 work Black Mirror actually
comprises a built structure the size of a 
small homestead, made of reflective black
surfaces, into which the viewer enters and
thereupon encounters a fractal set of refrac-
tions that expands the idea of multichannel
video into infinite space. The series of short
video stories starring Chloe Sevigny portray 
a nonlinear narrative of constant travel, elu-
sive data, rental cars, commercial flights, and
hotel room after hotel room, in a pageant of
fractured attention and inscrutable inner life.

Easily the best use of the motif is in 2008’s
Migration (empire)—the billboard-size three-
screen work in which a series of wild animals
check in to pristine rented suites and are left
free to have a look around. A beaver takes 
a swim in the tub, a big cat destroys the 
bedding, an owl looks really freaked out, 
a fox wonders what a jigsaw puzzle is... it’s 
irresistible. As an admittedly apparent com-
ment on the essential incompatibility of
man’s habits and industries with the order of
the natural world, it has a crisp and accessi-
ble resonance. The sheer delight it offers
humanizes the personality of the conceptual
video art genre, even as it delivers its surreal,
subliminally charged message. Similarly,
Sonic Fountain II (2013-15) is an excavated
hole dug into the concrete floor and filled
with illuminated, mic’d-up water, surrounded
by the piles of its own debris. It offers an
easy spectacle of sublime wit with a certain
I-can’t-believe-they-let-him-do-that flair for 
the dramatic—articulating Aitken’s view 
of the museum itself as just another kind 
of landscape.

Along with Sonic Pavilion (2009)—an extant
work in Brazil in which Aitken drilled down
into the earth and set up microphones to live-
stream the noise tectonic plates make into 
a space he made on the surface, Sonic 
Fountain also directly prefigures Aitken’s
concurrent project off Catalina Island. Under-
water Pavilions is a sculptural suite moored
to the ocean floor. You have to scuba-dive to

“migration (empire) (still),” 2008, Doug Aitken, video installation with three channels of video
(color, sound), three projections, three steel and PVC screen billboard sculptures, 
24:28 minutes/loop, installation dimensions variable 
Photo: Stefan Altenburger, courtesy Museum of Contemporary Art
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see it, which is kind of perfect for an artist in-
terested in 
immersive, experiential works. Three geo-
metrical, open sculptural spaces, parts of
which are mirrored, seem to change their
shapes with the currents and daylight hours.
It’s durational and fractal and the viewer finds
their own way in—just the way Aitken likes
it. In the end, it is a testament to the effec-
tiveness of the overall show that it created 
a context where such a crazy idea could
make such perfect sense.

—SHANA NYS DAMBROT

LOS ANGELES
Katherine Tzu-Lan Mann: “Alloy”
at Laura Korman Gallery
In conceiving her recent complex, layered, 
vibrant multi-media works, DC-based artist
Katherine Tzu-Lan Mann might have em-
barked from the enticingly oxymoronic
premise expressed by 20th-century painter
Francis Bacon, “I believe in deeply ordered
chaos.” Working on paper placed on the floor
of her studio, Mann begins each piece by
pouring diluted acrylic paint, ink and water 
on the surface, allowing shapes to form and
coalesce in a dynamic organic interplay. The
resulting somewhat improvised foundations
for composition—swirling with energy cap-
tured in the poured pigments, and popping
with color—become the background upon
which the artist builds.

As points of departure, the backgrounds offer
clues to where she might take them. Many
of the pieces are based on a sort of circular
form evoking a floral motif. Creating order
from the chaos, Mann works inward, super-
imposing intricate detail, such as ribbon-like
vines and the delicate veins of leaves. She
pulls from a surprisingly diverse range of
media and techniques—woodcut, etching,
silkscreen and collage—to add overall visual
resonance to the work. In one of the most 
intricate pieces, Woven (2016), the artist cut
thick strips of paper on which she had 

already applied the background paint, manip-
ulating the surface by weaving it, adding
another element of pattern and texture. 

Evoking close-up abstracted landscape, the
series was inspired by Mann’s 2016 visit to
the ancient Mogao Caves on the Dunhuang
oasis in Northern China’s Gobi Desert. Situ-
ated on the Silk Road, the caves are the site
of 492 hand-carved Buddhist temples. Dating
from the 4th to 14th century, the cave walls
are richly painted, often floor-to-ceiling, with
images of the Buddha engaged in narrative
depictions of his life. (Interestingly, replica
cave interiors were featured last summer in
the Getty Center exhibit, “Cave Temples of
Dunhuang.”) The immersive nature of the
Buddhist imagery, with its combined figura-
tive, abstract and decorative patterns, made
a profound impression on the artist. By what-
ever degree she channeled that experience
as a leaping-off point for this body of work,
the end product might be thought of as a
symbolic synthesis of Mann’s worldview.
Born in Wisconsin, the artist lived in Israel,
China, Taiwan and South Korea while grow-
ing up. An amalgam of bold color and energy
controlled with dexterity, the artist’s approach
suggests a determination to impose a sense
of harmony upon a wild multi-faceted vision.

—MEGAN ABRAHAMS

LOS ANGELES
Chris Engman: “Prospect and Refuge”
at Luis De Jesus Los Angeles
Chris Engman’s haunting photographs pres-
ent the viewer with a conundrum: either 
the artist has created his effects through nifty
digital sleight of hand, or he must have gone
to extraordinary effort to craft his uncanny
overlays in three dimensions, then used his
camera to document them. The fact that it’s
the latter (with a hint of digital finessing) only

attests to the artist’s commitment to his 
vision, and the lengths he is willing to travel
to pursue his investigation into the nature 
of photography, illusion, and the construction
of pictorial space. At once disorienting and
precise, his interior/exterior landscapes blend
a surrealist’s sense of mischief with an an-
thropologist’s rigor and the curiosity of a
philosopher. Visually immersive, they’re 
also flat out amazing.

Titled “Prospect and Refuge,” the show
draws inspiration from the theories of British
writer Jay Appleton, who posits that two of
humanity’s most basic needs are for opportu-
nity and shelter. Engman uses this dichotomy
as a central element in his images, along
with a dialogue between nature and architec-
ture, between organic and geometric form. 
In some works, he brings the inside outside,
constructing fragmentary hints of shelter 
in the midst of a field or wilderness. In the
show’s most striking works, Engman brings
the outside inside, recreating photographs 
he shot outdoors, assembling them as 
elaborate two-dimensional constructions in
various interior spaces, along the walls and
floors and ceilings, which snap into proper
perspective when shot from a single, 
preset viewpoint. At first glance, these 
overlays seem almost seamless; but the
artist always leaves numerous hints in his 
images attesting their artificiality.

In Containment (2015), Engman reconstructs
a canyon in Zion National Park in Utah, from 
a set of photos taken during a hike through
the narrows carved out by the Virgin River.
The diagonal lines of fluorescent lights above
and a small square window to the right are
the biggest clues that what appears to be the
flow of a river through the looming walls of
canyon is in fact a recreation, built on more

“Landscape for Candace,” 2015
Chris Engman

Pigment print, 43" x 551⁄2"
Photo: courtesy Luis De Jesus

“Cauldron 12,” 2016, Katherine Tzu-Lan Mann
Acrylic, Sumi Ink, silkscreen on paper
62" x 65" Photo: courtesy Laura Korman Gallery
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than 200 surfaces in his studio. In Prospect
(2016),  we see what appears to be a rectan-
gular image of an ocean vista superimposed
on the space of his studio, with the white bor-
der around it trumpeting the exactitude of the
overlay. In Refuge (2016), he brings a forest
indoors; in Landscape for Candace (2015), 
a single tree. The results are part puzzle, part
poetry. More than mere trickery, they are 
profound studies on the nature of the self 
in the world, and the world in the self.

—GEORGE MELROD

LOS ANGELES
Ragen Moss: “Gray Mandates”
at Redling Fine Art
In “Gray Mandates,” Ragen Moss presents
six L-shaped, partially transparent sculptural
objects made of polychromed plastic. Sus-
pended from the ceiling, these large-scale
works resemble inflated plastic pillows float-
ing in the gallery space. The enigmatic works
are bulbous, balloon-like multi-dimensional
containers, and according to Moss, function
like building blocks that can be stacked,
nested or hung in any direction. They are spa-
ciously installed parallel and perpendicular to
the gallery walls, blocking sightlines and cre-
ating a loose maze through which the viewer
must navigate. Viewers can look both at and
through the body-sized objects. Decorated
with patterns and swatches of gestural paint,
as well as with hand-written texts on both
their inside and outside surfaces, they are 
simultaneously opaque and transparent.

Moss fills the works with appropriated texts
from official US statutory descriptors for 
object, site, structure, museum, building
and district. The academic diction of the text
anchors the works in the conceptual and ar-
chitectural realm. In Untitled (Site, Object,
Structure), (all works 2016), hand-scrawled
letters in all capitals fill a Pepto-Bismol 
colored ground. Key words are selectively
highlighted as if with a yellow marker. 
Moss focuses on the “functional, aesthetic, 
cultural, historical or scientific value” of an

object and how clusters can be interrelated.
Untitled (Site) is loosely painted in modulated
blue hues bisected by a vertical white stripe.
The word “S I T E” fills the bottom half of
one side of the sculpture, where from the
verso, the letter I appears through the trans-
parent surface. The other pieces also require
viewing from multiple perspectives.

Moss intermingles form and content, question-
ing the categorization of ideas pertaining to
architecture, place, and geography. The neutral
gray of the exhibition’s title becomes a wash 
of colors as each of the six sculptures explores
a different mandate, or series of mandates.
Through the careful layering and juxtaposition
of color, texture and language, Moss weaves 
a path through the labyrinth of official diction
suggesting that visual and textual fragments
can indeed create a curious new whole.

—JODY ZELLEN

PASADENA
“UNCERTAINTY”
at Alyce de Roulet Williamson Gallery
The influence of science has proven time 
and again to spur revolution and spark debate
in the arts—perhaps best epitomized by 
Picasso’s cubist explorations of the fourth 
dimension, inspired in part by Henri Poin-
caré’s La Science et l’Hypothèse (1902).
Taking the opposing view and examining the
influence of art on science is a little less obvi-
ous, and, perhaps, a little more daunting. 
The current exhibition, fittingly titled “UNCER-
TAINTY,” curated by ArtCenter’s Williamson
Gallery director Stephen Nowlin, takes up
this challenge as artists and scientists alike
employ various artistic media to document 
and explore the current frontiers of scientific
thought. The investigations provide not only 
a discourse of the sciences, but a dialogue
that also reaches deep into the lexicon of 
artistic languages. 

The walls of the main gallery are covered with
a grid-like installation of stainless-steel wire
sculptures. This series of seemingly playful
formal abstractions created by statistician

artist Edward Tufte are, in actuality, represen-
tations of subatomic particle unrest based 
on the theories of Nobel Laureate Richard P.
Feynman. Like Sol LeWitt’s instruction-based
installations, the Feynman Diagrams provide
the conceptual blueprints for Tufte’s sculp-
tures that were, like LeWitt’s drawings,
arranged in a pre-specified manner that 
challenge notions of artistic intent. Jim 
Campbell’s ultra low-resolution images of
Wave Studies verge on the perception-chal-
lenging idioms of the Light and Space crowd,
with posterized black-and-white videos of
slow-motion ocean waves rendered nearly
unrecognizable into rhythmic pixelated pat-
terns. Also transforming patterns of light,
Christopher O’Leary of the Einstein Collective
renders the phenomenon of an event horizon
into a swirling mass of colored light projected
on the floor of a darkened gallery; his interpre-
tation of the sublime force of a slowly rotating
black hole and quantum effects of Hawking
Radiation, Animation for Black (W)hole (2011),
exemplifies both formalist and scientific ab-
straction. Continuing this dialogue: Owen
Schuh and Satyan Devadoss’s Cartography 
of Treespace verge into the territory of Pattern
& Design, while 1960 Nobel Prize in Physics
winner Donald Glaser’s glass slide documenta-
tions of particle collisions evoke Duchamp’s
Boîte-en-valise, and Jonathan Corum organ-
izes exo-planets orbit maps in a modernist
grid. Conversely, Marc Fichou’s mixed-media
assemblage panels resemble a postmodern
wunderkammer, or perhaps Rauschenberg’s
Combines with A Beautiful Mind twist. Cata-
loguing the unknown is poetically manifest in
Lia Halloran’s Deep Sky Companion, which
pairs cyanotype prints and blue ink-on-vellum
drawings based on Charles Messier’s astro-
nomical catalogue. Documenting the
mysteries of the night skies, these images
evoke the intoxicating beauty of uncertainty.

—MOLLY ENHOLM

LAGUNA BEACH, CA
Helen Pashgian: “Golden Ratio”
at Peter Blake Gallery
At age 82, this Light and Space artist is not

“Gray Mandates,” 2016, Ragen Moss
Installation View Photo courtesy Redling Fine Art

“Animation for Black (W)hole,” 2011 
The Einstein Collective (Christopher O’Leary)

Digital animation, 12' diameter floor projection
Photo: Stephen Nowlin/ArtCenter, Courtesy the artist
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only producing an impressive array of lumi-
nous, semi-transparent sculptures, she is
drawing on her five decades of experience,
working with fiberglass, resin and plastics,
creating sculptural works that drift in and 
out of the viewer’s perceptual field. The most
recent result of this effort is this series of col-
orless, 8-foot tall freestanding columns, and
smaller discs and spheres, mounted onto the
gallery walls. All 15 artworks, created in 2016
and titled Untitled, were made from large
sheets of acrylic that were heated until they
became soft and malleable and then molded;
while small pieces of gold-colored acrylic
were strategically placed within each sculp-
ture, helping to highlight the elegant shapes.
Situated within three rooms of this gallery,
the pieces—all carefully lit from above—
appear to glow from within. 

This exhibition is reminiscent of the artist’s
2014 LACMA show of 12 elliptical columns—
albeit with each piece representing a different
color of the spectrum—and installed in one
large black room. Yet the mostly white gal-
leries of this current show are infused with
natural sunlight during the day, and with care-
fully placed lighting in the evening, helping to
bring out the inner radiance of the pieces. The
overall effect of this exhibition is a celebration
of California light, while it also pays homage
to the SoCal based Light and Space move-
ment of the 1960s and 70s, of which
Pashgian was an essential player.

In fact, the impact of perception, an aspect 
of the artist’s sculptures for a half-century, is 
as important as the technique employed in the
creation of the work. Going back further, Pash-
gian spent copious time during her childhood
in Laguna Beach, looking at the ocean and tide
pools; and she has devoted much of her career
striving to replicate in her work the fleeting
quality of light that one sees underwater.
Moreover, the pristine, scratch-free exteriors 
of her sculptures enable the viewer to see into
and through each piece. Walking around these
meticulously constructed works, interacting
with them, perceiving their evolving organic
shapes and forms, is akin to experiencing a 
visual spirituality or even a meditative state. 
Indeed spending time with this installation is
like being embraced by a visual choir, filled
with radiant, translucent altar pieces.

—LIZ GOLDNER

PALO ALTO, CA
Louise Nevelson
at Pace Palo Alto
Louise Nevelson (1899-1988) was as well
known for her theatrical, oracular self-presen-
tation—bedecked in designer scarves and
chunky jewelry, with eye makeup worthy 
of a silent-film vamp—as for her powerful
sculptural assemblages, her so-called ‘em-
pire.’ Sixteen of these works were featured,
along with seven collages, at Pace Palo Alto,
following a similar show at Pace in Chelsea
earlier this year.

Nevelson, who dubbed herself “the original
recycler,” used cast-off broken furniture as
her material because of the “life experi-
ences” embedded in the wood. Her work,
while abstract, and never literal or autobio-
graphical, was similarly shaped by her life
and career. Born Leah Berliawsky, daughter
of Ukrainian emigrants resettled to rural

Maine, she decided at an early age to be 
an artist, and, despite an unhappy early mar-
riage, pursued her vocation, undeterred by
convention. She studied with Hans Hofmann
in Munich and Provincetown; worked with
Diego Rivera in New York on the infamous
Rockefeller Plaza mural (having an affair 
with him that spoiled her friendship with
Frida Kahlo); studied Picassian cubism in
Paris (although she was too shy to meet the
artist); and absorbed the arts of Asia, Africa
and pre-Columbian America, as well as the
metaphysical paintings of Giorgio de Chirico
and Morandi. Success finally came with the
sculptural assemblages of the late 1950s,
scavenged pieces of wooden furniture and
moldings exquisitely arranged within arrays
of boxes or crates. These ‘framed’ images
were usually spray-painted matte black, 
“the total color… the most aristocratic color.” 
The ensembles, sometimes wall-sized, are 
visually hypnotic, suggesting hieroglyphic
texts; they also suggest letterpress drawers
for some “metaphysical alphabet,” to use 
de Chirico’s term: indecipherable, but charged
with secret meaning and mystical life. 

The two large assemblage walls, Untitled
(Sky Cathedral) (1964), and Cascade VII
(1979), installed on opposite sides of a gray
stub wall, dominate the gallery and anchor
the show. Surrounding them are wall reliefs
like Moon-Star Zag XII (1981), the totemic
Colonne II (1959), and three maquettes, 
probably intended for monumental public
works to be fabricated in steel (like Sky Tree
in San Francisco’s Rockefeller-built Embar-
cadero Center). Notable also is an atypical
unpainted relief, Untitled (1985), featuring 
furniture pieces of various types, seemingly
steamrollered flat: purified and perfected.
Nevelson’s persona is so powerful that
it overshadows her hard-won oeuvre; that

“Untitled (GR3),” 2016, Helen Pashgian
Formed Acrylic, 901⁄2" x 18" x 201⁄2"
Photo: courtesy Peter Blake Gallery

“Cascade VII,” 1979
Louise Nevelson

Wood painted black, 8'6" x 10'7" x 1'4"
9 elements plus base, 10 parts total

Photo: courtesy Pace 
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work, despite its austerity and toughness,
merits the respect of feminist artists no less
than works more in tune with prevailing gen-
der stereotypes and expectations.

—DEWITT CHENG

SAN FRANCISCO
Elise Ferguson: “Citron”
at Romer Young Gallery
In her second solo show at Romer Young
Gallery, Elise Ferguson continues her explo-
ration of Op-esque architectural abstractions
rendered in a magnetically attractive palette
of soft, rich colors balanced with blacks,
grays and creams. Made using a process that
is as sculptural as it is painterly, these 21st
century ‘portable frescoes’ offer very differ-
ent viewing experiences from a distance and
from close up. The quirky, inventive geomet-
ric figures that fill these fields seem at first
glance to be precise and calculated—her 
designs originate in a Photoshop-generated
file—but Ferguson’s method of making en-
genders surprisingly handmade results. On 
a primed board, 10-15 layers of pigmented
plaster are laid down; although each one is
smoothed with a mason’s precision, she al-
lows the panel’s edges to become irregular,
suggesting the deckle of a sheet of paper.
Parts of the design are masked off; more 
layers are added. (When the masking is 
removed, a subtle profile of relief is created.)
Finally, Ferguson creates the parts of the
composition that are rendered in delicate
lines, still using a tinted plaster—squeezing 
it through the surface of a special silkscreen.
Shimmering like a moiré pattern, subtle irreg-
ularities and blobs in the lines indicate where
one printed area overlaps another, as she
joins designs together to create larger forms.

Over time, Ferguson has built up a personal
library of such screens, describing their 
visual connection in her paintings as a form
of ‘looping’—a term more associated with
film, or sound. The most compelling works

here suggest the possibility of repetition that
contains infinite variation. This is accom-
plished either within the confines of a single
panel—Citron’s ballet of densely packed yel-
low and grey ovals and rectangles is a fine
example—or, in the case of Deuce and King
Lounge (all works 2016), in two and three
panels, respectively, conjoined into larger
compositions. In both of the latter works,
forms seemingly continue across the narrow
gap between the adjoining panels’ irregular
edges, but there is no sense of containment,
or the static completion of anything that
could be called a pattern. King Lounge’s
elongated ovals, cropped, split or stretched,
evoke nothing so much as improvised 
music, stopping and starting: notes held,
transformed, or cut off. Like such playing—
which requires a mastery achieved through

long practice—Ferguson’s paintings are both
meticulously planned and full of random,
beautiful moments.

—MARIA PORGES

SAN FRANCISCO
Freddy Chandra: “Slipstream”
at Brian Gross Fine Art
Finish Fetish artists of the 1960s, such as Billy
Al Bengston, Craig Kauffman and Larry Bell,
attained notoriety for their innovations with
plastics, automotive lacquers and cast resins.
Evoking the lustrous surfaces of cars and surf-
boards, they fashioned pristine, hard-edged
geometric objects seemingly made to glitter in
the brilliant LA light. Their work comprises 
a subset of the broader Light and Space
movement. Oakland-based Freddy Chandra’s
exhibition “Slipstream” explores these con-
cerns in his own, 21st-century Bay Area
incarnation of the genre. Like his predeces-
sors, Chandra works in a territory skirting two
and three dimensions, presenting installations
of cast plastic objects that hang on the wall—
sculptural works with a painterly presence.
Arrangements of shiny plastic components
might initially appear to form a single unit, but
the separation of elements is intrinsic to the
work. Chandra’s very deliberate spacing be-
tween the bars creates staccato bursts of
color that allow each tone to sing separately.
In another bit of sleight of hand, the elongated
rectangular prisms, which appear at first to be
solidly tinted from within, are actually painted
with acrylic that is airbrushed on in thin, trans-
parent or translucent layers.

Haze (all works 2016), comprised of a long,
horizontal arrangement of vertical elements,

“Floe,” 2016, Freddy Chandra
Acrylic and UV-stabilized resin 

on cast acrylic with varnish
48" x 48" x 11⁄2"

Photo: courtesy Brian Gross Gallery

“Deuce,” 2016, Elise Ferguson
Pigmented plaster on panel, 30" x 60" Photo: courtesy Romer Young Gallery
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is grounded by a wide swath of green rang-
ing from bright kelly to a darker viridian. Bars
of gray or lavender may also range from a
faint hint of color to a dark mid-value. This
work has both an urban and a natural feel 
to it, the colors suggesting trees and the 
concrete of buildings, the haze of city streets,
or perhaps of clouds and mist. The irregular
spacing conveys a logic of its own, reminis-
cent of musical composition. These harmonic
groupings also suggest the stackings of a
metropolitan skyline, the structural feeling
clearly relating to Chandra’s early studies—
which included that of architecture, along
with art practice.

Flare, the largest work, uses a palette of
greens and golds to complement the clear
and pale gray elements. This expansive piece
extends beyond the peripheries of our vision,
even from a substantial distance, necessitat-
ing our shifting gaze from left to right and
back to take it all in. Chandra’s work engages
the viewer in an active process of apprecia-
tion, like a puzzle to be solved; we may strive
to comprehend an individual work’s unique
inner logic, or, suspending our attempt to
quantify the experience, opt to bask in the
array of sensory effects.

—BARBARA MORRIS

SEATTLE
Emily Gherard: 
“Making Presence Known”
at Bridge Productions
Emily Gherard’s process is comparable to an
archeologist’s: excavating texture and mean-
ing from layers built up gradually with the drift
of pencil, brush and time. She demarcates and
delineates moments by building and carving,
erasing; melding making and forgetting. Her
works on paper, sheathed in tens of thou-
sands of marks of frosted, shimmering
graphite, have in recent years towered as im-
pressively large-scale works, spanning entire

gallery walls. In these pieces, Gherard’s works
straddle the cusp of abstraction, with images
meted out and ticked out in mysteriously 
codified patterns that melt into monochrome
fields when viewed from a distance.

In her most recent series, “Making Presence
Known,” scale has diminished—dwarfed.
Many of Gherard’s panels are smaller than
the palm of a hand. Yet the bijou-sized pieces
are encrusted with material that has a den-
sity as yet not experienced in Gherard’s
drawings on paper. As objects, some scintil-
late with layers of graphite accreted into
hard, chilly carbon peaks, built up gradually.
In a departure that waxes more sculptural,
some panels are pierced with hundreds of
staples that swell in metal crests, and shim-
mer as violently as the graphite. Metal and
crystalline carbon components play off one
another seamlessly. A number of pieces are
hung with a sliver of a gap between painting
and wall and appear to gently levitate. The
backs have been painted fluorescent pink; 
as a result, a faint glow of neon horizon
spreads out beyond the inkiness.

At such a compressed scale, Gherard’s
works require close encounter—with nose
practically pressed up against pieces—an in-
spection that asks the viewer to slither side
to side to grasp the play of shadow and light
and the velveteen sleekness of the graphite.
The density of the material at such quarters
is gravitational. The reduction is a result of
the recent birth of Gherard’s daughter—a
pragmatic maneuver to build a show’s worth
of work in shorter packets of time. As an
artist for whom time has always played a 
key role in building up surfaces, Gherard 
risks sacrificing much of the visual impact
and rigor that viewers have come to admire
in her work. However as a whole, “Making
Presence Known” continues to deliver just
that, demanding intimacy rather than a 
catching of breath. The tension inherent 
to the idea of an image—buried in material,
blurred and just out of focus—remains.

—AMANDA MANITACH

SEATTLE
Jeffrey Simmons: 
“Open Work: Recent Watercolors”
at Greg Kucera Gallery
Since the death last fall of Seattle painter
Francis Celentano, one of the original, 1965
“Responsive Eye” artists at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, Jeffrey Simmons
could succeed the late artist as the region’s
best geometric artist. The new watercolors 
in “Open Work: Recent Watercolors” go 
beyond Celentano’s rigid structures toward
blurs and auras that contrast with the over-
lapping circles of cut-and-sprayed paper. As
part of his process, multiple layers of paper
are colored then perforated by the artist, and
finally laid over one another. The differing

punch-hole patterns create further patterns,
some bordering on moiré.

The works in Simmons’ Fire Serif series
(2016) begin with the illusion of a Rorschach
test, each image split in half vertically with
spectrum arrays of red, yellow and blue blur-
ring to pink, green and purple. More so than
the others, the Fire Serifs may be read as a
frog (V), a butterfly or moth (I), an insect (II),
bird wings (III) and a rabbit head (IV). Thus,
nature is referenced obliquely, never occlud-
ing the perforated forms. Retaining the same
multiple-element, central image, Earth Res-
onators and Mars Resonators (both series
2016) use darker colors from black to red,
with vertical compositions of descending 
circles with adjacent smaller dots rotating 
in circles suggestive of ball bearings or gears.
Faint gray ovals reinforce a smoky, industrial
atmosphere. Mars Resonator I and II are a
darker orange with larger ancillary concentric
circles. They could be plans for a planetary
lander. Larger Cadmium Resonator I and
Larger Black Resonator I-III (all 2015) are
slimmer, echoing Celentano’s narrow,
sprayed plastic strips, but quietly painted,
pulsing on papers with broad white margins.
Larger Light Trap II (2015) and Larger Light
Trap III (2016) are the most amorphous of all,
layering multiple sheets of cut-and-painted
paper, defying the strict compositions of Sim-
mons’ earlier work, and employing smaller
circular cuts similar in size to champagne
bubbles, imaginary pastel microscopic cells—
or lace panties.

The more complicated diptychs and triptychs,
Amen Break I, Amen Break II, and Strength
of Strings (all 2016) place irregular pairings 
of circles and triangles over white rectangles
and squares. Mirror Rim (2016), the largest
work, a six-part painting (approximately 28-
by-24 inches), also has the widest palette,
with brighter colors suggestive of necklaces
or holiday ornaments. Despite such intense,
narrow parameters, Simmons shows no sign
of exhausting his store of ideas.

—MATTHEW KANGAS

“Untitled (Shifting On Your Toes No. 2),” 2016
Emily Gherard
Acrylic and graphite on canvas on panel 
14" x 11" Photo: courtesy Bridge Productions

“Larger Cadmium Resonator I,” 2015
Jeffrey Simmons

Watercolor on paper, 191⁄4" x 131⁄2" 
Photo: courtesy Greg Kucera Gallery
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DENVER
Clark Richert: 
“Close Packed Structures”
at Gildar Gallery
Denver artist Clark Richert’s career stretches
back over fifty years, and today he is 
regarded as an acknowledged master of 
contemporary art in Colorado. Richert is best
known for his mathematically-derived hard-
edged paintings, and to a lesser extent, his
related works on paper, with both types 
making up the elegant “Close Packed Struc-
tures” at Denver’s Gildar Gallery. Although
long interested in pattern painting, Richert’s
earliest claim to fame was employing similar
patterns to create free-standing structures
the size of cottages. They were built in the
late 1960s at Drop City, a pioneering artist-
cooperative near Trinidad, Colorado. The
complex was comprised of geodesic and
other experimental domes, mostly designed
by Richert, and earning the group a Dymax-
ion Award from Buckminster Fuller. Richert’s
Drop City experiments were well-known at
the time, but then forgotten before generat-
ing renewed interest recently owing to
Richert’s inclusion in museum shows like
“West of Center” at MCA Denver and “Hip-
pie Modernism,” organized by the Walker 
Art Center and Berkeley Art Museum.

The Gildar show does not include any domes
but the title would seem to refer to them
broadly, since the work that is included 

reveals Richert’s enduring interest in assem-
bling tightly repeated patterns of flattened
three-dimensional forms—hence “Close
Packed Structures.” Although the exhibit is
mostly populated by works Richert com-
pleted in the last year or two, there are some
earlier pieces such as a classic intermediate
version of his patterns in Rhombic Inversion
from 1980. In it, Richert has marked the dark
field with a precise grid, over which he has
placed a system of bars introducing the illu-
sion of three-dimensionality. There are also
little squares sprinkled across the canvas that
seem to be placed randomly however like
every aspect of a Richert, their placement
has been mathematically predetermined. The
newer paintings, such as Central Core Cube
(2016), are different, having brighter palettes
and with larger individual elements. Also dis-
tinct is the painterly, hand-done quality in this
painting that is juxtaposed with the mecha-
nistic character of the overall geometry. The
works on paper are also recent with Richert
“drawing” them on a computer monitor, 
and then having them digitally printed with
inkjets. As could be imagined, these have a
more polished quality than do the paintings. 

The most recent of the pieces in the Gildar
exhibit, dating from 2015 and 2016, prove

that after more than a half century of work,
Richert is still on his game.

—MICHAEL PAGLIA

HOUSTON
Gary Lang: “WANDERWONDER”
at McClain Gallery
Gary Lang’s tondos vibrate with optical intensity.
They are powerful, hypnotic, exuberant and psy-
chedelic. Lang is a superb colorist who has
been creating these circular paintings for nearly
30 years. He attributes his color choices and
combinations completely to chance, insisting
that they are largely unplanned beyond a prelim-
inary color palette. Lang prefers, however, to
speak about where the act of creating these
paintings takes him. The title refers to an ap-
proach to painting that is not bound by a
predetermined result but “wanders” wherever
the colors take him. The repetition of applying
circular stripes of paint by hand frees him from
anxiety. While working, he exists purely in the
instant, describing the experience as an “ex-
tended trance” during which he feels totally
alive. “Painting is a way of unraveling the 
mystery of self,” Lang says. “Through painting,
you draw yourself into the moment.”

When one walks into McClain Gallery filled
with nine of Lang’s new targets (all but two are
from 2016), the effect is both breathtaking and
beautiful. The placement of colors—light be-
side dark, warm against cool, complementary
next to primary—causes these concentric rings
to visually protrude from the surface one mo-
ment and recede deeply behind the picture
plane the next. Lang paints them by hand, but
he does affix the canvases to large metal
turntables mounted on the wall in his Southern
California studio. That way, he can slowly turn
them as he paints the rings of color. He gave
up taping very early on, because he found the
hand-painted lines to be more humanistic.

Lang prefers the circle because it is a perfect
form, with no top, bottom or sides and no sug-
gestion of landscape. The circle paintings emit
spiritual energy, and Lang describes them as
“tools for connecting to the life force.” They
are paradoxically simple yet complex, direct but
mysterious, full of both grace and conflict. They
are equitable and democratic, transcending lan-

“BLUELIGHTTHREE,” 2015, Gary Lang
acrylic on canvas, 72" diameter

Photo: courtesy McClain Gallery

“Central Core Cube,” 2017, Clark Richert, acrylic on canvas, 70" x 70"
Photo: courtesy Gildar Gallery
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guage, religion, race and culture. Universally 
accessible, they are devices that place the
viewer squarely in the moment and are best
experienced on a purely sensual level.

—DONNA TENNANT

DALLAS
Julieta Aguinaco: 
“Mañana Will Be Another”
at CYDONIA
Julieta Aguinaco has probably exhibited her
work more frequently abroad than in Mexico,
where she lives and works, placing her within 
a minority when it comes to mid-career artists
who usually have it the other way around. Inter-
nationally her work has been seen in Denmark,
the Netherlands, the UK, Germany, Brazil, and
China as well as the US. Her current show in
Dallas marks her second solo exhibition at 
Cydonia Gallery. A conceptual artist to the 
core, Aguinaco is keenly interested in the na-
ture of time and language, as registered in the
exhibition title, where the Spanish words for 
tomorrow and morning are the same depending
on the temporal context. For this exhibition she
brought her work to bear upon the idea of time
as elucidated by the philosopher Timothy Mor-
ton in his book “Hyperobjects: Philosophy and
Ecology After the End of the World.” These 
hyperobjects exist independently from hu-
mans, are too big to be measured, and most
importantly, emit time.

One example of a hyperobject is global 
warming because of how it affects the envi-
ronment over time in a way that makes a
direct correspondence between the two 
difficult to pinpoint. Within this gray area,
Aguinaco explores how more than one time
passes simultaneously along with others. In
her dual video projection Under the Citlaltépetl
(2013), she exposed over 8000 time-lapse
photography images of the highest mountain
in Mexico. These were used to put together
two video streams that each picture opposing
times, like time clocks, that run simultane-
ously; the one on the left starts at twilight and
ends just before the break of day, the one on
the right begins in the morning and ends as

night approaches. The sheer beauty of this
natural wonder includes clear skies that
dance with elegant clouds, falling stars, and
constellations made visible as the images
progress. In reality, a view of the night-day
paradox is impossible to witness at the same
time, and explains Aguinaco’s aesthetic treat-
ment of this enigmatic notion as a meditation
on temporality, ecology, and what’s at stake
when we fail to try and see more than the
merely visible. Through her intervention into
reality Aguinaco has created, or at least re-
vealed, a hyperobject of her own.

—JOHN ZOTOS

SANTA FE
“Native Realities: Superheroes 
of Past, Present, & Future”
at Form & Concept 
Attacks on prayerful Water Protectors oppos-
ing the Dakota Access Pipeline echo in 
Form & Concept’s small but mighty satellite of
the Indigenous Comic Con that just blew up 
Albuquerque. This all-eclipsing environmental
and sovereignty issue, America’s latest “Indian
War,” threatens life, holy land, and drinkable
water. The selfsame colonialist=corporate an-
archist stratagem of military aggression against
powerfully peaceful Protectors fossil-fuels ille-
gal US aggression worldwide. A readily evil
supervillian (with a 500-year backstory of 
genocide and enviro-degradation) makes the
metaphor of Water Protectors as Superheroes
simple to draw, though the mad skills convey-
ing the messages aren’t as easily acquired.

Arigon Starr, an ICC organizer and creator of
Super Indian, renders Mega Bear and Diogi
riding shotgun as the Rez Rocket speeds our
hero towards Lakota lands. A banner at the
bottom of the image declares, “Super Indian
Stands with Standing Rock… Water is Life.”
Citizen Alert: Super Indian (and Susan Saran-
don) urge divestment from creepy Wall Street
Banksters! Joining your local Credit Union

puts you one step closer to North Dakota, on
the path to protecting human rights to clean
water, earth, and air. Ryan Singer’s In the
Spirit of SPIRIT confronts the viewer with a
ready warrior sporting a ‘NO DAPL’ armband,
while in Ricardo Cate’s Heroes of Standing
Rock 2, an indigenous girl places a feather
into the barrel of a National Guardsman’s rifle.
Weshoyot Alvitre offers perspective in Lakota
Skywalker, in which a lone figure walks away
in a jacket referencing the American Indian
Movement and Wounded Knee, in both ’73
and 1890. Tee Bird, a ceramic super-grrl by
Kathleen Wall, strides confidently forward,
while Jonathan Nelson’s Frybread Warriors
and Zombie Sheep bring the intricate levity 
so vital to resisting oppression.

Comics created by Native children from the
Zuni Pueblo Superhero Project give us Mr.
Clean, Mr. Garbage, Graffiti Man, and Kira
who “… grew up… honoring her traditional
Zuni Culture and 21st-Century lifestyle.” 
A lifestyle that currently includes being at-
tacked by untrained dogs and compression
grenades, being maced, pepper-sprayed and
shot repeatedly with rubber bullets and water
cannons in sub-freezing temperatures. Kira
clarifies that Standing Rock’s superheroes
have secret identities as ordinary human be-
ings (525 captives taken at this writing) who
want what’s right for all people of the planet.

—JON CARVER

SANTA FE
Wendel White: “Schools for the Colored”
at photo-eye Bookstore + Project Space
“Then it dawned upon me with a certain sud-
denness that I was different from the others
… shut out from their world by a vast veil,”
wrote W.E.B. Dubois in his 1903 sociology
text “The Souls of Black Folk.” Photographer
Wendel White draws direct inspiration from
Dubois’ famous veil concept in “Schools for
the Colored,” a series of digital collages that
visually manifests long-standing social and
economic divisions.

“Under the Citlaltépetl Video Still,” 2013, Julieta Aguinaco video file comprised of 8000 images, 
3 mins/20 secs looped, Multiple methods of installation, dimensions vary 
Photo: courtesy of CYDONIA and Artist

“In the Spirit of Spirit,” 2016 
Ryan Singer 

Acrylic on Canvas 24" x 18"
Photo: courtesy Form & Concept
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This body of work spun off from one of White’s
long-running artistic projects. In the 1980s, 
he began documenting endangered, all-black 
communities in southern New Jersey. These
neighborhoods on the Northern edge of the
Mason-Dixon line served as havens of educa-
tion and industry for African Americans in 
the 19th and early 20th centuries. His images,
audio and video recordings, and writings fur-
nish the immersive digital exhibition “Small
Towns, Black Lives,” which debuted in 1995
and was updated in 2003. In his current exhibi-
tion “Schools for the Colored,” White extends
his stomping grounds across Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. His subjects are struc-
tures (or in some cases, empty plots) that once
housed segregated black schools. The artist
takes photographs of the various sites then 
digitally pastes a semi-translucent white screen
over each of his images, leaving only the
schoolhouses and nearby telephone poles un-
obscured. Buildings that no longer exist appear
as crisp black shadows or ghostly white silhou-
ettes, their outlines reconstructed through
historic photographs and White’s imagination.

The breadth of White’s project is impressive:
he captured the images from 2004 to 2010,
and from 50 different towns. The structures
he discovered are diverse, ranging from 
one-room houses to two-story brick buildings
with steeples. They are symbols of the larger
communities they inhabit, which acted as
sanctuaries for a persecuted people—and are
now rapidly changing. The fog that encircles
them is a clear border, demarcating the
schools as shelters but also rendering their
surroundings inaccessible and potentially
hostile. As a fastidious artist-historian, White
renders visible the weave of Dubois’ veil, and
challenges his viewers to sense its enduring
presence in the contemporary world.

—JORDAN EDDY

BOISE, ID
Stephanie Wilde: “Paramnesia” 
at Stewart Gallery
For over 30 years, Boise artist Stephanie Wilde
has focused her paintings on a range of societal
issues, from the AIDS epidemic to indictments
of corporate greed and the gap between rich
and poor. Self-indulgence, arrogance, prejudice
and environmental denial are frequent targets.
Her informed blend of mythology, symbology
and cultural history, so enticingly rendered in
acrylic, ink and gold leaf, belies the moral out-
rage within. For despite appearances, this is 
an art of cultural despair. Wilde’s current exhibit
is comprised of nine large works in two parts.
Four of the pieces are an introduction to what
is projected to be an extended series titled
Murder of the Crows. Five are from another 
series, The Golden Bees. We have, in essence,
a double entendre, simultaneously addressing
environmental and political issues seen through
Wilde’s critical eyes.

Paramnesia is a disorder of the memory,
which is the central theme of Crows. 
Historically, large flocks of these noisy, 
mischievous birds were seen as symbolizing 
a herd mentality that is the antithesis of 
independent thought and judgment. It is 
the collective loss of memory of past conse-
quences, recurring periods of intellectual
poverty that have relevance to our own 
time. Wilde’s quotes from Greek and Egyptian
mythology are the personifications of her
worldview with three Greek goddesses 
representing female consciousness and
mother earth, entities under assault. 
Daphne II, Cassandra II and Ophelia are 
sister metaphors for the cause and effect of
paramnesia in terms of mankind’s refusal to
take the environmental crisis seriously, peren-
nially dismissing the warnings of scientists,

educators and intellectuals generally as the
rantings of self-styled elites.

Although the center of attention, these figures
have stylized, wan countenances suggesting
calm resignation. Their demeanor reinforces
their symbolic and metaphoric rather than indi-
vidual attributes. Enveloping and consuming
the subjects are elaborate tapestries of en-
twined leaves, flowers and vines that have
particular relevance for each. Tears of Ra is 
a work that segues into Golden Bees. Ra was
the Egyptian sun god, who is portrayed here
weeping tears of bees in accordance with the
belief that they bring messages to man. Impli-
cating the potential extinction of the Western
honey bee, along with its unique role in our
ecosystem, Wilde has given them an iconic
status, particularly in Queens, Drones, and
Workers and on the hexagonal black plaques
with emblematic victims in gold leaf. Taken 
all together, it is an art of mourning.

—CHRISTOPHER SCHNOOR

CHICAGO
Diana Guerrero-Maciá: 
“SLOW BLOSSOMING”
at Carrie Secrist Gallery
Veteran textile artist Diana Guerrero-Maciá’s
abstracted, hard-edged works are as much
about the geometry of quilting as they are
about the aesthetics of Constructivism. In
“SLOW BLOSSOMING,” Guerrero-Maciá
creates a gallery-wide installation of un-
stretched tapestries, functional objects 
and even a pair of custom drum kits. Some 
of the Chicago-based artist’s large-scale,
grommeted wall pieces are hung with their
bottom edge grazing the floor, while others
are installed almost touching the ceiling. This
simple departure from the typical, eye-level
hanging of painting reinforces these works’
affinity with banners and signage, prompting
the viewer to look for the content within
Guerrero-Maciá’s formalism. However, 
none of that content is blatant or didactic,

“Marshalltown School, Mannington, New Jersey,” 2008, Wendel White
Archival Pigment Print 13" x 20" Photo: courtesy phote-eye Bookstore + Project Space

“Cassandra II,” 2016, Stephanie Wilde
Ink, acrylic and gold leaf, 26" x 38" 

Photo: courtesy Stewart Gallery
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and Guerrero-Maciá’s subtle messages range
from social issues to art historical critique. 
In a pair of pieces, Snowthing at Night and
Snowthing, The Other Unicorn (both 2015), a
simply stylized snowman occupies the center
of each composition. While bits of bold, pri-
mary colors are peppered throughout these
pieces (and many others on display here), the
prevailing palette is neutral, with many works
nodding toward the monochrome. With this
reference to a specific era of Modernism, we
can see by contrast how the medium of tex-
tile can be almost radical. Guerrero-Maciá’s
hand-sewn process is warm, domestic and
undeniably gendered. Her material, along
with the kitsch hearts, rainbows, targets and
stars floating amongst the rectilinear forms 
of her banners, flies in the face of the cool,
macho heroism of Minimalism. 

The social issues of Guerrero-Maciá’s works
are not so much gleaned from the signs 
and symbols of her artworks as they are felt
through the overall environment she has cre-
ated in the gallery. This exhibition is intended
as a contemporary take on the notion of the
salon—a haven of aesthetics, dialogue and
camaraderie. In “SLOW BLOSSOMING,”
Guerrero-Maciá diverts some emphasis from
her own messages within her pieces, shifting
the focus to the important social activity we
are a part of within the space and amongst
the art. With artist-designed seating and 
call-and-response percussion performances
scheduled throughout the exhibition’s 
duration, visitors are encouraged to linger,
perhaps even longer than they normally
might. “SLOW BLOSSOMING” opened two
days after Election Day 2016. As many of us
attended the reception laden with fear and
anxiety about the outcome, the gathering 
of our artistic community of liberals and out-
siders suddenly felt much more important
than it did in October.

—ROBIN DLUZEN

CHICAGO
Shai Azoulay: “Pupil”
at Zolla/Lieberman Gallery
Israeli artist Shai Azoulay paints strange and
evocative vignettes that reveal a tender imagi-
nation and an empathy for the range of the
human comedy that can be both amusing and
revelatory. They seem one-offs at first, quick
little allusive narratives—a man futilely chasing
a wheel, two tightrope walkers about to run
into one another as they cross paths above 
an infinite void, a man in an arid landscape
dreaming of blue skies and green grass—that
are painted with cursory but sufficient waves
of the brush, as if too much attention would
disturb the dreamy fragility of the mood they
evoke. It’s all a kind of lissome surrealism
(would that be surrealissome?), a whisper 
of scenarios that touch on, in turn, universal
states of being such as desire, fear, isolation,
joy, confusion, social intercourse, and more.

Take, for example, Pipe (2016): about a dozen
figures, described with great economy but
still revealing gender and age, mill about 
the entry aperture of a large metal pipe, big
enough for them to walk through standing up.
Are they going to do so, and exit to our left,
are they refugees or day-laborers entering
Israel illegally, or is this tube—inexplicably here
placed above ground—the tunnels Hamas
builds to enter Israel for military operations?
Azoulay depicts this scene as almost sylvan,
he has a delicate but apt color sense and the
pure painting of the pipe and nearby tree is,
well, lovely. Or Mingling (2016), where 16 
figures are presented in a rough circle in an 
interior space, gesturing toward and interact-
ing with one another. Azoulay concretizes this
by having orange/gold painted lines physically
tie two or more individuals together, as if their
encounter is a literal as well as social connec-

tion, a true linking of individuals. Or A Plan
(2016), where six tiny figures are swimming
at the bottom of an enormous bowl of milk
from which they cannot escape; whatever
plan they concoct an exercise in futility that
nonetheless shows optimistic gumption (the
olive green, raspberry and orange palette here
is terrific). These are warm images with just 
a touch of the askew, almost, within the
processes of painting what Saul Steinberg
was to the processes of illustration and car-
tooning—visual conundrums that nonetheless
ring true. While sometimes Azoulay’s inter-
ests drift to the life of his studio or odd,
totemic studies of multiple heads, it’s all a bit
as if the Jerusalem Post met the illustrators
from the New Yorker—no bad thing, that.

—JAMES YOOD

NEW YORK
Terry Winters
at Matthew Marks Gallery
For those who prefer their art leavened with
critical theory, politics, irony or the like, there
may be a temptation to dismiss Terry Winters’
current show as eye candy, but, to paraphrase
what Cézanne said about Monet, “My god,
what eye candy!” Winters’ brilliantly hued
paintings in this show are a paean to color 
for color’s sake. These 17 canvases ranging
from easel size to over 10 feet wide show 
a genuine humility on the part of Winters, 
in allowing color to take the lead. As Winters
admits in the press release for the show “…
color is basically wild and full of surprises.”
The fact that there are many ravishing works
here, and no duds, demonstrates Winters’ full
command of an intuitive approach to oil paint-
ing that is rarely seen in blue chip galleries.

Here as in previous exhibitions, Winters’
compositional gambit, layers of organic pat-
terns upon organic patterns, effectively frees
up his hand in order to be in the moment.
Playing with transparent media such as wax,
lakes (dyes suspended in a semi-transparent
base that gives the pigment bulk but no cov-
ering power), and resins allows him to leave
breadcrumbs as to his decisions going from
one layer to the next. In Verdigris (2014),
green petal-shaped forms, some of them
lined with red, float on an indigo background,
which itself is covering yet another pattern
underneath. The numerous layers create an
indeterminate space that vibrates around the
tensions created by the complementary red

“Pipe,” 2016, Shai Azoulay
Oil on canvas, 11" x 17"

Photo: courtesy Zolla/Lieberman Gallery

“Snowthing At Night,” 2015, Diana Guerrero-Maciá
Wool, cotton, Belgian linen, dye, army blankets, and bleach on commando cloth, 72" x 108"
Photo: courtesy Carrie Secrist Gallery
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and green passages. As always, Winters’ 
surface remains tidy yet relaxed.

While there are many contenders for “best 
in show” among these colorful beasts, 
Dioxazine Shift, (2016), presents a unique 
convergence of drawing decisions and color
events that add up to an unforgettable impact.
A virtual sphere made up of a moiré pattern 
of overlapping cobalt blue dots hovers over 
a grid of similarly colored smaller dots. The
eponymous dioxazine purple makes a guest
appearance as it rides on top of a handful of
the larger dots across the upper half of the
sphere. Behind the purple dots the pale blue
ground shifts into creamy yellow, pushing the
purple into our space. A color accent of orange
lining a pale blue dot in the lower right quad-
rant sets the whole composition spinning, and
Winters, using the inherent intelligence of
color itself, brings another painting to life.

—HOVEY BROCK

NEW YORK
Jorge Eielson
at Andrea Rosen Gallery 2
Although not widely known to contemporary
American audiences, Jorge Eielson (1924-
2006) was an accomplished figure, who, as
this recent cross-section of works at Andrea
Rosen Gallery 2 attests, deserves greater
recognition. On the one hand, Eielson had a
wide-ranging practice, encompassing poetry
and performance as well as painting and
sculpture. But his artistic pursuit was highly
focused, aimed toward breaking painting out
of the strict two-dimensionality of its flat sur-
face. As seen from the works in this small
survey, he engaged that goal with a concep-
tual approach that was both flexible and
remarkably consistent.

Born in Peru, Eielson had already achieved
some acclaim when he visited Paris in
1948; three years later he moved to Rome,
where he met such figures as Alberto Burri
and Cy Twombly. Eschewing the other
“isms” of the period, Eielson approached
art-making by working off his own austere
conceptual precepts. His signature series
are the Quipus, which date back to 1963.
The works, which literally mean “knot,”
are a deliberate invocation of his Peruvian
heritage, a kind of traditional counting de-
vice that was used in the South American
Andes before the Spanish colonial con-
quest. In Eielson’s hands, these knots
become a motif which he employs in a 
variety of formats. In some works, he pulls
raw burlap across a canvas: into a knot in
the corner with one, and into a looped knot
at the top center of the canvas, pulled
from its lower corners, in another. 

In Quipus 31 N 1 (1966-1971), he pulls a
white swath of fabric diagonally across a
painted black square; in Quipus bianco-
nero (1974), the center of the square is cut
out, but for two indented corner elements,
to emphasize the thick, black frame. His
use of color ups the complexity and visual
pleasure of the work; in the striking work
Quipus vert – 3 (1971), the fabric is cen-
tered by a red cord in the center and
tethered by yellow and green triangles 
of fabric from opposing corners, atop a
green-painted, inset backboard. In a pair 
of works, several colored strands of bright
dyed felt entwine with burlap, to create 
a vertical zip down the middle of the
(square or circular) canvas.

Just as Fontana (who preceded him, and
who himself was born in Argentina) ex-
posed the membrane of the canvas with 
his holes and slashes, Eielson subverted 
its flatness by adding knots and wedges 
of pulled fabric across its surface. With its
economy of means belying the symbolism
of its sources, his work offers its own 
distinct, additive lexicon.

—GEORGE MELROD

“Dioxazine Shift,” 2016, Terry Winters, Oil, wax and resin on linen, 80" x 60"
Photo: courtesy Matthew Marks Gallery

“Quipus vert — 3,” 1971, Jorge Eielson
Acrylic and fabric on board

408⁄32" x 4013⁄32" x 35⁄8" 
Photo: Pierre Le Hors, Courtesy Andrea Rosen Gallery
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The Carved Line
BLOCK PRINTMAKING IN NEW MEXICO

January 14 – April 16, 2017

Albuquerque Museum
cabq.gov/museum

Dog (and Self Portrait)
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Chief curator Scott Shields of the Crocker Art Museum in Sacramento announced
that Bay Area artist Cyrus Tilton has won the 2016 John S. Knudson Prize, the
first year the prize has been awarded. Established in 2012 by a gift from the estate
of art collector John S. Knudson, the prize recognizes emerging to mid-career 
California artists who have not yet had a solo show at a major art museum. The
prize includes a sum of $25,000, and will also entail a solo exhibition at the Crocker,
slated for fall 2018. Tilton, a sculptor, is known for his deconstructed, vaguely 
surrealistic works that feature inventive use of materials and frequent references 
to nature. His 2011 show at Vessel Gallery in Oakland, “The Cycle,” depicted 
several iterations of the lives of locusts, a potent allegory for our own society’s 
penchant for obsessive consumption. Works included wall panels depicting locust
eggs in soil, a swarm of nearly 500 whirring fabric locusts suspended from the ceil-
ing, and a striking roomsize depiction of a pair of mating locusts made of steel wire
and waxed muslin. Titled Lovers, the piece was on display again this fall as part 
of a crowd-sourcing campaign by the gallery, to help fund the work’s potential pur-
chase by a suitable institution and to support the artist, who is currently battling
stage four esophageal cancer. The work found its home: in addition to the Knudson
Prize, in December, the Crocker Art Museum also announced that they had 
accepted Lovers into their permanent collection.

“Lovers,” 2011, Cyrus Tilton
Steel wire, muslin and wax, 12' x 61⁄2' x 61⁄2'

Photo: courtesy Vessel Gallery

As 2016 drew to a close, the exterior façade
of the Arata Isozaki-designed MOCA Grand
Avenue building (1986) was transformed
with the installation of a massive vinyl 
reproduction of Los Angeles painter Jonas
Wood’s “Still life with Two Owls,” (2014).
The work, covering an estimated 5,200
square feet, will remain on view for 
approximately one year. 

The Whitney Museum of American Art 
has announced the full list of participating
artists for the 2017 Whitney Biennial. The
upcoming event, co-curated by associate 
curator at the Whitney, Christopher Y. Lew
and independent curator Mia Locks, is the
first to be held in the museum’s new down-

town location. Thematic concerns addressed
in the exhibition include “the formation of
self and the individual’s place in a turbulent
society” with works by 63 participants, rang-
ing from emerging to well-established artists
and collectives working in both traditional and
experimental media. 

The Smithsonian American Art Museum
announced the gift of 93 works of art from 
the collection of the late Margaret Z. Robso,
marking the largest acquisition of self-taught
artworks in 20 years to the institution. The
Robson gift, donated by the collector’s son,
includes paintings, drawings and sculptures
by 48 major self-taught artists, including
James Castle, Ulysses Davis, Thornton Dial

Sr., William Edmondson, Howard Finster,
Bessie Harvey, Leroy Person, Judith Scott,
and Bill Traylor.

The Saint Louis Art Museum announced
the acquisition of Detached III (2012), a large-
scale sculpture by the English artist Rachel
Whiteread from her series of concrete sculp-
tures depicting the interior space of garden
sheds. The sculpture will be installed in the
museum’s Grace Taylor Broughton Sculpture
Garden near the 2013 David Chipperfield-
designed expansion in the spring.

The Orange County Museum of Art has 
announced the participating artists for the
2017 California-Pacific Triennial. The 
upcoming exhibiton, titled “Building as Ever,”
was curated by OCMA senior curator 
Cassandra Coblentz; the exhibition will ex-
plore the “temporal precariousness of the
built environment” by examining issues of
preservation and displacement, as well as
the effects of global economics and politics
on urbanization. The expanded geographic
parameters of the triennial, established in
2013 by former chief curator Dan Cameron,
grew from the original California Biennial
launched by the museum in 1984. The up-
coming event includes artists from who live
and work in 11 countries ranging from the
West Coast of North and South America to
China, South Korea, Japan and Australia.

The Harvard Art Museums announced the
gift of ten artworks by Nam June Paik, in 
addition to a $1 million gift from business
school alumnus Ken Hakuta, the nephew 
of pioneering video artist.  

“Still Life with Two Owls (MOCA),” 2016, Jonas Wood
rendering, courtesy of The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
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ralph bacerra
exquisite beauty
c e r a m i c  m a s t e r p i e c e s

february 3–april 2, 2017

SLOMA gratefully acknowledges the generosity of 
Guest Curator Jo Lauria for her help in mounting this 

remarkable exhibition of ceramic masterpieces. 
Collectors have a rare opportunity to buy selected artwork.

ralph bacerra, ceramic mural (detail)

The Portland Museum of Art in Maine announced a $5 million 
matching gift donation from art patrons Judy and Leonard Lauder
in support of the museum’s “Focused Endowment Initiative” to
increase its total endowment by $15 million. To honor the dona-
tion, the largest in its history, the position of PMA director will be 
renamed the Judy and Leonard Lauder Director of the Portland 
Museum of Art. 

The Denver Art Museum announced the pledged donation of $25
million from board chairman J. Landis Martin and his wife, Sharon
Martin, as the lead gift and catalyst to launch the revitalization of 
the museum’s North Building. The iconic seven-story structure was 
designed by renowned Italian modernist Gio Ponti, in collaboration
with local Denver architects James Sudler and Joal Cronenwett, in
1971 is celebrated as one of the first-ever high-rise art museums in
the United States. In recognition of the largest standalone financial
gift in the museum’s history, the North Building will be renamed 
the J. Landis and Sharon Martin Building upon project completion.

PEOPLE in the NEWS

Christy MacLear, currently Robert Rauschenberg Foundation’s
chief executive, will join Sotheby’s to expand the auction house’s
advisory services for artists and artist estates. She will serve as 
vice chair of Sotheby’s fine arts division beginning in January 2017. 

Guillaume Cerutti, president of Christie’s Europe, Middle East,
Russia, and India operations, will assume the position of CEO upon
the exit of Patricia Barbizet, who has announced that she will step
down from her post as CEO in January 2017.  

Ravi S. Rajan, currently dean of the School of the Arts at SUNY 
Purchase, will be the new head of California Institute of the Arts,
after a unanimous vote by the board of the California art school. The
announcement comes nearly 18 months after Steven Lavine, who
served 29 years at CalArts, announced that he would step down 
as the president of the institution.

Hank Willis Thomas has been appointed to the Public Art Fund’s
board of directors. Kellie Honeycutt, who has served as 
communications director since 2010, has been promoted to 
director of institutional advancement effective January 1, 2017.

Grace Kook-Anderson, former curator of contemporary art at 
the Laguna Art Museum, Calif., has been appointed curator of
Northwest art at Portland Art Museum, Ore.

Lisa Kirby announced as the next board president at the Worcester
Art Museum, Mass. Kirby currently serves as the chair of audience
engagement committee and is a four-year board member.

Laurie Ann Farrell announced as the new curator of contemporary
art at the Detroit Institute of Arts, joined by assistant curators
Lucy Mensah, previously a fellow in the modern and contemporary
department at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, and
Taylor Renee Aldridge, a writer and arts administrator based in 
Detroit and co-founder of the online journal Arts Black, creating the
largest curatorial staff for contemporary art in 15 years at CIA. Farrell
previously served 10 years at the Savannah College of Art and 
Design in Georgia, where she organized shows there with artists
such as Carrie Mae Weems, Alfredo Jaar, and Xu Bing.
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The 1960s were a time of tremendous growth and unrest for the
United States. The assassination of President John F. Kennedy in
1963 during the height of the African American Civil Rights Move-
ment cast a shadow of uncertainty during a period of alleged
progress. Many laws were passed that seemed to shine a light of
hope on the nation’s attempts to right the wrongs that had been 
scarring the States for over a century; the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968 were tiny
steps toward building a just and equitable future. Yet despite these
advancements in federal policy, the lives of black people were still
under great duress on state and city levels. Hope was shattered again
by the assassination of Malcolm X in 1965, and Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. in 1968, which resulted in considerable social unrest, inner city ri-
oting, and policing of marginalized groups and black communities that
were already dampened. The San Francisco Bay Area was recognized
as a pivotal backdrop and center of this struggle, one which wit-
nessed an enormous amount of social change and expression.

The Black Panther Party was founded in October 1966 by Huey P.
Newton and Bobby Seale, as a response to police brutality and social
injustice toward black people in their West Oakland neighborhoods.
The Party spearheaded several community programs including 
Free Breakfast for Children and community health clinics, but its core
purpose was to create an armed citizens’ patrol of the black neighbor-
hoods of Oakland that were faced with daily police harassment.
Meanwhile, across the Bay in San Francisco, an entirely different cul-
tural energy was unfolding with the Summer of Love that emerged
from the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood in protest to the Vietnam War.
The 50-year anniversary of these two distinct events is being recog-
nized with exhibitions at the Oakland Museum of California (OMCA)
and the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive (BAMPFA).

Among the most notable features of the OMCA exhibition “All Power
to the People: Black Panthers at 50” (October 8, 2016 – February 12,
2017) is the way it employs contemporary art to reflect on the history
it details. When visitors enter the show they are greeted by Sam Du-
rant’s bronze sculpture Proposal for a Monument to Huey Newton 
at the Alameda Courthouse, Oakland, Ca (2004), which accompanies
Blair Stapp’s iconic lithograph Untitled (Huey P. Newton in a wicker
peacock chair) (2003). Visitors are invited to sit in Durant’s sculpture, 
a bronze replica of the chair Newton is sitting in, and take photo-
graphs of themselves and each other. Throughout the exhibition 
are opportunities for visitors to touch, listen and dance or pose with
art and installations, in addition to several films, a reading area, along
with a reading list for visitors to take home and do their own research.
There is also a listening station with both audio files of Bobby Seale’s
talk at Cal State Fullerton in 1992, and an aptly curated selection of
popular music that includes “Inner City Blues (Make Me Wanna
Holler)” by Marvin Gaye, Nina Simone’s on-point portrait song “Four
Women,” Gil Scott-Heron’s “Brother” and “Fight the Power” by 
Public Enemy, to name a few. Hank Willis Thomas’s Black Righteous
Space (2012) flashes the Confederate flag with alternating kaleido-
scopic patterns in red, black and green—the colors of the Black
Nationalist Party. A large portion of the show features posters,
ephemera and artwork commemorating the Panthers and several
telling artifacts, including bars from a decommissioned prison 
and hand-written notes from Newton and Seale’s manifesto that 
generated their Ten-Point Platform titled “What We Want, What 
We Believe.”

Also on view are architectural fragments excavated from homes 
demolished in 1967 during the Oakland Center Redevelopment Proj-
ect, wherein some 9,000 African American families were displaced
from their Victorian homes to make way for more modern housing.
Known as Acorn, the complex provided a scant 1,000 residencies in
scattered low-income based project-type buildings. Among the ob-
jects on display are ornately carved column capitals, amber and
sapphire-colored cabinet knobs and a suite of four endearing white
marble doves; all of these decorative items are beautiful yet somber
reminders of sanctioned erasure and tremendous loss of quality 
of life.

While Oakland was undergoing these challenges, the nation was 
also dealing with general public outcry toward the Vietnam War. In 
response, protestors, activists, and counter-culture hippies began 
descending on San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury as well as surrounding
counties. In addition to the notorious drug use and general debauch-
ery, the main attractions were the many music festivals, such as the
Monterey Pop Festival, which included The Who, the Grateful Dead,
Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and more. Berkeley Art Museum and Pa-
cific Film Archive, along with the Walker Art Center, have organized
“Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia” (February 8 – May 21,
2017) in commemoration of this moment in history, which paved the
way for an extended ethos that defines the Bay Area as a place for
radicals, weirdos and innovators. “The exhibition provides a timely 
opportunity to consider what strategies might still be of value,” says
BAMPFA Director and Chief Curator Lawrence Rinder, “and to create

OAKLAND / BERKELEY
A pair of exhibitions at East Bay museums, on the Black Panthers and Hippie Modernism, 
look back at the cultural and social upheavals of fifty years ago.

Above left to right:
“Cockettes Go Shopping,” 1972
Clay Geerdes
Digital print, 42" x 28" 
Photo: courtesy David Miller, from the estate of Clay Geerdes

“Untitled (Huey Newton),” 2003
Blair Stapp
Offset lithograph on paper, 26" x 20"
Collection of the Oakland Museum of California, All Of Us Or None archive.
Gift of the Rossman Family.
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206.624.7684

Arctic Tree, 8 feet x 3 feet x 2.5 feet, made with reclaimed cedar.

Sculpture, Etchings & Drawings

Middle Fork extended:
a platform for dialogue between generations so that today’s youth
(who will inherit, for better or worse, the world we have made) can
engage critically with some of the counterculture visionaries who 
are still around to reflect on this unprecedentedly revolutionary era.”

An extensive film series curated by Kathryn MacKay features works
that “are about the search for enlightenment, transcendence and/or 
a better way of life both in terms of subject matter and formal inno-
vation.” Among those represented is the seminal film organization
Canyon Cinema, whose main interest was to create films outside 
of traditional constraints; their creativity grew out of studios, apart-
ments, basements and backyards, by the likes of Bruce Conner 
and Chick Strand. They began as a distribution co-op incorporated 
by Bruce Conner and others, and were subsequently based in the
apartment of Earl Bodein and Edith Kramer, who later became 
the Senior Film Curator and Director at BAMPFA.

The museum will feature an expansive assortment of political
ephemera including works that acknowledge the Indians of All
Tribes’ occupation of Alcatraz Island, Berkeley Tribe magazines, 
Sister Corita Kent’s anti-war prints, and Black Panther posters. The
Emeryville Mudflats, Ken Isaacs’ The Knowledge Box (1962/2009)
and Frances Butler’s Quilted Coat (1969-70) “reflects a do-it-your-
self ethos that was consciously opposed to mainstream histories,”
says Rinder. In addition, the exhibition includes documentation of
fringe and psychedelic drag theatrical troupes The Cockettes and
the Angels of Light, which acknowledges the history of the still-
strong LGBTQ communities that are drawn to the Bay Area.

In comparing the two exhibitions, “All Power to the People” aims
to educate the public about the positive work of the Panthers and
their influence on other artists, while “Hippie Modernism” is an
overview of an era, an ethos and an ideology rooted in concepts 
of utopia. “The struggle for utopia seems to be deeply embedded
in our social and cultural (perhaps even biological) make-up,” notes
Rinder. In that case, both exhibitions are remarking on the idea that
life could be better, more ecological, more tolerant and more thriv-
ing than it once was. As Rinder states, “I hope that this exhibition
will suggest some alternative options to the emerging regime of
crony capitalism, ethnic nationalism, and demagogic populism.”
But considering that issues of racism, homelessness and the 
marginalization of blacks still plagues Oakland, and that our nation
is ready to usher in a questionable president, the future seems 
anything but utopian. These two historically insightful exhibitions 
at least remind us of the possibilities that can be crafted in the
streets, and in the studio—where resistance or challenging the
norms becomes a place of power and potential.

—LEORA LUTZ
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John McLaughlin is where it starts. He is the
austere fountain from which sprang the “LA
Look,” the cooler-than-school-of-New York sensi-
bility that predominated in the postwar era and
has never quite given up its primacy. In Southern
California, after all, the argument in visually based
art comes down to perception: how you see it,
how you don’t. McLaughlin’s comments about
his own work and art in general indicate a search
not so much for optical effects as for higher
truths and loftier conditions. But such a quest,
certainly in McLaughlin’s case, is accompanied
by the knowledge that such truths and conditions
are reached through everyday experience, experi-
ence that can itself be oriented to the
transcendent. For all his vaunted isolation,
McLaughlin was no ascetic turned away from
the world; by painting paintings of exquisite poise
and contained energy—paintings of a sparseness
rarely before seen in American art—he was invit-
ing all who saw his work to contemplate it and
be elevated by it. McLaughlin’s gravitation to
Asian art and thought undergirded this approach,
but no ideology or theology drove his practice. It
was designed to focus attention, contemplative
or reactive, on the very experience of seeing.

On the occasion of McLaughlin’s retrospective
at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(through April 16), several commentators 
have bemoaned the relative obscurity in which
McLaughlin’s reputation continues to languish.
The fact that the expansive and captivating 
exhibition found nowhere else to travel would
seem to support their plaint. But McLaughlin
was known and lauded internationally even in
his lifetime, first with his exposure overseas 
in the traveling version of “Four Abstract Clas-
sicists” (1959-1961), and then with the support
the prestigious New York gallerist André Em-
merich provided his work at the end of his 
life and immediately after (McLaughlin died 
in 1976). The commentators are right, though,
to identify McLaughlin as an artist’s artist,
someone making work of such subtlety and
depth that it confounds or bores the contem-
porary public while impacting profoundly on 
art made in its wake. The art history books
brim with such figures; as public taste catches
up with them, one by one they ascend out of
the footnotes and into the chapters. By now,
you’d think that an audience readily conversant
with Malevich and Mondrian (artists’ artists in
their own day, to be sure) and with Minimalism
of both the New York and Los Angeles variety
would take to McLaughlin readily and warmly,
even passionately. Well, let’s see. But artists
are flocking to the show in droves.

The show occupies the same gently light-filled space in LACMA’s Broad wing recently 
occupied by the Agnes Martin retrospective (which the public seemed to like). That of course
invites comparison, and such comparison reveals that Martin and McLaughlin were less artis-
tic equivalents than artistic soulmates, eager to find existential essence in the art object and
even more eager to go looking for it. Both their oeuvres are marked by a commitment early 
on to a restrained aesthetic (McLaughlin, fourteen years older than Martin, may have been
one of the first American artists to begin his career in a non-objective style). And both those
oeuvres reflect a steady, if sometimes tortuous, path towards a kind of perceptual nirvana.
Martin’s path was often diverted by personal factors, while McLaughlin’s shows few signs 
of interruption; but the arc of commitment was equally fervid, and the means to an equally
open-ended end. They were going, after all, for a condition of contemplative insight—or for
the artistic circumstances that could prompt viewers towards their own inner reflection. 
They were the “next step”—spiritually as well as aesthetically—after Rothko and Newman,
recapitulating the gravity of those painters’ reductive formal languages while turning away
from the drama of scale, color, and touch.

McLaughlin’s oeuvre is devoid of painterly gesture. Moreover, he worked on easel-sized 
canvases for his entire career, almost never going beyond a four-by-five-foot format. He 
was not in the least influenced by the ethos of abstract expressionism, and had no use for 
its vastness, much less its angst. Although his compositions demand the eye’s attention, 
they achieve it by posing compositional and coloristic conundra rather than by encompassing
one’s field of vision. The “cold burning purity” (as Edward Albee put it) of McLaughlin’s struc-
tures and palette operated within a restricted field, focusing mental attention the way an icon
does—even while dispersing optical attention across the painting the way a Chinese or 
Japanese landscape painting does. Your eyes can take in a McLaughlin painting as an entirety,
but there are peculiarities to that entirety—an unexpected color shift from one section to the
adjoining, for instance, or a composition that seems at once symmetrical and asymmetrical—
that demand further attention, and begin sucking you into a luminous, logical, and mysterious
space that ultimately reflects you back at yourself. These are not the endless permutations 
of minimalism and early conceptual art; they are perfect moments of transition moving at 
a glacial pace.
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JOHN McLAUGHLIN
Employing minimalist means toward transcendent ends, the Southern California painter became a touchstone 
for the “LA Look”—in the postwar era, and beyond.
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“Untitled #16,” 1962
Oil on canvas, 36" x 48"
JPMorgan Chase Art Collection
©Estate of John McLaughlin 
Photo: James Prinz Photography
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McLaughlin’s earlier work, from the outset of his career in 1946 
to about a decade later, displays a somewhat more conventional,
less reductive approach to a painted geometric language. The 
work is mature and engaging almost from the first, and surprisingly
distinctive despite its superficial recapitulation of compositional 
formulas then in the air. (Quite a number of these mid-century
works relate directly to the post-Bauhaus aesthetic coming to domi-
nate American design at the time.) But that recapitulation betrays
McLaughlin’s search for a language he could call his own; accom-
plished as it is, it accomplishes a look rather than a feel or an idea.
It depends on an allegiance to geometric art, not yet on a dedica-
tion to a vision. That would come once McLaughlin gave himself
over fully to the needs of the painting-as-meditative-icon and 
found his proto-minimalist identity.

McLaughlin was a very late bloomer—taking up painting almost at
age 50—and was self-taught. In fact, his exposure to the earlier non-
objective artists with whom he felt kinship, Malevich prime among
them, was through reproductions in art magazines. (The exhibition
catalogue tells us that such painting was not available to McLaughlin
either in the Boston of his early adult years or the Orange County of
his early painting years.) McLaughlin wasn’t the first home-grown
modernist to “understand” the European avant-garde third-hand like
this. (David Smith, for instance, was famously influenced by repro-
ductions of Picasso sculptures.) But in his case it forced him to
invent a modernism all his own, patching it together from what 
he could find and from what appeared in that month’s Art News.
McLaughlin’s on-hand model was the Sino-Japanese scroll painting
he had bought and sold in his Boston-area shop before the War, a
very different kind of object and a very different kind of image. All
this is to say that McLaughlin had to patch together his own artistic
identity out of many diverse sources. His reaction to these sources,
and to this diversity, was to seek unity, balance, and repose, that is,
to posit a meta-classical purity he knew was impossible, except
somewhere in the heart of the mind.

“John McLaughlin Paintings: Total Abstraction” gives fair due to his
earlier work and even fairer due to his late. The show, impeccably 
installed, is enhanced by the presence of so many chairs, movable 
but situated strategically, from which to look at—or, more to the point,
observe—the paintings in a meditative yet alert frame of mind. The
chairs (which astute visitors will notice are each slightly different from
the others) have been fashioned by artist-designer Roy McMakin,
whose own minimalist aesthetic was born in great part from his appre-
ciation for McLaughlin, developed while a graduate student at UCSD.
Indeed, many southern California artists have spoken of their debt 
to McLaughlin—as the catalogue and entrance video attest, artists as
different as Tony Berlant, Ed Moses, Joe Goode, Marcia Hafif, Tony
DeLap, James Hayward, Larry Bell, and the late John Miller not only
praise him, but thank him, with a single voice. McLaughlin was clearly
the touchstone for the LA sensibility—a proper Bostonian who helped
turn his fellow southern Californians towards the Pacific. As a wall text
in the show quotes him, Asian painters “made me wonder who I was.
Western painters, on the other hand, tried to tell me who they were.”
The cult of impersonality at the heart of the southern California aes-
thetic begins with John McLaughlin.

—PETER FRANK
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There are many object lessons to take from Carmen Herrera’s first
retrospective at a major museum, the Whitney, at the tender age of
101, but one in particular stands out: persistence is its own reward.
To be clear, for all the artists out there who, toiling away in hidden
pockets of the art world, are hoping to get recognition late in life the
way Carmen Herrera did: don’t count on it. However, the artists who
persist in believing in their vision in the teeth of studied indifference
will find an excellent model in the clarity of her intention, and, in her
unwavering focus, much to sustain their own practice. For the rest 
of us, we can take heart that the disadvantages of birth, in Herrera’s
case the wrong sex at the wrong time in a small country, are not 
necessarily destiny. Artists and civilians both can take pleasure in the
spare, luminous abstractions made from 1948 to 1978, during which
time Herrera hit on her signature distillations of shape, color and line.

Every important artist worthy of that distinction has a “big bang” 
moment, when the particular expression of his or her chosen 
discipline connects with something much bigger—entering the con-
versation, so to speak, of history. Herrera managed that rare feat with
her painting Blanco y Verde, 1959. Before dissecting it, however, it is
important to understand whence she came, in order to grasp the full
impact of that accomplishment. Born in Havana in 1915, Herrera stud-
ied art and architecture at the Universidad de La Habana. Her ability 
to instill in the viewer’s imagination a complex spatial configuration
with just a handful of pictorial elements clearly comes from a working
knowledge of architectural drafting. In addition to her formal acumen,
as early as 1948, during her stay in Paris, Herrera understood the
painting as an object in real space. Indeed, her entire career has
hinged on her radical understanding of painting’s paradoxical nature 
as both image and physical entity—an insight that she arrived at as
early as, or even before, Frank Stella or Ellsworth Kelly.

As with Kelly, Herrera spent the postwar years in Paris. From 
1948 to 1953, she lived in Paris with her American husband Jesse
Loewenthal, exhibiting regularly with the Salon des Réalités Nou-
velles, an international artists’ group dedicated to the exposition 

of geometric abstraction. Through associating with this group and
the kind of art it championed, Herrera claimed she “found her way”
as an artist. A piece from that period, Untitled, (1948), a tondo in
red, white and black, already reveals a number of tendencies that
Herrera would whet to a cutting edge within the decade. In this
work, she has already reduced her palette to just three colors, and
divided them into hard-edged geometric shapes intersecting in a
quasi all-over pattern. She painted the sides of the canvas black,
which gives a slight halation of grey to the wall around its periphery,
and emphasizes its circular shape to accentuate the lateral tension
in her composition—a Chinese puzzle box in which every element 
is locked tightly into place.

Having absorbed the lessons of Suprematism, Neoplasticism, and
other schools of pre-war geometric abstraction while furthering her
own career through exhibits in Paris, she returned to New York in
1954 a mature artist, and with her husband Jesse, a school teacher 
at Stuyvesant, made that her permanent home. She might have been
better off if she had stayed in Paris, with its more accepting interna-
tional character. The New York City art world at that time was
dominated by Abstract Expressionism, a culture marked by alcoholic
excess and testosterone-driven painterly heroics in equal measure.
That drama was far from her own inclinations. In a documentary 
Herrera put it this way: “I like straight lines, I like angles, I like order…
because in this chaos that we live in I like to put some order… That’s
why I am a geometric painter.” Given her painting style, her work re-
ceived a cool reception from gallery owners and critics. Her gender
didn’t help; one dealer even told her she would never get a show be-
cause she was a woman. However, her talent and hard work earned
her the encouragement of her peers. Barnett Newman, whose own
work shares affinities with Herrera’s, was a friend and neighbor who
urged the artist to not give up.

So, she continued to make excellent work in spite of her outsider 
status. Equation (1958) shows her ramping up her drive toward
greater simplicity. The composition, reminiscent of Robert Mangold’s
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CARMEN HERRERA
Engaging geometric painting both as image and as physical entity, to memorable effect, the 101-year old
Cuban-born artist is having a career moment.
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tightly packed geometry, consists of two white triangles, not quite
isosceles, not quite right-angled, wedged into a black rectangle, 
with the very narrowest black line separating the two. Four black tri-
angles frame the two triangles in a way that emphasizes the tension
between them, as if they were ready to slide apart along the axis of
the black line separating them. As with the afore-mentioned Untitled,
Herrera emphasizes the object quality of the support itself. Yet here
she has made the relationship between the canvas and the wall even
more ambiguous, and therefore more complex, by adding a painted
white frame, taking the experience of Equation from a flat plane to a
polyhedron when viewed from the side. Viewed head-on, the painted
frame reads as a white rectangular contour that hems in the black 
triangles, adding yet another layer of intensity.

Herrera has said that painting in black and white gives her respite
from color, whose pleasures and problems fascinate and frustrate
her. If that’s the case, then clearly she was ready to get back to
color’s perils and promise with Blanco y Verde, (1959). Blanco y
Verde is a masterpiece. As with most masterpieces other than the
obvious tour de force, it is very hard to explain why Blanco y Verde
is a masterpiece except for the bland assertion that every part of it
works together seamlessly. Nevertheless, the title itself is as good
a place to start as any. The very fact that Herrera gave it a title in
Spanish suggests a captured memory of her time growing up in 
Havana. Perhaps events in her homeland had pushed her painting
in that direction, as in 1959 Fidel Castro took control of Cuba, turn-
ing the country into a very different place from her childhood.
Perhaps not. The fact remains that Blanco y Verde, for all its sim-
plicity, packs a powerful affect. It is formed from two vertically
stacked panels. The lower one is completely white, while the upper
is largely white except along its bottom edge, where floats an im-
probably flattened green isosceles triangle whose base limns the
upper edge of the lower panel. The play on whether the separation
between the two panels is actual or pictorial accounts for much of
the understated power of the piece. The intrusion of the green tri-
angle, shaped more like a negative space than any kind of form in
its own right, against the stark white of the two panels, throws yet
another aspect of uncertainty into the process of attempting to
read Blanco y Verde as a unit.

Knowing she had hit gold, Herrera returned to the green and white
color combination over the years, developing Blanco y Verde into 
a series that lasted until 1971. Evidently the series Blanco y Verde
acted as a kind of pilot light for her creative energy, something she
could fire up whenever she needed a new push to innovation. 
Amarillo “Dos” (1971) shows Herrera working in the gap between
sculpture and painting as she plays the conventions of the two
media against each other. Two flat pieces of cut wood painted 
yellow fit together in such a way that their combined outlines form 
a fractured rectangle. In the gaps between the two pieces, the 
white of the wall becomes the signature shards of color in Herrera’s
earlier compositions.

As noted elsewhere, the only downside to this retrospective is that
the Whitney did not devote more floor space to the rest of her work,
from 1978 onward, which clearly leaves quite a void. (A show of her
recent work, inaugurating Lisson Gallery’s New York exhibition space
in Chelsea this past spring, partially filled that gap.) After all, Herrera
is still making her art, proving that doing what you love will keep you
strong, assuming you have the tenacity to keep at it when few oth-
ers care. Providentially for her and us, Herrera had that kind of grit,
and persisted until the art world finally took notice.

— HOVEY BROCK

Opposite Left:
Carmen Herrera, September 14, 2016, Whitney Museum of American Art
Photo: © Matthew Carasella 

Opposite right:
“Green and Orange,” 1958, Acrylic on canvas, 60" x 72"
Collection of Paul and Trudy Cejas © Carmen Herrera
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collecting:

There’s a haunting montage at the end of director Spike Lee’s 2000 film
“Bamboozled” showing archival clips from Hollywood movies in which
black Americans are depicted in viciously racist caricature. It’s shame-
ful, enraging, and wholly impossible to look away from. Rewatching the
sequence today, in the aftermath of a presidential campaign and elec-
tion that gave alarming sanction to white supremacists, one can’t help
but think that the more things change, the more they stay the same.
This same feeling permeated “The Soul of Black Art: A Collector’s
View,” a riveting exhibition last fall at UPFOR Gallery in Portland, Ore-
gon. Commingling artwork across an array of media with historical
racist memorabilia, the show was startling both for its formalist rigor
and its brutal, thematic gut-punch. Curated by Portland-based collector
John Goodwin, it consisted largely of artworks that Goodwin and his
partner, Michael-Jay Robinson, have amassed during their 34-year rela-
tionship. The story of this remarkable collection suffuses the couple’s
soaring loft in the Pearl District of northwest Portland.

It began in Goodwin’s childhood in Laurinburg, North Carolina. Born 
in 1960, he was blessed with a family that nurtured in him an abiding
love of the arts. His aunts carted him along to museums, plays and
operas. His mother, Lucille Goodwin, took him to yard sales, antique
shops, and auctions, and sometimes let him buy small pieces. “I had
A.D.D. as a kid,” he remembers, “but going to the auctions helped
me focus. Interestingly, the rhythm of the auctioneer’s voice was re-
ally calming to me.” He began collecting in earnest, buying trinkets,
kerosene lanterns, and small paintings, especially landscapes. “I liked
landscapes of open, expansive areas, probably because we were a
family of seven kids, and I never had my own space. I was always
daydreaming of open spaces.” In high school, he was student-body

president and discovered a talent for writing, penning press releases
for his local newspaper. In 1980, while earning a journalism degree
from the University of North Carolina, he spent a year on scholarship
at the University of London and met Robinson, a fashion model who
later became a painter. In 1982, they moved to Brussels together,
then shortly thereafter to New York, where Goodwin landed a writing
job for a burgeoning cable network called MTV.

Two more relocations followed: first to Hawaii, then to Portland, where
Robinson continues his art practice—creating mixed-media paintings
with richly layered surfaces and raw emotive intensity—and Goodwin
works as the senior premium-services manager for the Portland Trail-
blazers basketball team, serving as a liaison with VIPs who attend the
games. It’s a natural fit for Goodwin, with his winning smile, impecca-
ble people skills, and unflagging attention to detail.  These attributes,
coupled with a concern for the long-term health of Portland’s artistic
ecosystem, also serve him well as board member of the Oregon Cul-
tural Trust and the Portland Art Museum Board of Trustees (he is also
a board alumnus at Disjecta Contemporary Arts Center).

Although they own art focused around a multitude of themes, the
bulk of couple’s collection coalesced over the years around work
themed to the black American experience. “It just happened,” 
Goodwin says. “I was buying what was familiar to me: images that
reminded me of where I grew up.” He points out a photograph that
hangs on the walls of his upstairs bedroom: a black-and-white photo-
graph by Marion Post-Wolcott taken in Wadesboro, North Carolina,
only forty miles from his own birthplace. The photo shows a brother
and sister holding hands, walking down a hill, the family home in the

John Goodwin
A popular Portland figure puts a spotlight on 
the black American experience with his own personal art collection.
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background. “To me,” he says, “that’s my sister and me walking 
to the school bus.” Another piece, a 1938 painting entitled New 
Orleans, by Ralph Chessé, is a cityscape with a man and woman
huddled together on the streetside, washing clothes using old-fash-
ioned tin washboards. Goodwin hung the painting in his bathroom so
he could see it in the mirror behind him as he dresses for work each
morning. “My grandmother often washed clothes like this in a galva-
nized tin tub with a washboard and plunger. I think about her when 
I look at this painting—how hard she and so many folks struggled 
before me to make my life possible.”

As the collection grew, so did the rationale behind it. “It wasn’t so
much that the collecting became political,” Goodwin explains. “It
was more about what I wanted to do with it. I wanted not only to
have the pieces in my home but to show them to people—to show
how things used to be and should never be again.” He is acutely
aware of how undervalued work by black artists is, or even work by
white artists that portray black people. Why is it, he wonders, that
Andy Warhol’s portraits of Marilyn Monroe are so much more expen-
sive—factoring in their dimensions and edition size—than Warhol’s
portraits of iconic black celebrities, such as Muhammad Ali and 
Diana Ross?

He posed these and related issues in “The Soul of Black Art...” at
UPFOR, his first exhibition as solo curator. A thoughtfully conceived
and invigoratingly hung show, it combined a cross-section of Good-
win’s and Robinson’s collection with works loaned from other
collections—featuring historical and contemporary artists of many
races and nationalities, among them Kris Graves, Zun Lee, Glenn
Ligon, Gary Simmons, and Damon Winter. To commemorate the ex-
hibition, Goodwin designed limited-edition tee-shirts with the words
“Lives Matter” printed in black script, a takeoff on the “Black Lives
Matter” movement but underlining the idea that all lives matter, 
regardless of color or creed. Proceeds from the shirts benefit two
Portland charities, New Avenues for Youth and Black Parent Initiative. 

He also gave talks and walk-throughs of the critically praised exhibi-
tion to high-school and college students, sharing the stories behind
key pieces. Crazy Conductor, for example, is a 1993 smeared-chalk
work by Gary Simmons, which Goodwin’s friend and art-world men-
tor, the late Portland collector Ed Cauduro, helped him purchase from
Metro Pictures Gallery in New York City. In 2007, Goodwin loaned
the piece to the Museum of Modern Art for the exhibition “Comic
Abstraction: Image-Breaking, Image-Making.” Other highlights of
“The Soul of Black Art...” included the ravishing portrait Strength
(1994), by Robinson and a 1939 photograph by Post-Wolcott of a
man walking up a “colored-only” stairwell in Mississippi, strikingly
counterposed against a 2012 image by Damon Winter of President
Barack Obama walking up the stairwell of Air Force One. The show
also featured pieces from Goodwin’s collection of racist antiquities,
among them a “Jolly Nigger” toy bank from the 1890s, “Mammy”
cookie jars, and “Hitchin’ Boy” sculptures, all of which traffic in
crude stereotypes and which Goodwin views as conversation-open-
ers for discussions about race relations.

What’s on Goodwin’s wish list for future acquisitions? He really
wants a piece by the late artist Romare Bearden and a piece by con-
temporary sculptor Richard Hunt. He’s also pushing for one of Hunt’s
sculptures to become part of the Portland Art Museum’s permanent
collection and to be displayed in one of the museum’s public areas.
“One of the reasons I like Richard Hunt,” he notes, “is that he’s an
African-American artist, but when you look at the work, you don’t
know it. It’s uplifting, it’s majestic, it’s fluid, but it’s not like, ‘A black
person did that.’ I would love for the way we describe art to move
more in that direction.”

—RICHARD SPEER

Portrait of John Goodwin, 2016 
Photographed for art ltd. by Holly Andres © Holly Andres
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LOS ANGELES
By Shana Nys Dambrot

1)  Sloan Projects, “Kelly Berg: Divergent Earth”
Spiky and opalescent landscape disaster fantasies of impasto and line.

2)  Edward Cella Art + Architecture, “Jun Kaneko: Mirage”
Epic showmanship in an arching Op Art painted masterpiece 

and contrapuntal sculpture.

3)  Meliksetian Briggs, “Tim Berresheim: 
Aus Alter Wurzel Neue Kraft”

Digital surrealism by turns painterly, gestural, 
appropriationist, and darkly poetic.

4)  Charlie James Gallery, 
“Erika Rothenberg: House of Cards”

Restaged 1992 social satire installation of 
drawings biting, blithe and salient as ever.

5)  Honor Fraser, “Annie Lapin: Watchers and Winks”
Risky merging of dimensional fields, interior and 

exterior spaces, nature and invention.

6)  1301PE, “Fiona Banner”
Vintage typewriter as both found sculpture and interactive 

sound installation with takeaway artifact.

7)  Klowden Mann, “Bettina Hubby: 
The Sexual Bronze Show”

Small detail-rich bronzes of hilariously ordinary objects 
in unlikely pairs and suggestive photo-collages.

8)  Cherry and Martin, “Tony de los Reyes: tecate dawn, 
tijuana noon, calexico supermoon”

Distorted landscapes embody shifting psychological 
terrains of liminal and literal border regions.

9)  Vacancy, “Tim Sullivan: Lawns of Dawns”
Black carbon sands cradling an Ozymandian display 

of hand-wrought relics of dreams, jokes, and memories.

10)  Sprüth Magers: “Hanne Darboven”
Confounding and engaging personalized historical 

catalogue of 20th century lifestyles.

NATIONAL MUSEUMS
By Peter Frank

1)  ICA Boston and Hammer Museum, “Leap Before You
Look: Black Mountain College 1933-1957”

The glorified summer camp that birthed America’s 
mid-century avant garde.

2)  The Morgan Library & Museum NY, (coming to 
Hammer Museum Feb–Apr 2017), “Dubuffet Drawings”

How the master of Art Brut got that way.

3)  National Gallery of Art and Whitney Museum, 
“Stuart Davis: In Full Swing”

Fascinatin’ rhythms by a cubist original.

4)  LACMA and Guggenheim Museum, “Agnes Martin”
Minimalism as the bridge between emotion 

and transcendence.

5)  LACMA, “John McLaughlin Paintings”
Minimalism as the bridge 

between material and transcendence.

6)  Guggenheim Museum and Art Institute of Chicago,
(coming to LACMA Feb–Jun 2017), 

“Moholy-Nagy: Future Present”
Bauhaus conceptualism, photographic constructivism, 

and modernism, summarized in one man.

7)  Pasadena Museum of California Art, 
“Claire Falkenstein: Beyond Sculpture”

Geometric fantasy, surrealist structure, and modernism, 
summarized in one woman.

8)  Whitney Museum, “Dreamlands: Immersive Cinema
and Art, 1905-2016”

A century of moving images moving around you.

9)  Craft and Folk Art Museum (CAFAM), LA, 
“Gronk’s Theater of Paint”

All the world’s a stage for the bold LA painter.

10)  New Museum, NY, “Jim Shaw: The End is Here”
All the world’s a dream for the irrepressible LA multimedialist.

2016 TOP TENS - Favorite exhibitions throughout the year

“Leap Before You Look: Black Mountain College, 1933-1957,” 
Installation view, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, 

February 21- May 15, 2016
Photo: Brian Forrest

“Rainbow Obsidian,” 2016, Kelly Berg
Acrylic, ink, and metallized ABS on wood, 351⁄2" x 351⁄2"

Photo: courtesy Sloan Projects
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LOS ANGELES
By George Melrod

1)  Hauser Wirth & Schimmel, “Revolution in the Making:
Abstract Sculpture By Women 1947-2016”

Viscerally compelling material female convocation 
packed a wallop.

2)  Kohn Gallery, “Wallace Berman: American Aleph”
Semina’s mystic visionary recontextualized 

as a numinous conduit for his times.

3)  The Getty: 
“Cave Temples of Dunhuang: Buddhist Art On China’s Silk Road”

Not technically contemporary (5th to 8th century) 
but a mind-blowing revelation.

4)  Hammer Museum, 
“Leap Before You Look: Black Mountain College 1933-1957”

Ground zero for inter-media experimentation 
in postwar US still illuminates.

5)  Samuel Freeman Gallery, “Blindsight”
Understated works by Emilie Halpern, Molly Larkey and Jenene

Nagy brought elegant physicality into sublime resonance.

6)  Chimento Contemporary, “Marc Fichou: Outside-In”
Rigorous play from an artist who adapts forms from nature 

and physics like readymades. 

7)  USC Fisher Museum of Art, 
“Lita Albuquerque, 20/20: Accelerando”

Merging video, installation and performance, 
feminist eco-sci-fi work was lushly cinematic.

8)  Diane Rosenstein Gallery, 
“Aaron Fowler: Blessings on Blessings”

Brilliant mixed-media tableaux melding the Pilgrim legacy 
and contemporary African-American experience.

9)  LACMA, “Agnes Martin” and 
“John McLaughlin Paintings: Total Abstraction”

Two exhibitions, two pioneers who imbued 
minimalist painting with meditative intensity. 

10)  Ruth Chandler Williamson Gallery, Scripps College, 
“Beyond the Object: The 72nd Scripps Ceramic Annual”

Blurring lines between two and three dimensions, between science
and aesthetics, show’s wild diversity attests ceramics’ durability.

LOS ANGELES
By Molly Enholm

1)  David Kordansky, “Sam Gilliam: Green April”
Monumental works by this master of color 

and canvas manipulation receive overdue acclaim. 

2)  Steve Turner Gallery, 
“Jia & Luciana Lamothe: “Free Function”

Simplified Chinese characters transposed by Jia into elegant
Op Art countered with Lamothe’s industrial assemblages. 

3)  Kayne Griffin Corcoran, “Deanna Thompson”
Hauntingly isolated homesteads, 

just out of reach, rest against an eternal horizon.

4)  Christopher Grimes, 
“Sharon Ellis: Intimate Terrain and Pia Fries: seascapes”

Fantastical, luminous landscapes meet fractured, 
cataclysmic seascapes. Sublime.

5)  LA Louver, “David Hockney: The Yosemite Suite”
Digital forays through Yosemite, from the parking lot 

through the wilderness to El Capitan.

6)  Craft and Folk Art Museum, 
“Keiko Fukazawa: Made in China” 

Technical precision: Jingdezhen porcelains 
crafted with subtly ironic interventions.

7)  Gavlak Gallery, “Bovey Lee: Divertical”
Lee’s meticulous cut-paper works wryly reference 

urban interventions into the landscape.

8)  Susanne Vielmetter, “Charles Gaines, Numbers 
and Trees: Central Park Series II”

When you can see (a mesmerizing analytic interpretation of)
the forest for the trees. 

9)  William Turner Gallery, “Ed Moses: @ 90”
An evolution of intense experiments in process, 
mark making, and materiality from an LA original. 

10)  Richard Heller Gallery, 
“Amy Bennett: Small Changes Every Day”

At once nostalgic and cautionary: 
a quasi-documentary tale of suburban sprawl. 

“Untitled,” 1965, Wallace Berman
4-part verifax collage, 14" x 13"

Photo: courtesy Kohn Gallery

“Rose Rising,” 1968, Sam Gilliam
acrylic on canvas, 97" x 132" x 37⁄8"
Photo: courtesy David Kordansky Gallery
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PORTLAND
By Richard Speer

1)  Adams and Ollman, “Jonathan Berger: A Future Life”
With 90,000 charcoal briquettes installed on the floor and walls,

and as objects, the New York-based artist virtuosically trans-
formed the archetypal “white-cube” gallery into a repository 

for symbolically allusive black cubes.

2)  Elizabeth Leach Gallery, “Sean Healy: Gut”
A simultaneously sobering and exultant meditation 

on aging, change, and acceptance.

3)  Charles A. Hartman Fine Art, 
“Holly Andres: The Fallen Fawn”

In her brilliantly idiosyncratic style, Andres wove a narrative 
of childhood memories at the midpoint between halcyon 

and creepy.

4)  Augen Gallery, “Matt Cosby: Enjoy—New Paintings”
Illusionism, pattern, and pure visual sheen met in a suite 

of luscious mixed-media paintings.

5)  Bullseye Projects, “Hidden Narratives”
Dramatically installed and thoughtfully curated four-person 

show explored the enigmas of family and memory.

6)  Froelick Gallery, 
“Yoshihiro Kitai: PAST PATH: DS 160 ~ I-485”

Cloud-like forms floated across gleaming gold-leaf 
planes in a serenely meditative body of work.

7)  Portland Art Museum, 
“Contemporary Northwest Art Awards”

Northwest art curator Bonnie Laing-Malcolmson’s swan 
song at PAM was a high note in an illustrious career.

8)  Butters Gallery, “Elise Wagner: Genesis”
Text met texture in this expansive, chromatically adventurous 

lexicon of mysterious symbols and varied surfaces.

9)  Russo Lee Gallery, 
“G. Lewis Clevenger: The Way I See It”

Clevenger’s debut at Russo Lee continued an intriguing, decade-
long journey from geometric painting to spontaneous gesture.

10)  Elizabeth Leach Gallery, 
“Jaq Chartier—Hunting Color: New Paintings”

Quasi-scientific color experiments led to this scrumptious 
candy-box sampler of hyper-chromatic bonbons.

SAN FRANCISCO
By DeWitt Cheng

1)  San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 
“Bruce Conner: It’s All True”

SFMOMA’s first big retrospective features the legendary local
hero who exemplifies creative integrity, ceaseless, fearless 

invention, and ferocious social critique.

2)  Pace Menlo Park, 
“teamLab: Living Digital Space and Future Parks” 

Pace Menlo Park reopened with a dynamite show 
of mind-boggling “ultra-technologist” media art.

3)  Exploratorium, “Theo Jansen: Strandbeest, 
the Dream Machines of Theo Jansen”

The eye-popping biomechanical critters of the Dutch visionary
mix art, science, eco-consciousness and absurdism.

4)  Mark Wolfe Contemporary Art, “Paul Mullins”
Mullin’s cutups of beautifully rendered drawings of good-old-boy
mass-market imagery and abstraction are funny and mysterious.

5)  Jack Fischer Gallery, 
“Kirstine Reiner Hansen: Reconfigurator”

Hansen subverts and redeems fashion photography in rendered
painted collages, the distaff counterpart to Paul Mulllins’ work.

6)  Robert Koch Gallery, “Lauren Marsolier: “Dislocation” 
and Rachelle Bussiéres: “Strata”

Marsolier’s photocollages of street scenes and architecture comple-
mented Bussiéres’ painterly, geological, mixed-media photograms.

7)  Triton Museum of Art, “Francisco (Pancho) Jiménez, 
“Excavations and Interpretations”

A young ceramic artist comments (without PC 
heavy-handedness) on culture and history.

8)  Nanhai Gallery, “Wang Tiande: Literati Gathering”
Wang’s virtuosic homages to Chinese landscape painting, paired
with carefully controlled burning, blend tradition and innovation.

9)  Sanchez Art Center, “John Yoyogi Fortes: Hell 2 Pay 
and Other Works”

The Sacramentan’s vivid comic vision shows that intuition 
and imagination survive in Bay Area painting.

10)  a.Muse Gallery, “Vanessa Woods: Emic/Etic”
Elegant Dadaist-Surrealist collages that reflect the spirit 

of our turbulent, incredible times.

“River Road: Milepost 13,” 2015 Holly Andres
Achival pigment print, 28" x 42"

Photo: courtesy Charles A. Hartman Fine Art

“Crossroads,” 1976, Bruce Conner
35mm film, black and white, sound, 37 min

© 2016 Conner Family Trust, San Francisco
Photo: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (Accessions Committee Fund

purchase) and the Museum of Modern Art, New York, with the generous sup-
posrt of the New Art Trust; Restored by UCLA Film & Television Archive
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SEATTLE / TACOMA
By Matthew Kangas

1)  Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, 
“Barbara Earl Thomas: Heaven on Fire”

Spellbinding narratives of glass, paper cut-outs, paintings 
and prints that comment on the beleaguered 

African-American experience.

2)  Woodside/Braseth Gallery, 
“Dennis Evans and Nancy Mee: Prospero’s Library”

Based on Shakespeare’s last play, “The Tempest,” glass books,
paint, and metals support an illusion of 21st-century alchemy.

3)  Greg Kucera Gallery, 
“Margie Livingston: Too Soon for Hindsight”
Livingston continued to confound expectations 

of what paint and painting can become.

4)  Platform Gallery, “Scott Fife: Esto Perpetua”
Fife accentuated his flair for giant cultural icons of painted 

cardboard, in this case, Ernest Hemingway and Ezra Pound.

5)  Henry Art Gallery, UW, “Paul McCarthy: 
White Snow Wood Sculptures”

Gigantic laminated black-walnut effigies of Snow White 
and Seven Dwarfs from the 1937 Disney classic, 

engaged in violent, disconcerting behaviors.

6)  Traver Gallery, “National Ceramics Invitational”
Museum-quality selection of big-name East Coast clay sculptors

and promising younger artists from Washington and Oregon.

7)  Pivot Art + Culture, “Juxtapoz x Superflat”
Takashi Murakami curated of-the-moment global artists 

and a zany Japanese ceramics collaborative making 
huge reclining figures.

8)  Abmeyer + Wood, “Patti Warashina: Thinking Clearly”
Breakthrough show combining ceramics and glass 

with stringent social and political humor.

9)  Tacoma Art Museum, “30 Americans”
In its only West Coast venue, the best African-American 

contemporary art survey of the decade.

10)  Bellevue Arts Museum, 
“Inspiring Beauty: 50 Years of Ebony Fashion Fair”

How haute couture came to mid-century America through fashion
shows that raised black models and fashion designers to new heights.

DENVER
By Michael Paglia

1)  Denver Art Museum, 
“Women of Abstract Expressionism”

Curator Gwen Chanzit rewrote the art history books by mounting
this in-depth look at the heretofore mostly overlooked women 

of the Ab-Ex movement.

2)  Goodwin Fine Art, “Patrick Marold: residuum”
Captivating conceptualism inspired by the residue 

of a monumental installation.

3)  Center for Visual Art, “Under the Guillotine”
Curator Cecily Cullen juxtaposed 19th century political art 

with its present day corollaries. 

4)  William Havu Gallery, 
“Emilio Lobato & Virgil Ortiz: Evolution”

Striking hybrids of contemporary and Southwestern 
art by two regional notables.

5)  Walker Fine Art, “Inherent Intent”
Harmonious bare-bones abstracts that crossed Minimalism 

with Expressionism.

6)  Michael Warren Contemporary, 
“Robert Brinker: Chasing Dragons”

Porn was the raw material used to make these 
send-ups of Chinese folk art.

7)  Leon Gallery, “Matthew Harris: Baroque Selfies”
A stunning combo of abstracted busts paired 

with wallpaper-like paintings.

8)  David B. Smith Gallery, 
“Sarah McKenzie: White Walls”

Painted depictions of the white-walled interiors 
where art is commonly presented. 

9)  Space Gallery, “Expanding the Dialogue: Part One”
Another DAM-inspired show promoting the role 

of women in abstraction.

10)  Robischon Gallery, “Kevin O’Connell: Inundation”
The pressing issue of water was explored in 

these luxurious photos and video.

“Bullfight,” 1959, Elaine de Kooning
Oil on canvas, 775⁄8" x 1311⁄4" x 11⁄8" 
Photo: courtesy Denver Art Museum, 
Vance H. Kirkland Acquisition Fund

©Elaine de Kooning Trust

“Heart Teapot: Petrol Hostage- Yixing Series,” 2013, 
Richard Notkin

Stoneware, 61⁄2" x 111⁄4" x 53⁄4", From National Ceramics Invitational
Photo: courtesy Traver Gallery
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SANTA FE / ALBUQUERQUE
By Jon Carver

1)  Peters Projects, “Kent Monkman: Failure of Modernity” 
New Indigeneity rises to rescue broken Cubist forms, releasing

the dead spirit of colonialist Modernism.

2)  SITE Santa Fe Biennial, “Much Wider Than a Line”
One of SITE’s best biennials to date offers spins on contempo-
rary American vernaculars from the Arctic circle to Argentina.

3)  photo-eye Gallery, “Nick Brandt: Inherit the Dust”
Magnificently poignant work describes Brandt’s “re-photos”
of his earlier wildlife images in now industrialized settings.

4)  New Mexico Museum of Art, 
“Mira Burack, Kelly Eckel, Shaun Gilmore, Dara Mark 

and Signe Stuart: Alcoves 16/17 #5”
Five female abstractionists prove the strength of subtlety. 

5)  Center for Contemporary Arts, 
“Robt. Williams: Slang Aesthetics!” 

Our newest Old Master paints up a storm of wackiness 
that exuberantly pushes how high “low art” can go.

6)  Peters Projects, “Christine Nofchissey McHorse: 
Ceramics, Bronzes, Steel, and Drawings” 

First in show for pure abstract eroticism; Praise to the artist, 
and to curator, Eileen Braziel.

7)  IAIA Museum of Contemporary Native Arts, “Pitseolak
Ashoona, Napachie Pootoogook, Annie Pootoogook, 

Akunnittinni: A Kinngait Family Portrait”
Glimpse an evolving Inuit world through three generations 

of Kinngait women artists.

8)  Tansey Contemporary, “Carol Coates: Dissonance”
Ogle goggle-eyed portraits and Remedios Varo–ish vignettes

masterfully mixed from analogue and digital mediums.

9)  Axle Contemporary and Leonora Curtin Wetland 
Preserve, “Wilderness Acts 2016”

Axle’s second annual foray into the wild celebrates 
organic environmental interventionism. 

10)  516 Arts, “Decade: 
Celebrating the 10th Anniversary of 516 Arts”

Off-site installations throughout the town 
are the best 10th birthday gift of all.

HOUSTON
By Donna Tennant

1)  David Shelton Gallery, “Vincent Valdez:
The Beginning is Near (Part I)”

Chilling monumental painting of the Ku Klux Klan 
in full regalia.

2)  Menil Collection, “Picasso The Line”
Large show of original work, including some rarely 

exhibited Menil gems.

3)  Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, “Jae Ko: Flow”
Massive installation of white paper “mountains” and “seas”

drawing attention to climate change.

4)  Barbara Davis Gallery, 
“Miguel Soler-Roig: The Ruin of Memory”

Melancholy photographs of the artist’s abandoned 
childhood home in Barcelona.

5)  Deborah Colton Gallery, 
“Tribute: Women Artists of the African Diaspora”

Ten African-American women artists reflect on their place 
in the social order. 

6)  Hooks-Epstein Galleries, “Edward Lane McCartney,
Media Whore: the persistence of making”

Impeccably crafted objects exemplify this assemblage 
artist’s complex world view. 

7)  Art Palace Gallery, 
“Anthony Sonnenberg: Apollonian & Dionysian”

Sculptural pieces express the artist’s exuberant attitude 
and Dionysian love of excess.

8) McClain Gallery, 
“Juan Jose Barboza-Gubo & Andrew Mroczek: CANON”

Photographic portraits honor the resilience of 
transgender Peruvian women.

9)  Asia Society, “Drawn From Nature”
Four contemporary sculptors allude to the beauty 

and fragility of the planet.

10)  Anya Tish Gallery, 
“Jooyoung Choi: Paracosmic Alchemy”

Korean-born artist explores her experience of 
being raised in an American family.

“The Transfiguration,” 2014, Kent Monkman
Framed 46" HD monitor, file on SD care, 

media player, wall mount
Photo: courtesy Peters Projects

Installation view of “flow” by Jae Ko
the Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, 2016

Photo: Paul Hester, courtesy: the artist
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CHICAGO
By James Yood

1)  Museum of Contemporary Art, 
“Kerry James Marshall: Mastry”

Chicago’s very own gets his national victory lap
—LA buds, prepare to catch it at LA MOCA this Spring!

2)  Rhona Hoffman Gallery, “Rhona Hoffman 40 Years”
Three exhibitions celebrating the vision of this 

central figure in Chicago’s gallery scene.

3)  Printworks, “Riva Lehrer: The Risk Pictures”
Portraits that are stunning and challenging 

explorations into disability culture.

4)  Carrie Secrist Gallery, 
“Andrew Holmquist: STAGE LEFT”

This terrific painter is off to Berlin for a while, 
but welcome home anytime.

5)  Chicago Cultural Center, 
“Phyllis Bramson: Under the Pleasure Dome”

Very selective retrospective of this irrepressible Chicago icon.

6)  Bert Green Fine Art, “Helen Maurene Cooper: 
Other Waters: The Aquatic Valley”

Photos of Florida mermaids and maidens. 
Did I mention mermaids?

7)  Smart Museum at the University of Chicago, 
“Monster Roster: Existentialist Art in

Postwar Chicago” 
The kind of show a university museum should organize: 

scholarly and groundbreaking.

8)  Volume Gallery, “Thaddeus Wolfe: Dead Frame”
New work—plus neon!—by one of most 
provocative vessel makers of our time.

9)  65 Grand, “Erik Wenzel: 
Just Like A Normal Person, Even More So”

As if! Drawings and objects by the human conundrum.

10)  Western Exhibitions, “Deb Sokolow: Men”
3.75 billion of them can’t all be wrong, but then again…

NEW YORK
By Hovey Brock

1)  The Met Breuer, “Kerry James Marshall: Mastry”
Wielding irony like a scalpel, Marshall makes a dazzling display

of art historical acumenand technical mastery. WARNING: 
your cherished notions on painting are at risk.

2)  The New Museum, “Nicole Eisenman: Al-ugh-ories”
and Anton Kern Gallery, “Nicole Eisenman”

Gender fluid eroticism, art historical re-contextualization, 
and virtuoso oil painting in twoplaces at the same time 

make for an unforgettable tale of resistance.

3)  Mnuchin Gallery, “David Hammons: Five Decades”
Confirms Hammons as America’s premier Dadaist. The mind
boggles at the ironies asHammons’ deconstructions of race

and class take over Mnuchins’ tony Upper East Side
townhouse venue.

4)  Metro Pictures, “Camille Henrot”
The archetypes are calling, so do your Self a favor 

and pick up the phone.

5)  David Zwirner Gallery, “Raoul de Keyser: Drift”
Welcome to the zombie-free zone: abstract painting that 

can walk and chew gum at the same time.

6)  The Museum of Modern Art, 
“Marcel Broodthaers: A Retrospective”

Who knew institutional critique hinged 
on eagles and mussels?

7)  The Whitney Museum, 
“Danny Lyon: Message to the Future”

Riveting survey of a life-time spent working in the space be-
tween journalism, portraiture,and political advocacy.

8)  Paul Kasmin Gallery, “Peter Hujar: Lost Downtown”
Elegiac, concise, and moving collection of images from 

the other side of the culture wars.

9)  DC Moore Gallery, “Carrie Moyer: Sirens”
Lash yourself to the mast or plug your ears, else you’ll 

drown in this sea of color and surface.

10)  Canada Gallery, “Katherine Bradford: Fear of Waves”
Don’t worry about the hot colors or the splashy paint

—come on in, the water’s fine.

“Souvenir I,” 1997, Kerry James Marshall
Acrylic, collage, silkscreen, and glitter on canvas, 9' x 13'

Courtesy: Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, Bernice and Kenneth
Newberger Fund, 1997.73, Photo: Joe Ziolkowski, ©Kerry James Marshall

“Swim Meet,” 2015, Andrew Holmquist
Oil, acrylic, and spray paint on canvas, 84" x 72"

Photo: RCH | EKH, courtesy: the artist and Carrie Secrist Gallery
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Elizabeth Gordon Gallery
15 W. Gutierrez
Santa Barbara, Ca 93101
805.963.1157
elizabethgordongallery.com

Wallace Cleveland Piatt, Landlords, 96 x 86”, oil pastel, spray paint and house paint on sewed canvas
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PRESENCE

February 25, 2017 - July 9, 2017

Pablo Picasso
Max Ernst
Andy Warhol
Fritz Scholder
Robert Bechtle

Larry Madrigal
James Davis
Fernando Botero
Antonia Wright
Luis Cruz Azaceta

140 North Main Street, Tucson, Arizona, 85701

tucsonmuseumofart.org

(520) 624-2333

Larry Madrigal, St. Propaganda of Los Angeles (Jason Petty), 
oil on canvas, 36” x 24”, 2014.
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Russell Crotty has spent his career in search of “good
seeing,” astronomy jargon for a clear, dark sky, or the
conditions that favor viewing, which is at the core of his
artistic practice. The exhibition, “Look Back in Time: 
Russell Crotty and Lick Observatory,” on view at the 
San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art (SJICA) through
February 26, represents the culmination of a multi-year
artist-in-residence project organized by John Weber, di-
rector of the Institute of the Arts and Sciences (IAS), an
interdisciplinary exhibitions and events forum that is part
of the Arts Division at the University of California, Santa
Cruz (UCSC). Over the course of the residency, the IAS
arranged for more than two dozen meetings between
Crotty and members of Theoretical Astrophysics Santa
Cruz, a faculty working-group at UCSC, and coordinated
multiple visits to Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, 
a research site managed by the University of California.
The result is an unusual exhibition that combines a mini-
retrospective of Crotty’s astronomical drawings since
2002, as well as a new installation inspired by his conver-
sations with physicists, plus a side gallery containing
instruments and logbooks, which recreates the antiquar-
ian atmosphere of the Lick Observatory’s historical
collections. Completed in 1888, Lick was the first perma-
nently occupied mountaintop observatory in the world,
according to Tony Misch, director of the Lick Observatory
Collections, who co-curated “Look Back in Time” with
Weber and Crotty, in collaboration with Cathy Kimball, 
the SJICA’s executive director. Drawing together these
disparate elements and sites of Crotty’s practice makes
visible the degree to which his art-making involves much
more than marks on paper. 

The exhibition’s co-curators all emphasize the fact that
Crotty’s work is rooted in direct observation, a practice
and set of skills that has all but disappeared within the
world of astronomy. Today, many professionals and even
amateur astronomers observe remotely, relying on 
digitized telescope images that can be accessed from
computers anywhere in the world. Even when working
on location, telescope images are often streamed

GOOD SEEING
California artist RUSSELL CROTTY aims for the stars in a new exhibition at SJICA, 
of works created in collaboration with UC Santa Cruz and the Lick Observatory.

By Kim Beil

“Look Back in Time,” 2016
Mixed media

Site-specific installation
Photo: Maia Landau, courtesy SJICA
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through other screens, expanding the visible area for observation or
enabling color and contrast changes to enhance viewing. This level of
mediation may seem negligible when compared with the vast spaces
and times under consideration: some of Crotty’s subjects are nearly
20,000 light-years away from earth. Yet, the decision to pursue direct
observation also represents one of the very few choices that we are
capable of making when observing the cosmos from earth. By claim-
ing this practice, Crotty situates himself in the lineage of classical
astronomy and accentuates the particularly human elements of the
quest to know what lies beyond ourselves. 

The handmade nature of Crotty’s drawings also emphasize the physi-
cality of his practice. The large drawings are monochrome, built up
from painstakingly small marks made with ballpoint pen and pencil.
Crotty only started showing this work publicly in 1990, following more
than a decade of working as a painter. After receiving his BFA in paint-
ing from the San Francisco Art Institute, Crotty completed an MFA at
UC, Irvine in 1980. Although he’d been keeping what he calls a “hid-
den” surf journal, he thought of these sketches as separate from his
professional practice. Then, Jan Tumlir and Kevin Sullivan included
some of the surf drawings in a show at Los Angeles Contemporary
Exhibitions (LACE) called “Frontier Tales.” Participation in other group
shows soon followed, among them “Helter Skelter: LA Art in the
1990s” at MOCA in LA in 1992, as well as exhibitions in the United
Kingdom, Austria, and Germany.

At the time, the introduction of these humble materials into the
gallery space was something of a radical act, and it represented a sig-
nificant departure from Crotty’s own training. Crotty says, “It was sort
of an agenda that I had to take something classical, like drawing, and
to push it in these weird directions.” In his early work, Crotty pushed
at all the limits, not only through his elevation of common materials,
but also in the sheer quantity of work that he produced. No longer
small, private sketches in a notebook, the surf drawings filled entire
rooms. One of his works, included in the Museum of Modern Art’s
2002 exhibition, “Drawing Now: Eight Propositions,” featured a 
staggering 40,000 tiny sketches, which transformed these minute
fragments into a wall-sized monument.

Facing eviction from his sprawling space in the Rampart District of
Los Angeles, where he had run an experimental exhibition program
and featured installations by Tumlir, Frances Stark, and others, Crotty
left the downtown core, for a caretaker’s cottage in the mountains
above Malibu. At the edge of the Pacific Ocean, surrounded by the
darkness of the Santa Monica Mountains, Crotty rediscovered his
love of the night sky. Growing up in Northern California, he’d spent
summers in Mendocino, sleeping out under the stars, and even bor-
rowing a small telescope from his high school. He describes the thrill
of seeing Jupiter for the first time, “I just couldn’t believe it. It was
low in the sky, so the seeing wasn’t good, it was just this fuzzy blob,
but you could see the four moons.” Looking out into the empty space
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of the gallery, he counts off the four moons, as if they are as present
here in San Jose as they were almost fifty years ago in Mendocino.
“It was subtle, the color of it. It’s kind of a cream color with a little 
bit of burnt sienna, through a telescope. You can see Jupiter with
your naked eye, but you can’t see that detail. And, you can’t tell how
massive it is. If Jupiter was as close to us as the moon, it would take 
up more than half the sky. It’s huge.” This breathless excitement is
present in all of Crotty’s work, from the minute details to its prodi-
gious quantity. By translating these vast and awesome phenomena
into accessible materials on a smaller scale, Crotty opens them up
for human connection. Through his eye and hand, the drawings com-
municate a sense of what it is like to touch the stars. 

In Malibu, Crotty built a small observatory, complete with a rollback
roof, and outfitted it with a ten-inch telescope and several other in-
struments. It became an extension of his studio. He recalls, “I’d do
the drawings up there, thumbnail drawings, positional things, stars,
planets, parts of the moon, whatever I was looking at. Then I’d take
all that down to the studio. I made my own little archive, in a sense.”
He’d get a call from one of his galleries (CRG Gallery in New York,
Shoshana Wayne in Santa Monica, or Hosfelt in San Francisco) or 
an invitation to participate in a show and return to these sketches,
supplementing his own notes with astronomical research, then 
expanding the sketches into highly detailed drawings. 

In 1992, he began drawing on large globes covered in Japanese
paper, two of which are included in “Look Back in Time.” The inspira-
tion came, as usual, from the practice of observing; at the time,
Crotty was concentrating on stars called “globular clusters,” which
exhibit a powerful three-dimensional effect when seen through the
telescope. Crotty’s paper-wrapped spheres, some of which are as
large as six feet in diameter, are covered in tiny marks and require
exceptional precision and patience. In one of those on view at the
SJICA, M28 Globular Cluster in Sagittarius (2000), the glossy black
surface suddenly gives way to a white circle, which reads alternately
as a crater or a brilliant reflection. Crotty points to it, “Even in the
middle here, there are actually marks. You just have to hold your
breath.” He takes a sip of air, steadies himself, and mimes putting
pen to the smooth paper surface. “Hold your breath, blot the pen.”
The globe measures two feet and is overlaid with tens of thousands
of marks.

Also on view at SJICA is one of Crotty’s large-scale books, Field
Charts for Nocturnal Recreations (2005), which measures nearly five
and a half feet in length. Inspired by a 19th-century volume, “Recre-
ations in Astronomy,” Crotty’s enormous book is a catalogue of the
astronomical objects that he has observed, everywhere from Mount
Wilson to his own private observatory in the Santa Monica Moun-
tains. As such, the Field Charts represent a point fixed in space and
time, while the perspectives he’s taken on the sky have been varied.
Seeing is rarely so convincingly described as a physical process.
Field Charts is also a reminder of the temporality of Crotty’s project;
shortly after he completed the book and sent it off to CRG Gallery,
his Malibu home and observatory were destroyed in a wildfire. He
has since relocated to Ojai; the book and artworks from this earlier
period now represent an irretrievable past.

The exhibition at the SJICA deftly highlights the many timescales
that come into play when thinking about the cosmos. His new room-
sized installation, made of floor-to-ceiling sheets of bioresin molded
onto mesh and interspersed with hanging sculptures, was inspired
by a teaching chart called “The History of Everything,” which the as-
trophysicist Greg Laughlin shared with Crotty on one of the artist’s
visits to UCSC. Not only does Crotty’s work pay homage to his own
history, to the lineage of classical astronomy and the advances in di-
rect observation that took place in California in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, but every glance at the night sky also involves a
much more radical temporal distance between the present moment

Installation views at 
San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art
Photos: Qian Wang
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and the “old” light that we see transmitted through the universe. As-
tronomers call this “lookback time,” a numeric representation of the
time it has taken light to travel from its source to an observer, which
is also a way of describing the distance between two objects that is
never fixed in the expanding universe.

Ultimately, all of Crotty’s work primes viewers to share in his experi-
ence, whether it is outside with a telescope or at Lick Observatory,
poring over notebooks made by 19th and 20th century astronomers.
Crotty’s straightforward materials, pen and paper, lend the project an
air of asceticism. Even his gestural vocabulary—short hatch marks
and angular, scratchy text—at times recalls a scientific logbook.
UCSC’s John Weber warns, though, “In this show, we have people
doing the same thing: looking through a telescope and drawing. But,
the meaning of that act is quite different for Russell than it was for
the 19th-century astronomer James Keeler, whose beautiful drawings
of spectra or of Jupiter we have in the Focus Gallery. Superficially, the
act is similar, but the meaning of the act is quite different in each
case. To me, that’s part of the excitement of this exhibition, that we
can juxtapose these kinds of work and look at ways in which they feel
similar and ways in which they are different.” Tony Misch, of Lick 
Observatory, agrees, “There is a similarity, but it’s largely because we
bring a contemporary aesthetic to those historical objects.” 

Leaving aside the question of formal beauty, both halves of the instal-
lation celebrate the very human and intensely personal act of making
meaning, whether it is through scientific measurement or artistic in-
quiry. Between the marbled covers of the turn-of-the-century
logbooks, the unique personalities of the observers is expressed in
the distinctive scrawl of their notes. Standing with the notebooks,
one gets the sense that each new page, each night of “good seeing,”
held forth a promise of connection to something larger than what

could be seen or even known by just one person. As Misch de-
scribes, “You don’t just go up to a telescope and look through it and
make a discovery. Even in the 19th century, there were many, many
people involved, sometimes working over a period of thirty years or
more. It is that texture that is so beautifully expressed here.”

What is, perhaps, most striking about this exhibition and certainly
what unites Crotty with his 19th- century forbears, is that all of these
objects provide rich documentation of human effort and the desire to
know something of the universe. That any individual would deign to
embark on such a huge and ultimately impossible endeavor—to know
the cosmos—is inspiring, as much as it is daunting. As the inclusion
of obsolete instruments from Lick’s Historical Collection makes clear,
an observer’s relationship to the cosmos can never be one of mas-
tery. Crotty’s modest materials and tentative lines express perfectly
this tension between skill and humility, and they locate beauty in the
very human spaces between certainty and the unknown.

This breathless excitement is pres-
ent in all of Crotty’s work, from the
minute details to its prodigious
quantity. By translating these vast
and awesome phenomena into 
accessible materials on a smaller
scale, Crotty opens them up for
human connection. Through his 
eye and hand, the drawings com-
municate a sense of what it is like 
to touch the stars.

Installation view at 
San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art
Photos: Qian Wang
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Contemporary Art in Taos today is characterized by a three-part stylistic
confluence. You’ve got your old school Light and Space guys from Los
Angeles’ Ferus Gallery, who along with Dennis Hopper got their cus-
tom bikes and hot-rods the hell outta Venice back in the day. ( It just got
too whatever, man.) You've got the tributary of Taos Transcendentalism
that stretches to include Georgia O’Keeffe even, and cuts a swath of
tradition in Taos art as deeply as the Rio Grande Gorge does through
Taos county. And for your third eye, Street Art (thank Banksy) and other
recently established modes jostle under the Pop-Surrealism moniker.

The reality is that the economic collapse of 2008 shook Taos some-
how more than larger established art centers. That, along with the 
still relatively recent deaths of ceramicist Ken Price and Dennis Hop-
per left the town feeling a little bereft the past few years, but as
winter cedes to spring, there seem reasons to believe that this peren-
nial art colony is getting set to branch and bloom again. One of the
latest innovations this year at Taos’ longstanding Fall Arts Festival
(held around the equinox) was the pop-up projection night by Paseo
Project, co-sponsored by Santa Fe’s new-media masters Currents 
and the local Harwood Museum of Art.

The current Harwood Museum series of exhibitions, in place until
May of 2017, are rich in references to the town’s multiple pasts. Ken
Price’s Death Shrine 1 installation, from the Happy’s Curios series, is
on longterm loan from a private collector and the permanent “chapel”
to Agnes Martin is always worth the pilgrimage. The impact of the
Northern New Mexican desert upon School of Paris Modernism can
be traced in “Continuum: Beyond Picturesque,” a survey of early to
mid-century works by the likes of Joseph Henry Sharp, E. Irving

Couse, Oscar E. Berninghaus and other local light lovers. “Contin-
uum: Brave New World” assembles intriguing responses from the
Harwood’s collection to the formalism of the ‘40s, ‘50s, and ‘60s.
Highlights include a small Agnes Martin, and Robert C. Ellis’ 1972
painting Llano Quemado Number Six. “Continuum: Light, Space and
Time” umbrellas the other Continuum exhibitions and encapsulates
the whole of the century, running like snowmelt down the street to-
ward the next subject.

Larry Bell remains the most influential artist in town. When he’s not
installing bronzes in Hong Kong or participating in the Venice Biennale
(or this year’s Whitney Biennial), he can be found at work in his studio
at the bottom of Ledoux St. the historic center of the Taos scene. The
list of artists who’ve kept studios over the years includes Dine artist
R.C. Gorman, and draftsman Wes Mills. Bell’s space houses a gigan-
tic vacuum machine used to alter his signature planes of glass with
graduated chromatic, iridescent, and/or mirrored coatings, though his
focus these days is largely on his monumentally scaled wiry bronze
figures which he draws via computer animation.

spotlight:

TAOS
From Taos Moderns to Light and Space pioneers to today’s spiritually
inclined or Pop Surrealist practioners, the mood in this New Mexico art
enclave tilts toward inclusiveness

“Perception,” 2016
KC Tebbutt
Rice paper, minerals, encaustic, oil on canvas, 48" x 48"
©KC Tebbutt
Photo: Untitled Fine Art

“The Monument,” circa 1950’s
Louis Ribak
Oil on masonite, 48" x 72"
Photo: courtesy 203 Fine Art
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A fellow California Light and Space artist who ended up in Taos is Ron
Cooper. Cooper could be described as the most eclectic of the Ferus
stable. Like so many of the SoCal guys who came up in the 1960s,
some of Cooper’s earliest artistic experiences involved the customiz-
ing of “roadsters and speedsters” and basically he’s never stopped.
He’s still producing his Vertical Bars for his New York Gallery; gor-
geous, translucent oblongs of light and color that threaten to defy
perception and disappear altogether. But he also creates and races (!)
chopped model-T dune buggies, of which he has quite a few. If that
weren’t enough, he creates Mexiware, derived from smashed, plastic
bottles he finds in Mexico, occasional ornamental serigraphs, and
oversees the production and distribution of Del Maguey, a line of 
arguably the finest and best-selling Mezcal Mexico makes, which
Cooper, eyes alight, calls his “liquid art.” He’s currently designing 
a special “Boolay’” bottle, based on the African gourd containers 
that found their way to both Mexico and Japan, in black clay and 
crystal to celebrate the brand’s turning 21.

Locally, Hulse Warman Gallery best presents Perceptualism. 
This winter’s shows by Michelle Cooke and August Muth, respec-
tively, are stunners. Cooke’s work was recently featured in the
Las Cruces Museum of Art’s excellent “Transforming Space-Trans-
forming Fiber” exhibition on the opposite end of the state. The
lovely paradox of an engaging formalism built on ephemerality is
Cooke’s finest achievement. She’s best known for minimalist in-
stallations of wafer-thin glass panes, often no more than an inch
or two in dimension, that she meticulously silicones, on one edge,
directly to the wall perpendicular to the surface. The real visual
appeal derives from the resultant complex patterns of cast shad-
ows and refractive incidents depending on the light and space
(again). The brilliantly luminous holography of August Muth, 
displayed in the gallery’s annex, represents the cutting edge of 
abstract art and optics. Muth’s Santa Fe studio houses an enor-
mous two-ton concrete table and a deadly laser capable of burning
out retinas in seconds! This is the mad alchemist’s lab where he
constructs his 3-D images in which arcs and hoops of brilliant 

colored light appear to hover in front of illuminated geometries
while subtle images of labyrinths and arcane symbologies emerge
as the viewer shifts perspectives.

A similarly opulent light and color hit can be had in the slumped glass
grids by artist Peggy Griffey on display in the Untitled Fine Art Annex.
These colorful freestanding glass panels can glow like stained glass in
the sunshine, or read like painterly compositions. David Anthony Fine
Art (DAFA) also makes it a point to carry contemporary glass. Recent
pieces on display by artist Marty Kremer particularly impress. DAFA 
is one of the largest and most ambitious spaces on the current Taos
scene, and besides glass, shows numerous painters and photogra-
phers, both local and far-flung. Painter Peter Opheim’s bizarre
animalized entities in Torches and Black Lantern are especially 
compelling, and the main exhibition (through Febuary) of largescale
mixed-media collage-paintings by Kate Rivers is excellent. Rivers
works in found paper scraps and (severely) re-purposed books, which
she slices and dices according to snippets of content and reassem-
bles into stripes of abstraction or images, variously themed bird’s
nests, that can be enjoyed imagistically from a few paces, or read 
as found poetry as one gets closer.

Poetry can also be found at Ortenstone Delattre Fine Art on Bent
Street. Arts writer, novelist, and painter Pierre Delattre shows poetic
pictures and prints structured on a unique iconography of Jungian ar-
chetypes and a syncretism of varying visual languages. In Blessing of
the Birds, a robed and winged figure whose head is the sun and the
moon merges with a winter landscape dotted with bird forms. The
poet-painter as shaman has deep roots in Taos tradition.

A few decades before the Perceptualists arrived from the coast, 
UNM Professors Raymond Jonson and Emil Bisttram founded the
Transcendental Painting Group. As a student at the Art Institute of
Chicago in 1913, Jonson had been particularly impressed by the
Kandinskys he saw when the famous Armory Show came to town.
Works by Jonson and other mid-century Modernists of the region are
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on exhibit at 203 Fine Art, Taos’ brightest white cube. Recently 
relocated to a high-ceilinged space on Gusdorf Road, and open by 
appointment, the gallery splits its focus between Taos Moderns like
Andrew Dasburg, Florence Miller Pierce, Lawrence Calcagno, Louis
Ribak and Beatrice Mandelman to list a few, and more contemporary
figures like the aforementioned Ron Cooper, encaustic artist Sandra
Lerner, Neo-Expressionist painters Tom Dixon and Neo-Taos-Transcen-
dentalists Shaun Richel and Eric Andrews.

The spiritual in art gets an additional boost at Untitled Fine Art’s main
exhibition space, highlighting works this winter of Kimberly Webber,
K.C. Tebbutt, Antonio Arellanes, and Nicolas Gadbois. The later pres-
ents cast chromatic concrete panels that read alternately like abstract
reliefs, tablets in an extraterrestrial tongue, or aerial topologies of a 
futuristic infrastructure. Antonio Arellanes could be picturing the man-
dala-based tapestries of tomorrowland’s civilization in his expansive,

metallically pigmented sacred geometry paintings. K.C. Tebbutt’s
work is intriguing because of the wide-ranging sources of his artistic
practice, and his use of LEDs to backlight his paintings. Even without
them, his mandala forms appear to be lit from within; but once you
plug it in, it begins to move, as the rings of LEDs behind it pulse and
change tone, allowing the various layers of the mixed media painting
(on rice paper mounted on canvas) to gradually emerge. As Tebbutt
observes, mandala forms throughout cultures induce the eye into
“the process of continual transition between internal and external 
perception.” His contemporary mandalas are mystic portals to 
metaphysical adventure.

Kimberly Webber’s female figures blend similar references to sacred
geometries with her own clear love of Renaissance drawing and
painting. Both she and Tebbutt begin their paintings with intricately
folded pieces of rice paper, which are dipped in ink and then unfolded
to create a palimpsest of patterned marks, a process honed under 
calligraphic master Lin Chien-Shih, who introduced them both to the
rice paper geometry, or “oracle bones” calligraphy, that has been 
the ground for their own work ever since. Having also studied Ni-
honga style painting, which migrated along with Buddhism from
China to Japan in the 7th century, and classical oil painting in Flo-
rence, Italy, Webber produces images of liminal female figures,
moving between spirit realms and next bardos. The mood can conjure
the works of the great Remedios Varo, though the technique sum-
mons the spirit of Pre-Raphaelite painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

This strain of work is possible due to Taos’ newest visual vernacular,
the scourge that has nearly taken over its High Art hosts, making
them all googly-eyed, feral, buxom and elastic. Call it Pop-Surrealism
or Slang Aesthetics, à la Robert Williams; it was spawned in Taos by
The Harwood Museum’s 2014 exhibition “¡Orale! Kings and Queens
of Cool,” and has now set up shop in the Orale! Gallery, threatening
the town’s good taste like a gentle Godzilla. Rabbett Before Horses
Strickland, an Ojibwe painter, tops the stable with his monumental
figures in mythic dreamscapes that have as much to do with
Michelangelo and Baroque figuration as with the compositional strate-
gies and subjects of either Ojibwe or Street Art styles. The other
prime location for Meta-Modern Imagism is across the street at Greg
Moon Gallery. Moon himself produces highly cool light-boxes and 
assemblage, and stocks the space floor to ceiling with works by 
New Mexi- low-brow luminati, like Dennis Larkins, Joel Nakamura,
Dirk Kortz, Holly Wood and Indigenous comic-artist Ryan Singer.

A triskelion is a symbol made up of three lines coming together. It 
is common in Celtic illuminated manuscripts and contemporary tat-
toos, but can be found in cultures all over the world. It can be seen
as representing three rivers in confluence, or the strength of commu-
nity. The layered artistic history of the region can almost be read like
the striations of geologic ages exposed by the Rio Grande as it
carves the Taos Gorge just south of town. Call it the ages colliding,
the strata shifting, or styles, modes and subjects all tumbling to-
gether, to create rich and innovative visual experiences. The talk in
Taos’ art community these days centers on collaboration and inclu-
sion; the recognition that the spring melts the snow into sparkling
brooks and acequias that run together to make the river swell, 
and when that happens, all boats float on the water of life. Once 
the spiral lines of the triskelion joins at the center, the form begins 
to radiate outward as well.

—JON CARVER

“Open (detail),” 2016
Michelle Cooke
Glass, magnetite, copper, linen thread, 30" x 30" x 6"
Photo: courtesy the artist

“Space Series #79,” circa 1960
Beatrice Mandelman
Acrylic and collage on board, 20" x 16"
Photo: courtesy 203 Fine Art
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The desert has long figured as a quasi-mythological land-
scape in our collective cultural consciousness. A backdrop for
both redemption and expulsion stories, it appears as a bibli-
cal trope, a paranormal host, a canvas for Hunter S.
Thompson-esque peyote-fueled nightmares, an apocalyptic
nuclear testing ground, and a mythic wasteland from which
origin stories are drawn. Its very mention tends to invoke
ideas of unspecific space ruled by anarchic and entropic
forces, unhinged by a poetic lawlessness. What better place
to engage questions of site-specificity in contemporary art?
An exhibition with Biennial ambitions that takes contempo-
rary art outside of prescriptive institutional bounds, “Desert
X” will activate Southern California’s Coachella Valley region
from Palm Springs to the Salton Sea with contemporary,
site-specific, artworks. 

On view from February 25 to April 30, 2017, Desert X inhabits
a sprawling geographical footprint that will include works by
at least 17 internationally renowned contemporary artists. As
individual vignettes, the installations are scattered through-
out the Coachella Valley, some within spaces and others
outside and beyond them, each an independent experience
unto itself while collectively read as a spatial narrative with
endless sequential possibilities. The exhibition will include

site-specific installations, environmental interventions, and
an extensive ancillary education program supported by River-
side County cities, its cultural institutions, and local
communities. Artistic director Neville Wakefield, known for
his irreverent penchant for curating alternative spaces, has
based Desert X on a generative curatorial model intended to
create experiential art encounters in a variety of unlikely con-
texts. A dynamic and kinesthetic viewing experience, rather
than a didactic one, the intrepid journey into the desert is as
defining an exhibition component as the artworks them-
selves.

I sat down with Neville Wakefield to discuss his year-long pil-
grimage into California’s desert in preparation for Desert X.
Gracious and understated, Wakefield’s demeanor is disarm-
ing. He arrives at our interview stylishly disheveled in black
T-shirt and jeans, genuinely apologetic for the negligible tar-
diness he has already pre-empted me for by phone.
Immediately friendly, Wakefield articulates complex ideas
with an ease that belies their difficulty. A writer, curator, and
cultural commentator, Wakefield has acted as Senior Curator-
ial Advisor for MoMA PS1 and was a curator of Frieze
Projects. He is also creative director at Playboy and helmed
its transition into its controversial “post-nude” era. 
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DESERT X
Drawing off the landscape and mythos of the desert, an 
ambitious new biennial in the Coachella Valley seeks to conjure
the unexpected. Marieke Treilhard sits down with artistic director
Neville Wakefield for a preview glimpse.
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Wakefield was originally approached by Desert X Founder
and Board President, Susan Davis, in 2015 following his com-
pletion of a similar site-specific project in Gstaad,
Switzerland, titled “Elevation 1049”—not unlike Desert X in
its intervention into an extreme landscape. Wakefield offers,
“I was already interested in the desert, particularly as a coun-
terpoint to the mountain. Apart from the way it has
magnetized people historically, the thing that fascinates me
about it is how people go there to seek freedom but find
themselves in chains, or rather chain-link fences, stucco
walls, mid-century modern homes: self-imposed architec-
tures… I think that what we’re trying to do [with Desert X] is
create something that is self-narrating or self-narrated, so
that no two experiences are ever the same. In this configura-
tion, there are no directives in terms of which path to take or
which sequence you view the works in, which ones you omit
and which ones you choose to see. It really becomes about
that and puts an onus on the viewer as a creative participant,
and that, to me, is really interesting.”

Desert X, as an exhibition, is defined by living, variable
spaces. It disavows what Wakefield calls the “assumptive

passivity” of the institutionally circumscribed for an ex-
panded experiential field. When asked about his curatorial
take on this type of site-specificity, Wakefield says, “It has to
be organic; otherwise you’re involved in a different kind of
curating where you’re trying to illustrate a thesis. I’m not in-
terested in that… part of the idea of remoteness is to slow
down, to shed some of the baggage of preconception you
normally bring along with you.” He is also interested in revis-
iting a narrative from the ’60s and ’70s, one that was about
creating work that is fundamentally anti-institutional and
ephemeral in its lifespan: Land Art. “The last few decades
haven’t really favored it in my opinion… and I think it hasn’t
fully been played out.” Part of that interest for Wakefield re-
sides in its more democratic social and cultural reach. “I think
that this type of art opens up to all kinds of different experi-
ences, and particularly different kinds of audience. You don’t
necessarily have to know where you’re going. The journey is
in part the destination, and the destination is a refraction of
the journey. Desert X is essentially conceived as a road trip,
hopefully with some breakdowns and flat tires along the
way.”
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Neville Wakefield, courtesy Desert X. 
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The exhibition will feature commissioned artworks by a diverse roster of internationally known artists, among them Doug Aitken, Lita Albu-
querque, Matthew Barney, Jennifer Bolande, Will Boone, Jeffrey Gibson, Sherin Guirguis, Gabriel Kuri, Cinthia Marcelle, Hank Willis Thomas,
Phillip K. Smith III, Glenn Kaino, Richard Prince, Julião Sarmento, and Tavares Strachan. When asked to discuss the criteria for selection, Wake-
field is candid. “What we didn’t do is identify artists and sites and then match them up. The reason we didn’t do this is that I really am
interested in generative works that come out of dialogue with the place, and if you constrain the terms of the dialogue, you’re going to get 
a different sort of conversation.” The result will be diverse and surprising—particularly as the nature of the project will remain somewhat spec-
ulative until fully implemented in February—but Wakefield sees this trapping as part of the project’s dynamism and excitement, “Sometimes it
looks really tangible and sometimes it looks likes there’s nothing there at all. But the uncertainty can be a positive thing. I think it’s something
that in a way, although it’s a curatorial and administrative nightmare, artists respond to.”

Among the projects is a sculptural piece by Matthew Barney, part of a new series in which Barney is experimenting with metal casting tech-
niques. Wakefield describes the sculpture as an “explosive looking meteorite with this incredible energy pushed to the edge. It has this
simultaneously alien, ancient, but modern aspect to it.” Richard Prince will be using a house to create a site-specific installation in the desert, 
a successor to his two House projects. Julião Sarmento will stage a performance about the awkwardness of intimacy in a seedy motel, and
Hank Willis Thomas will create a signpost that points in every direction but leads nowhere. Sherin Guirguis’ site-specific piece is about 
migration paths and the environmental ruination of the Salton Sea.

Glenn Kaino’s installation is about delineating boundaries and the spatio-temporal logic of the desert. Wakefield comments, “Glenn’s piece is a
good example of two versions of time, biological and geological, coming together and both having a different tempo.” Tavares Strachan is cre-
ating a sculptural drawing out of neon. Notes Wakefield, “it also speaks to this kind of opposition in time, between the existential and
biological, the spiritual and geological.” Will Boone is staging an underground bomb shelter with cast bronze sculptures of JFK. Gabriel Kuri’s
piece is an immersive drawing that will partially disappear and move depending on your vantage point, and an elusive solar-powered robotic

Previous artworks by artists who will be
participating in 2017 Desert X

Above left: 
“Spine of the Earth,” 1980, Lita Albuquerque
Powder pigment, wood, stone, 800' diameter,
Photo: courtesy the artist and Desert X

“You Belong Here,” 2014, Tavares Strachan
Blocked Out Neon, 100' on 150' Barge
Traveling Installation on the Mississippi River
presented as part the 2014 Prospect 
New Orleans biennial
Photo: courtesy the artist and Desert X
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955 La Paz Road, Santa Barbara, CA  93108      westmontmuseum.org

Left: Andrea Bowers, Graphic design collaboration with Gabrielle Parmentier, Louis Vuitton graphic design studio 2014, 
Papillon Monarque (Migration Is Beautiful), 2015, detail. Photo credit: Andrea Rossetti. Right: Marcos Ramírez ERRE, Crossroads, 2003, detail.

BOWERS / ERRE          So Close and So Far
A focus on immigration and activism by Andrea Bowers and Marcos Ramírez ERREJanuary 26 - March 25, 2017

piece by Italian artist Luca Forcolini is designed to remain forever out
of sight, programmed to retreat from seeking human presence.

Susan Davis, the current editorial director at the Annenberg Retreat at
Sunnylands in Rancho Mirage, California, founded Desert X in 2015,
following two impactful biennial experiences of her own the year be-
fore at Prospect.3, in New Orleans and The International Biennial of
Contemporary Art of Cartagena De Indias, in Cartagena, Columbia.
Susan says of the moment she decided Desert X was possible,
“Cartagena was dramatic. It took me through the city and also out-
side of its walls and to other places I wouldn’t have gone. I literally
got off the plane in Palm Springs after the Biennial and said: ‘this
could happen here.’” Davis says of her move from New York City to
the desert, “I discovered very quickly that the area was so rich in
terms of its history. From its Native American communities to its en-
tertainers, to its cowboys and miners, and of course the architectural
history. But then there was also the whole socio-economic aspect,
the fact that you have the richest Americans with houses here and
the second poorest school district in the country; it’s a place of social,
historical and political complexity.”

The Desert X projects will engage some of these socio-political issues
and legacies, some directly and some more obliquely. As part of an
education program that will include docent-led tours to project sites
and collaborations with the school districts, Desert X will be the sub-
ject of a symposium at the Palm Springs Museum of Art on March
11, 2017. “Desert Constellations: Art and Mythologies” will feature
as its keynote speaker, Land Art expert William L. Fox, director of the
Center for Art + Environment at the Nevada Museum of Art in Reno.
Other cultural program partners include the Coachella Valley Music
and Arts Festival, DIGICOM, Sunnylands Center & Gardens and Palm
Springs Modernism Week. The cultural community of the surrounding
areas has rallied to bring the exhibition to life. Susan Davis offers,
“It’s a large enough project that everyone could be involved and con-
nected. It’s not just a weekend; it’s nine weeks. We have activations

all over, in different cities at different times. It’s not exclusive, it’s
free, and there are many ways to get excited about it and involved.” 

Ranging in tone from the apocalyptic and dystopian to the redemptive and
optimistic, there is no single reigning affective vision homogenizing the art
projects or the holistic experience. When I ask Wakefield what Desert X
will feel like, reeling off a laundry list of adjectival platitudes to choose
from, he answers matter-of-factly, “I hope it’s all of those things. I think it
can all be found in different pieces and encounters; it will be different and
conditional for everybody.” When asked what it will “be” when it is done,
Wakefield pauses. “I think we need to embrace that unknown,” he says.
“I hope that it won’t be ‘known’ even when it’s fully out there.” 

Desert landscape outside Coachella being considered as possible site
for artwork. Desert X site view, courtesy Desert X
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A modern tabernacle rises from brown desert sand, glowing with an
ethereal, science fiction-inflected pageant of color, field, and sky; a
jackrabbit homestead wears a mirrored cloak that renders it almost 
invisible when the sun and horizon perform their choreography; an 
intimate dark room reveals itself infinitely larger on the inside, as 
suffuse colored light bends the rules and optics of physical space; 
a bunch of tripping hipsters get their minds totally blown by a tempo-
rary temple to cushy magic-hour light between sets at Coachella. All
of this and more is the spectacular handiwork of sculptor and installa-
tion artist Phillip K. Smith III (aka PKS3), a denizen of the high desert
whose unique relationship to architecture, the landscape, and the
Light and Space movement has yielded some of the most intriguing
interior installations, public sculptures, and ephemeral Land Art in re-
cent memory. From Joshua Tree to Indio to Laguna Beach, and now
as part of the inaugural edition of Desert X this winter, Smith has
quickly become one of the most sought-after and emblematic artists
of the current intertwined interests in art from the Los Angeles re-
gion, issues of the desert climate, and the resurgence of the land 
art genre in general.

A resident of Palm Desert, and artist-in-residence at Palm Springs Art
Museum in 2010, Smith first came to broad attention in 2013, after
his Lucid Stead project—a small remote cabin whose mirrored exte-
rior reflected the empty world around it by day while its interior
emanated an otherworldly light show by night—went viral. At the
time, Smith’s deepening relationship to the desert was longstanding,
in both personal and aesthetic ways. The desert’s allure he consid-
ered as the content, muse, and setting for his meditations on the
spectrum of colors of the earth, its particular qualities of the light 
and sky. But his recent ever-increasing involvements with both ocean 
and city, as well as his developments in interior immersive and free-
standing works, speak to a more conceptual framework rooted not
only in his early life, but in his professional background in architecture.
“Crafting a spatial experience that converses with a sensitive, contex-
tual response to the environment is at the core of my thinking,”
Smith explains. “There’s an understanding of the movement around,
through, and within the work; of interacting with the environment and
defined space via light, surface, form, and materiality…” as well as
economies of scale and mechanisms of constant change based on
his experiences in the landscape—the poetic drama, say, of the curv-
ing, crisp line of a sand dune’s edge fading to a pure plane of color.

“Getting out into the landscape is important to me,” notes Smith. 
“I desire to be confronted with a very real, overwhelming beauty 
that challenges the understanding of my own work and the potential
that exists.” Most recently, Smith has been engaged in a dialogue 
between the ocean and the desert, two ecologies that are deeply 
related in terms of the region’s cultural and geological history. Appar-
ently, you can still find seashells in certain parts of the Coachella
Valley desert and the evidence of the prior sea level line can be seen
on some of the mountains in the East Valley. The sands of the beach
and the sands of the desert are in a constant state of change. Both
environments deal directly with a strong horizon line, creating what
Smith loves the most: “The distinct meeting of a horizontal plane with
an expansive space. And within that moment, there is an equal under-
standing of finite and infinite space. I’ve created projects for a number
of environments. In the end, I’m interested in opening people’s eyes
to the beauty that exists around them by actually using the environ-
ment as material within the work.”

Smith’s recent show at the Laguna Art Museum this fall, combined
with the 1/4 Mile Arc temporary installation that he executed along 
a stretch of local beach there, deals with the expansion and compres-
sion of ideas and experiences. Through tracing a pure arc of sculptural
elements that followed the natural geometry of the beach, he was
able to “harness the sunset” via an aggregation of reflective, ordered
samplings of the sky. Focusing on one of those samplings and the
gradients that exist within that vertical reflection directly inspired the
color shift that exists within Torus 9 (a major work, installed inside
LAM). Merging ideas of color and reflection, the related Bent Parallel
focuses the eye on the dialogue of two color planes and how their
meeting can create a third, material-less, zero-thickness plane of color
through a structure of geometry and reflection. This experience of
shifting scale, of the intimate and the infinite, of memories created, is
as key within Smith’s work as any of its physical or optical elements. 

Watch for Smith’s thoughts and evolutions expanding on the in situ
experiments begun in Laguna to be further explored in Palm Springs,

DESERT VISIONARY
Merging elements of Light and Space art with his own architec-
tural, site-specific aesthetic, Palm Desert artist PHILLIP K. SMITH III
conjures spectrums of beauty from the land.
By Shana Nys Dambrot

“Bent Parallel,” 2014
Glass, aluminum, LED lighting, and custom electronics, 

96" x 258" x 106"
Photo: Lance Gerber, courtesy: the artist and Royale Projects, Los Angeles
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as Smith has described his plans for the forthcoming Desert X festival
as “looking to bring the dialogue that I established with the horizon
line of the ocean, to the horizon line of the desert.” Of course, even
creating a work that is 20 x 20 x 20 feet is quite small within the con-
text and size of the desert, where epic scale is a requirement. And
Smith is the first to admit that land art is challenging. It’s logistically
difficult. It requires approvals and permits and drawings and dealing
with people that have zero interest in art. But Smith says he actually
relishes those kinds of challenges. “I like being thrown into a room 
of people that never talk about art and coming to an understanding 
of how we can achieve something together. And to be clear, so many
artists believe that such processes can only result in compromise and
a watering down of the original concept. I could not disagree more.
What I’ve found on every large-scale project I’ve created is that peo-
ple want to be part of something important and memorable. And that
through the process, attitudes change and eyes and ears are opened.
Now that 1/4 Mile Arc has been achieved, what else is possible? By
pushing the boundaries and understanding of art in atypical environ-
ments at atypical scales, the door can be opened for other artists
seeking great, visionary projects.”

But the folks in charge of curating Desert X are anything but art-world
outsiders, and the show boasts an eclectic roster of artists who are
themselves vigorously embracing, or at least, being prompted to 
navigate, both the process and the place, some as veterans and 
many for the first time. “For me,” Smith says, “it’s been exciting 
to dialogue with the Desert X artists to see how they interpret the 
regional landscape from an outsider’s perspective. This is the environ-
ment that I am immersed in and that I find inspiration in on a daily
basis, so I’m looking forward to seeing how an East Coast, European,
or South American mindset recalibrates within this environment.”
Smith has participated in previous festival-style desert-centric events,
differently conceived and slightly smaller-scale projects like High
Desert Test Sites and the first edition of the Joshua Treenial (the 
second of which opens in March), which in some ways are the 
precursors to Desert X, and in some ways offer an arguably more
contemplative, intimate alternative to Desert X’s massive aesthetic

and presence. And indeed, Smith is not alone in asking the kinds of
questions many have about Desert X. To what degree will the works
speak to the core of the desert experience of time, change, and his-
tory? Will the artists submit to the desert climate, or fight to tame it?
How will interactions with the landscape affect not only the artists’
but also inevitably the viewers’ own experiences? There are environ-
mental factors at work which artists like Smith can perhaps anticipate,
but not control.

When it comes to crafting a more managed and manageable experi-
ence, Smith is also expert at the subtle but total transformation of
interior spaces. In both immersive, walk-in spaces and through the
operations of simple self-contained wall-mounted sculptures, Smith
deftly manages to translate his affection for pure color, malleable
light, their effects on architectural and emotional perception, and a
hint of awe-inspiring, instagram-flooding theatricality into less ardu-
ously accessed works of art. For example, his Los Angeles gallery
Royale Projects has installed a reconfiguration of the elements from
the now-dismantled Lucid Stead into a semi-permanent room-size 
installation in the gallery’s downtown arts district location. Where
much of Smith’s work literally absorbs elements of its surroundings
into its composition and content, rather than playing with horizons
and changes in natural atmospherics, his interior works play with 
deracinated aspects of depth and shape. Reviving the classic aims 
of Light and Space, Smith’s indoor voice renders seeing as a physical
action, and optics as a matter for the body as well as the mind, one
that ought not be taken for granted. Its syncopated changes, and the
multichannel phasing ensure it never repeats exactly. Pure color fields
with no image content, these narratives are phenomenological rather
than informational. Their spacetime is suspended, anchored to neither
sand or horizon. Expect magic, no off-roading required.

Above:
“1/4 Mile ARc,” 2016
Photo: Eric Stoner, courtesy: Laguna Art Museum
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“Lucid Stead,” Installation view in Joshua Tree, CA, 2013
Existing 1940s homesteader shack, mirror, LED lighting, 

and custom electronics, 14'2" x 20'3" x 9'6"
Photo: Steve King, courtesy: the artist and Royale Projects, Los Angeles
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Nurturing the climate for contemporary art in the Grand Canyon State
is largely in the hands of curators at its major institutions, and conver-
sations with Arizona curators reveal how diligently they take on that
role. With a zeal for sharing their knowledge, they constantly assess
contemporary art trends and bring in artists of national and interna-
tional renown. At the same time, there is an expectation that they
acknowledge the innovative work being done in Arizona itself. It can
be a daunting balancing act. But if the 2016-17 season at five of the
state’s most significant museums is any indication, Arizona curators
are striking that balance just fine—mounting shows with national and
international cachets as well as those that highlight regional artists.

The Tucson Museum of Art, for instance, is featuring a show through
mid-2017 that seamlessly blends the works of international and Ari-
zona artists. Called “Poetic Minimalism,” it places works by the likes
of Beverly Pepper, Jasper Johns, Robert Mangold and Theodoros Sta-
mos alongside paintings and sculptures by regional artists exploring
Minimalism with comparable facility yet without the same degree 
of fame. Although all the works could come under the umbrella of
Minimalism, several are imbued with a humanistic, expressionistic 
or “poetic” subtext.

The exhibition is the brainchild of Julie Sasse, who’s been at TMA for
16 years and is now chief curator and curator of modern, contempo-
rary and Latin American art. The fact that she has worked in Arizona
since the 1980s gives her an indisputable perspective on the state’s
art scene and has deepened her knowledge on the variety of contem-
porary artists—well known and not so well known—who hail from
Arizona or who have based themselves here.

Sasse says her mandate as a curator isn’t necessarily to influence 
Arizonans’ taste in art, but simply to educate audiences and broaden
their horizons. “I see my job as being a conduit between what was
done, what was made, and why it’s relevant—why we should care
about it,” she explains. Much of her work over the years has been

creating themed shows—“I call them ‘portals of understanding’’’—
enabling side-by-side presentations of regional and national artists.
One notable example is 2009’s “Trouble in Paradise: Examining Dis-
cord Between Nature and Society,” with a broad spectrum of artists
looking allegorically and narratively at environmental phenomena. 
Having established that premise for the show, “there was no way 
I wasn’t going to include regional artists,” she says, referring to the
many ways local artists address the Southwest’s environmental con-
cerns. Sasse also oversees the Arizona Biennial (next slated for 2018),
spotlighting the state’s contemporary artists working in a variety of
mediums, which has gained a sound reputation by typically being 
curated by someone from out-of-state.

An important hub for regional artists is the Arizona State University
Art Museum in Tempe, where Heather Sealy Lineberry is senior 
curator and associate director. Many longtime Arizona artists, some 
of whom show internationally, teach in ASU’s art department, and 
as Lineberry notes, one of the museum’s mandates as a university-
based institution is to foster the careers of faculty members. On the
one hand, “We’re doing community-based research and being socially

ARIZONA 
CURATORS
A handful of savvy curators 
across the state are nurturing 
the region’s innovative artistic scene
while also highlighting figures with
national and international cachet.

By Deborah Ross

Above clockwise:
Jocko Weyland, MOCA Tucson curator
Photo: courtesy MOCA Tucson

Julie Sasse, Tucson Museum of Art curator
Photo: Christy Pickrell

Claire Carter, Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art curator
Photo: Nicole Lee

Heather Sealy Lineberry, ASU Art Museum curator
Photo: Brittany Corrales

Gilbert Vicario, The Selig Family Chief Curator
for the Phoenix Art Museum
Photo: courtesy Phoenix Art Museum
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embedded, because of our role as a local academic institution,” says
Lineberry, who has been with the museum for more than 25 years.
But on the other hand, “We need to contribute to the larger dialogue
and bring very broad, creative ideas to the attention of our students
and our community. We’re navigating the two on a regular basis.”

Among the variety of strategies the ASU Art Museum employs to
strike a balance between the local and international scenes is to
host numerous artists-in-residence, notably from Latin America and
Europe. Another strategy is trans-disciplinary ASU teams exploring 
a particular curatorial thesis, such as art addressing the borderlands
or the exigencies of the desert. Lineberry is particularly excited
about a show running through June 17, 2017, called “Map(ing),”
bringing together indigenous artists and ASU graduate students 
to investigate personal and cultural histories through printmaking.
Professor Mary Hood began the project in 2009. Also on the horizon
this spring is “projectWALK,” which is being co-coordinated by ASU
faculty member Angela Ellsworth, a nationally known multi-discipli-
nary artist. The project will encompass exhibits, a 3-mile silent walk
aiming for 1,000 participants, a film series on walking as an art 
practice, and a symposium featuring site-specific performance 
artist and writer Ernesto Pujol. 

Across town at the Phoenix Art Museum, chief curator Gilbert 
Vicario is quick to preface his conversation with the fact that he’s
been on the job for less than a year-and-a-half, but that he’s ex-
cited by Phoenix’s energy and desert setting. Still, he sees the
potential to expand the curatorial mission of the Southwest’s
largest art museum, which could amount to fresh infusions of 
cutting-edge artists and more origination of shows suitable for
travel to other museums, he says.

“The role I can play is to bring the world to my community,” Vicario
says, noting how shows with an international cachet can be both 
educational and inspiring to museum visitors. An “encyclopedic” 
museum like PAM, he says, can’t afford to be parochial. “If you’re
only fed what’s around locally, then that doesn’t really give you a 
well-rounded perspective of the culture or the world,” he adds. 
Accordingly, one of the first shows Vicario has arranged for the 
museum is The Propeller Group (February 18 – May 14, 2017), a 
Vietnam-based art collective merging conceptual art with media pro-
duction, often touching on historical, political and cultural themes.
Aware that the show might be outside the comfort zone of many
viewers, Vicario is confident The Propeller Group’s distinct approach
will find an audience. “What I’ve learned being here over the past
year is that there isn’t just one audience of Phoenix Art Museum—
there are multiple ones, and that it’s important to manage that and 
to offer that (variety) to people,” he says.

In recognition of the other side of the coin, though, Vicario wants to
raise the visibility of the annual showcase of Arizona artists sponsored
by the Contemporary Forum (a museum support group), slated for
early summer 2017. In past years, the half-dozen participating artists
have often had their work relegated to corridors or easy-to-miss areas.
Vicario plans to dedicate an upstairs gallery with good foot traffic to
the Contemporary Forum show, with an added goal of helping artists
learn about the ins and outs of showing in a formal museum space. 

Some of the most cutting-edge work that Arizona has to offer can be
found at a much smaller institution, the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Tucson, housed in a former fire station near downtown Tucson.

Top right:

“Untitled,” 1973
David Lee Jones

Iconogram
Photo: courtesy Tucson Museum of Art

Gift of Barbara Grygutis

“Meeting the Clouds Halfway” Aranda/Lasch and Terrol Dew Johnson
installation view at MOCA Tucson

Photo: Maya Heilman-Hall
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Curator at MOCA since 2013, and chief curator since 2015, Jocko
Weyland has noticed that local audiences are still slow to warm to 
the idea of conceptual art and art utilizing digital media—a corner-
stone of MOCA. “Tucson’s a place where contemporary art is not that
well known, even with the existence of the museum, but we’re doing
our best to get the word out,” says Weyland. And he’s not been de-
terred from organizing intriguing shows featuring both international
and regional artists. An example is the current Miranda Lichtenstein
show “Sound and Noise,” a photographic exploration into the in-
scrutability of emotions and thoughts (through January 29, 2017). 

The main gallery, for its part, features the Tucson- and New York-
based architectural firm of Aranda\Lasch in collaboration with basket
weaver Terrol Dew Johnson, a member of the Tohono O’odham Na-
tion of southern Arizona. In “Meeting the Clouds Halfway,” the artists
explore the place of traditional Native American art—its shapes, 
materials and symbolic nature—in relation to contemporary aesthet-
ics, filling the gallery with variously sized experiments with natural 
materials (through January 29, 2017).

When asked how successful MOCA has been in expanding Tucso-
nans’ notions of what constitutes art, Weyland remarks, “That’s 
a hard thing to gauge—I think that’s an ongoing, evolving process 
that you often don’t find out about until years later.” Attendance, he’s
happy to say, has been increasing, though. “A lot of [the art we show]
is challenging, or whatever word you want to use,” he says. The point
is to create exhibits in which “the art is not necessarily likable, but
has multiple entry points.”

Meanwhile, in Scottsdale, the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary
Art has nurtured a loyal audience while encouraging curators to take
chances working with artists outside the mainstream. For instance, 
in 2015 SMoCA premiered an installation by the Arizona- and New
Mexico-based collective Postcommodity. The group was since 
invited to participate in this year’s Whitney Biennial.

Claire Carter, who has been a curator of contemporary art at the 
museum for nine years, realizes she’s taking somewhat of a risk 
with her next show, which will be SMoCA’s only spring show. Called
“I Remember Not Remembering” (February 11 – April 30, 2017), the
expansive exhibition is based on the ephemeral qualities of memory
and time and how artists manipulate those qualities through video,
film and photography, frequently autobiographical in nature. “So 
much of the show is about being immersed in someone else’s story,”
Carter says. The international lineup includes Larry Sultan, Kahlil
Joseph, Christian Boltanski and Janet Cardiff/George Bures Miller.
The show also embraces regional art with the video work focusing 
on family by José Inerzia/Adriana Trujillo from Tijuana, Mexico.

“It’s all about balance for us,” Carter says. “I don’t choose artwork
just because it’s difficult. But I’m able to show difficult artwork be-
cause we’re using our resources effectively,” she adds. The show’s
inclusiveness is another deliberate choice. In featuring a good mix 
of men and women, and representing artists of different nationalities
and various ethnicities and ages, she notes, “the show won’t let you
escape the fact that, despite our demographics, the things that we
hold close and the way that we use video and photography in our
most intimate lives, that’s universal.”

Curators like Carter, Weyland, Vicario, Lineberry and Sasse inhabit 
a cross-section of missions and philosophies, and it’s reflected in 
their projects. Yet all take pride in their abilities both to find the best 
of what’s being produced regionally and to reach across the globe, 
to present works that please, inspire, raise questions, confound and 
illuminate. It’s an act of alchemy that undeniably enriches the Arizona
art scene. As Lineberry observes, “Both in terms of the number 
of institutions we have that are focusing in a rigorous manner on 
contemporary art, and the size of our population, we’re a pretty 
fascinating place right now.”

Top to bottom:
“The Living Need Light, 
The Dead Need Music (still),” 2014
The Propeller Group
Single-channel video (color, 5.1 surround sound), 20 minutes
Photo: courtesy the artists, James Cohan, New York and Phoenix Art Museum

“Situation Leading to a Story,” 1999
Matthew Buckingham
Single channel black-and-white 16mm film projection with sound, 
running time: 21 minutes, dimensions variable
Photo: courtesy the artist, Murray guy, New York and SMoCA

“Dragonflies, Bison and a Few Favorite Horses,” 2011
Dallin Maybee
Photo: courtesy ASU Museum of Art; Gift from the Map(ing) Project 
from the ASU Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts, 
Printmaking Department, Assistant Professor Mary Hood
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2017 Commemorative Poster Image “Desert Dreaming” by David Palmer

Fine Art Lithography Workshop and Gallery
tamarind@unm.edu | (505) 277-3901

Full inventory online at tamarind.unm.edu

SUZANNE CAPORAEL
A lmos t  Eve r y th ing , 2015
sixteen-color lithograph

44 x 30 inches, edition of 15

additional lithographs 
by Suzanne Caporael online at 

tamarind.unm.edu
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MIAMI
By Neil Vazquez

Born in Cordoba, Argentina, Marina Font is a
photographer with a artisanal bent, who
strives to augment her images in new and
unusual ways. Her oblique, black and white
photographs serve as canvasses for an elabo-
rately colorful embroidery, that both clash
and fuse with the often nude images. 
Her new show, entitled “Mental Maps,”
transposes the modern and post-modern.
Conceptually, her images fuse concepts 
of disparate origins within the small window
of her camera’s lens. Font’s techniques ex-
tend beyond the frame, engaging schools 
of thought from the early and latter half of
the 20th century. It’s a herculean task, that
underscores the newness of photography as
a medium. Though modernity is flooded with
images, Font’s photographs stand out for
their attempt to traverse temporal and physi-
cal space—a mechanical medium adorned
with unique artisanal elements. Her embroi-
dery alterations will dart out of the prints,
engaging the viewer to look closely beyond
the flat surface of the image itself. Marina
Font, “Mental Maps,” runs at Dina Mitrani
Gallery starting January 12, 2017.

Alan Sonfist’s works are not just culled from
the natural environment, they champion the
earth itself. Unlike many of his contempo-
raries, Sonfist pledged not to destroy nature
but to link city dwellers to a conception of 
the natural world long obscured by civiliza-
tion. This January, for the first time, works
made in the 1960s and early 1970s—critically 
acclaimed for their innovative use of urban
spaces as havens for green art—will be
shown commercially. In Time Landscape of
New York, Surface Memory (1967-1971), the
artist employs frottage to record woodland
forms related to his famous outdoor work 
in New York’s Greenwich Village. Ceramic
Relics, on the other hand, intends to capture
specific moments in a forest’s life via fos-
silized earth markings. Raised in the South
Bronx, Sonfist used nearby Hemlock Forest
as a major inspiration for the piece; his work
not only serves as a stark clinical record of
the natural environment but also harks back
to the artist’s childhood, which he often
spent wandering the forest. It’s a study 
of both the strength and fragility of organic
forms, which questions notions of preserva-
tion and environmental consciousness. Alan
Sonfist at Fredric Snitzer Gallery runs 
January 6–31, 2017.

Precise, stark, and often clinical in their ap-
proach, French-born, Miami-based sculptor
and painter Dominique Labauvie’s pieces
have an unexpected source of inspiration.
Drawing from natural rock and landscape for-
mations, Labauvie distills form and line to its
most refined iteration. Stripping them of all
their frivolity, he lays bare the essentials. His
first solo show in over a year promises new
sculptures and drawings of the same ilk. 
Emphasizing nature as coherent rather than
random, his forms are evoke a graphic sim-
plicity. Labauvie primarily employs industrial
materials in his practice, signaling a paral-
lelism between the natural and modern
worlds. The composition conflates an organic
abstraction with a natural one, leading its
viewers to consider the relation between art,
or culture, and nature. From large-scale,
three-dimensional work, his drawings boil
down his formal elements even further. His
new work often features flurries of color, but
have the same laser-like focus on reducing
shape and line to the barest essentials. Do-
minique Labauvie’s new work will be on view
at Mindy Solomon Gallery, from January 21 –
March 4, 2017.

“Untitled,” 2016
Marina Font
Archival print on poly cotton, 
found vintage doilies
34" x 34"
Photo: courtesy Dina Mitrani Gallery

“Circumference of Ancient Tree from Surface
Memory Series,” 1971,  
Alan Sonfist
Earth and wax on canvas, 72" x 180"
Photo: courtesy Frederic Snitzer Gallery

“MaterialCulture,” 2016
Dominique Labauvie
Pastel and charcoal on Stonehenge paper
50" x 42"
Photo: Courtesy Mindy Solomon Gallery

critic’s picks:
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Fusing a penchant for design, architecture,
soft sculpture, and painting, Anna Betbeze
creates work from a bevy of fur and fire.
Fluffy wool carpets become blank canvasses
for her violent interventions, where she
lashes, contours, breaks, and then repairs the
materials. It’s a sensuous process, marked by
a stark ritualism, that serves as a meditation
on the relationship between empathy and
eroticism. Color is allowed to be fugitive; 
refusing to be pinned down, hues rapidly
change, saturate, and mix amidst the con-
trolled chaos. In this new batch of work,
entitled “Hot Fruit,” the artist turns her 
staple creations around, revealing the rugs’
backsides and their sewn entrails. This new
cobbled geometry is meant to act in concert
with the immediate environment, allowing 
a dialogue with the gallery’s brutalist architec-
ture. Along with large-scale wool works,
Betbeze will also exhibit a new series made
of burned paper for her debut at Nina John-
son Gallery’s new home, located in the heart
of Little Haiti’s burgeoning arts district. “Hot
Fruit” by Anna Betbeze opens January 27,
2017, at Nina Johnson Gallery.

With thawing Cold War tensions between
the US and Cuba, more and more artists
from the island nation are doing what was
previously unthinkable: exhibiting work in gal-
leries and museums stateside. Cuban artist
Humberto Diaz brings his love of site-spe-
cific work, installations, sculpture, and public
art to one of the top galleries in Wynwood.
Known for his labyrinthian pieces and interac-
tive performance work, Diaz also works with
sculpture and photography. His oeuvre is
deeply personal and tied to his homeland 
in both form and concept, looking to create
new meanings and poetic images through
unlikely disjunctions. Ranging from subtle
micro-interventions to works of imposing
size, his pieces are imbued with a tongue-
and-cheek sensibility that often points out
and pokes fun of art world conventions. In
2011, he stood in front of a clock for five
hours in a piece he later remarked was
“pretty boring.” This show comes a year
after the artist participated in an exchange
program between the Bronx Museum and 
El Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes: the first 
museum exchange between the US and
Cuba. Diaz’ new work will be on view at
Diana Lowenstein Gallery, opening 
February 4, 2017. 

In its sixth iteration, “tête-à-tête” highlights
the work of fourteen photographers—curated
by and featuring the work of Mickalene
Thomas. Known for vibrant images that
often render her close friends and colleagues
as subjects, Thomas blends oblique refer-
ences to the work of canonical painters with
African studio photographers, whose work
documented colonial histories. In Portrait of
Sidra Sitting, for example, Thomas casually
alludes to Manet’s Olympia with a subject
that looks beyond the limits of the frame to
challenge the viewer with a completely self-
possessed sense of agency. Much like her
own photographs, the images in show tackle
representations of black bodies in the media
and their germinating socio-political and per-
sonal narratives. Her new role as curator
extends her work directly behind the lens 
to one encouraging thoughtful dialogue 
between fellow photographers, including
Wangechi Mutu and Lyle Ashton Harris.
Thomas recently celebrated the launch of her
new book, “Muse,” with a signing and panel
discussion at Nicole Ehrlich’s fourth annual
Celebration of Women in Art, during Art
Basel Miami Beach. “Tête-à-tête” is currently
on view at the David Castillo Gallery through
January 31, 2017.

“Gutter,” 2016 
Anna Betbeze
Wool, acid dyes, india ink 
Photo: courtesy Nina Johnson Gallery

“Forgotten Globe [detail],” 2016
Humberto Diaz
Installation found world ball, balloon
Variable dimensions
©Photo by Paola Martínez Fiterre

“Denver,” 2008, Xaviera Simmons
Color photograph, 40" x 50"
Photo: Courtesy David Castillo Gallery
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Rape is, Suzanne Lacy, offset lithography, 1976.  
Courtesy of the artist.
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Flight, 
Flock, and 
Hollow
February 3 - March 25, 2017

Barry Ebner 
Gordon Glasgow 

Irene Imfeld 
Kyong Ae Kim 
Christy Kovacs  

Cyrus Tilton

471 25th Street  |  Oakland, California  |  T 510 893 8800
                    vessel-gallery.com 
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artist profile: Juventino Aranda

When Juventino Aranda
tells someone he went to
art school at Eastern
Washington University, he
is usually met with the re-
sponse, where is that?
Even those who live in
Washington State may not
be familiar with the city of
Cheney, where the school
resides. Few would also
likely associate the nearby
town of Walla Walla,
where the artist works
today, with contemporary
art as much as they would
with the wine and farm-
lands for which the area is
better known.

Yet, the quickly rising Aranda, who graduated with his BFA in sculp-
ture in 2010 and whose multimedia work stood out in several large
group shows in the Seattle region this past year, said the isolation is
only physical: “Because of the connections of the Internet and easy
air travel, we can make art anywhere we choose. We don’t have to
be in those bigger cities.” The professors he encountered at Eastern
Washington University brought their experiences from New York and
other parts of the world to the classroom in ways that Aranda internal-
ized. He travels frequently to New York and Los Angeles and digs into
the online collections of museums as part of his process. The out-
ward-facing nature of his practice is a testament to the success the

artist strikes at balancing his internal concerns with those of the larger
art world and beyond.

The origin of the Rothko-esque color fields painted on Pendleton blan-
kets for which Aranda is becoming known embody the history behind
his practice. Raised by a family who labored as migrant workers in
Eastern Washington, the blanket mill in nearby Pendleton, Oregon,
had always been part of his consciousness while growing up. Despite
being “fascinated” by its presence, it wasn’t until an encounter with
artist Matthew Day Jackson that he began integrating the blankets
into his work.

In 2011, Aranda worked at the Walla Walla Foundry, a workshop and
fabrication site that has brought artists as varied as Paul McCarthy,
Maya Lin, Kiki Smith and Jim Dine to this quiet part of the state. Dur-
ing a visit to Day Jackson’s studio, Aranda encountered a Pendleton
blanket pattered with skulls that the factory created in reference to
Dia de los Muertos. The blanket penetrated Aranda’s consciousness,
eventually prompting him to tour the nearby factory that had fasci-
nated him during his youth. The experience reminded him “of my
own community, the Latino community, where we are still the help…
We’re still kept behind the scenes, used as the labor force and not 
as the people at the front of the business.”

Following his visit, Aranda began using discarded blankets from the
mill as canvases that he fuses with painted forms that evoke Rothko’s
color fields. The resulting patterns of oranges, reds, and blues buzz
with the competing familiarities of their appropriated sources. The
tensions built into these works allude to the way a perspective from
the largely white, male cannon of art history can drown out other
voices and sources, which in turn have their own histories as complex
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3911 Main St. Houston, TX • 713.999.1009 • samaragallery.com

SAMARA Gallery

Carlos Canul, Remembering Atlantis, Oil on Canvas, 60”x 72”

as that of the Pendleton blankets. Aranda’s 
titles add narrative elements that bring out
some of those complexities, such as When 
All You Have Left are Limes, Make Margaritas,
Nod, and Smile, and Old and Faithful since
1848 (Yellowstone). The pointed commentary
embedded in these words reinforce Aranda’s
goal to create work “that doesn’t hold back. 
I make work that I feel is pretty, but I don’t
make work that is only a pretty face.”

Although he has focused more on the Pendle-
ton works in recent years, the artist will
present both paintings and sculptures in his
first show with Seattle’s Greg Kucera Gallery
this January, titled “Weed the Lawn and Feed
the Roses.” As Aranda prepares new work 
for the show, this includes some work that he
created in the past, but is rebuilding as it finds
a renewed sense of urgency in the present. 
All is Not Quiet on the Southwestern Front is 
a sculpture the artist first built in 2011 that 
resembles a blue police barrier missing two 
of its legs, leaning precariously into the floor.
After recreating the piece this summer in re-
sponse to the incidents of police brutalities
seen around the country, he will resurrect it
again for this show, in light of the election. 
His newest sculpture will also appropriate one
of Donald Trump’s red baseball caps and its
“Make America Great Again” slogan. “I want
to create work that is a relic of future history,”
Aranda says. For now, viewers fortunate
enough to encounter the artist’s resonant relics
in the New Year can expect an engaging body
of work—which despite its sumptuously hand-
some façade, looks to reflect contemporary
society on multiple levels, through a histori-
cally-informed perspective that is very much
his own.

—ERIN LANGNER

“Juventino Aranda: Weed the Lawn and Feed
the Roses” can be seen at Greg Kucera
Gallery, in Seattle, WA. 
January 5 – February 18, 2017.  
www.gregkucera.com/index.htm

Opposite, above:
Portrait of the artist

Opposite, below from left
“Fin (The End of the Line),” 2015
Gilded cast iron, pendleton wool selvage,
copenhagen chewing tobacco
53" x 19" x 2"

“Guess Who is Coming to Dinner (The Chickens
Have Come Home to Roost),” 2015
Pendleton serape, gingham tablecloth, latex
paint, resin, 69" x 64"
Photos: courtesy Greg Kucera Gallery
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artist profile: kelly akashi

During last year’s “Made in LA” Biennial at the Hammer Museum, Kelly
Akashi’s sculptures were given a prime spot in the museum’s central
courtyard; yet they were easy to miss if you didn’t pay attention, sus-
pended by ropes from the second floor walkway. Using the enlarged
form of a desiccated onion, one work, made of rubber, suggested some
sort of droopy body cavity, perhaps genitals, or a split-open stomach or
eyeball; another, suspended horizontally, a sort of pouch or seedpod.
Also hanging from the ropes as a counterbalance were the cast bronze
hands of the artist. The result was at once unsettling and oddly elegiac,
a curious monument to something elusive, organic and ephemeral,
that was seemingly caught in the process of decay.

It is just those sort of uneasy tensions—between abstraction 
and bodily allegory, between fragility and permanence, between docu-
mentation and consecration—that make Akashi’s work so mysterious,
and intriguing. In her recent show at Ghebaly Gallery in downtown LA,
Akashi offered a spectrum of diverse forms and materials, all staking
out similar willfully indeterminate terrain: an homage to their own
thingness. At the center of the main room were several multi-leveled
wooden tables, bedecked with bulbous glass orbs of various colors

and a menagerie of twisty, looping wax candles, hanging like
sausages, or splayed out like innards, or wrapped around each other
like a nest of ouroboros snakes. Laid out on the base below one table
was a wreath of snaky candles, a possible holiday decoration from a
fleshy medusa; hanging from one wall was a similar candle wreath
made of cast bronze. Other individual twisty candles adorned the
walls; as did some spare brick pedestals for still more candles. A plas-
ter bed board dabbed with wads of chewing gum and several delicate,
spindly cast bronze weeds added to the sculptural constellation, while
a set of eerie photograms, of objects displayed elsewhere in the exhi-
bition, suggested images of fossilized microscopic organisms. A sort
of circular mobile or dreamcatcher, dangling cast bronze fingers, and
another set of cast bronze hands, hanging off the entrance wall on
ropes, completed the diverse but meticulous array.

Wandering among her works conjures a range of associations: from the
self-casting exercises of Bruce Nauman, to the funereal body parts/can-
dles of Robert Gober, from the abstracted genital iconography of
Hannah Wilke to the supple corporal geometries of Eva Hesse. There is
a certain understated triumph in these works, from their maker’s skill at
bringing them into being, perhaps even a joyfulness at their seductively
diverse materiality, but also a quiet grief, of preserving time and marking
loss. Gathered together, her display exudes the reverence of a reliquary.

“All the works in my show at Ghebaly (titled ‘Being as a Thing’) stem
from an experience one can have when making an object—when their
consciousness enters the object, or as the title reflects how a thing
can carry or communicate ‘beingness’,” Akashi explains. “This 
exhibition was an opportunity to confront my position as a maker 
of hand-crafted objects, a way for me to think of how my sense 
of responsibility to material or nature results in a specific kind of 
object, an aesthetic wedded to choices and material insight.”
Born in LA, Akashi attended Otis as an undergrad, then went to art
school in Germany from 2009-2010, before returning to the graduate
program at USC, where she got her MFA in 2014. Today she lives and
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Southwest mindscapes

Palm Desert, CA ● Sedona, AZ ● www.TonyGriffithArt.com  
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In Free 55 x 55" acrylic/mm on canvas
www.judycampbellart.com 

Judy Campbell

works in Inglewood, just a mile from where
her mother grew up. Her expansive range of
materials and techniques takes her all across
the city: “I have cast bronze all over town at
this point: in Burbank, Vernon, Buena Park, and
El Monte. I used to work solely with a foundry
in City Terrace...” She likewise blows glass at
several disparate venues, including a private
studio in Pasadena and a place in West
Adams. She creates most of her candles and
wax casts at her live/work space, “everything
that does not need specialized equipment.” In-
deed, the original weeds that she used in her
show at Ghebaly grew in her backyard. The
care she takes with even the most modest
works attests the significance with which she
imbues them: the leaves were carefully traced
using copper foil; while the stems were cast at
her foundry in a version of the “lost wax
process,” in which the original object is burned
out and only the imprint remains.

“The materials I use are chosen for their sus-
ceptibility to change or their resistance to
change,” she explains. “When I started work-
ing with wax it was a useful way for me to talk
about the intangible fleeting quality of life and
of experiences… Loss is really important to
communicate in an object. I think all objects
carry their eventual loss with them in life…”
she adds. “Handling loss is a key component
of glass blowing—the object gets carefully
made and poor movement or timing can result
in total loss of the object before it can be an-
nealed and ‘brought to life’…  In this way, the
glass objects in my show at Ghebaly with the
glass interior strings are a register of their mak-
ing, impressions from the environment they
were conceived in, like fingerprints forming
from conditions and movement in the womb.”

The cast hands, too, are a way of preserving
the ephemeral: each iteration of her casting
her own hands marks a different moment in
time, a concretized relic of the artist’s physical
existence and activities as a maker. In chroni-
cling her own, very gradual process of aging,
they invest the work with a sense of time’s
passage and also mark the very real presence
of the artist in her works—putting herself into
her materials both in spirit, and in fact.

—GEORGE MELROD

“Kelly Akashi: Being as a Thing” was on dis-
play at Ghebaly Gallery in Los Angeles. 
November 12 – December 23, 2016. 
ghebaly.com

Opposite:
The artist installing “Being as a Thing” 
at Ghebaly Gallery, Los Angeles
Photo: Marten Elder
Courtesy: Ghebaly Gallery

“Activity Table (detail),” 2016
Cherry wood, wax, glass, wick, 72" x 40" x 63"
Photo: Marten Elder
Courtesy: Ghebaly Gallery
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To the recently ascendant literary
genre of novelistic histories of
ordinary things—what one might
call the “Secret Life of _____”,
examinations of bees, dogs, salt,
books themselves, and so on—
add the secret life of porcelain.
Renowned ceramicist Edmund
de Waal’s “The White Road:
Journey into an Obsession” (Far-
rar, Straus and Giroux; now out
in paperback by Picador), epito-
mizes that category in many
ways, presenting a thorough-
going thousand-year genealogy,
encompassing not only the
medium’s multiple intercontinen-
tal vectors and inventions, but
also the artist’s own philosophi-
cal and physical engagement
with the stuff. The book is part

travel diary too, as de Waal chronicles several years of visits to far-
flung locations from Jingdezhen to Dresden, Versailles, and Cornwall
(not to mention countless libraries, museums, castles, and book-
stores). Another subtitle sometimes used for the book is “A
pilgrimage of sorts,” in an accurate reflection of its rather 
Chaucerian story structure—a linear premise complicated 
by flashback, footnote, and sidebar.

Starting from when Marco Polo encountered an abundance of 
porcelain in China and made the first mention recorded in Western 
literature, it took four more centuries for European artists, craftsmen,
and alchemists to figure out how to make their own, during which
time royalty voraciously imported the exotic treasure that came to be
known as “white gold.” Fast forward, as de Waal does, to its ubiquity
in modern culture and industry, to the point where an otherwise rea-
sonable English potter could spend forty prolific years wrestling with
it in his studio and his mind, and never reach the end of its appeal.
“Be very careful when you describe how something is made, how it
comes into shape,” writes de Waal, “as process is not to be skated
over. The manner of what we make defines us.” This activates the
book’s dimension of personal memoir, as the author runs his experi-
ences through the filters of self-examination, searching for the origins
of his own profound obsession with white clay and the many permu-
tations of its spiritual expression in physical form. This, much more
than the actual journey, is the true subject of the book. De Waal cites
a passage from the unavoidable Melville: “What is this thing of white-
ness?” but another quote from “Moby Dick” might be more
on-target. At some point Ishmael says, with regard to the unpro-
nounceable name of a far-off land, “It is not down in any map; 
true places never are.”

Evoking “Moby Dick” is a salient if somewhat obvious epigraph, es-
pecially as a large part of the volume considers the aesthetic appeal
and allegorical significance of white as a general matter. But de Waal
also invokes the overlapping areas between design and avant-garde
art. So often, ceramics end up at that nexus, in art history and in the

present moment. “Malevich makes a porcelain cup—a wide and open
cappuccino kind of cup—and cuts it in half, makes it solid,” recounts
de Waal. “You want a manifesto? Here it is. A teapot that cannot be
used. A simple cup as combatant, revolutionary porcelain.” It is easy
to imagine how this might resonate for de Waal, who makes a living
producing and exhibiting vessels not intended for use beyond display. 

De Waal’s is an endless army of simple cups, marching in syncopated
regiments along shelves and in shadowboxes, toward a revolution
of—what, exactly? A more nuanced attention to facture and detail, 
a slower quality of attention made deeper by deracinating familiar
forms from assumed function, a kind of cumulative process-piece 
as much to do with the formal results as the actions of the lone, 
obsessed maker. Part of the reason that this artist’s writings are 
so satisfying, is that they often do form such a perfect encapsulation
of his entire creative esprit—his work and ideas are infinitely fungible
and equally patient. He produces seductive, almost organic porcelain
vessels that can neither be used nor discarded, but only regarded on
their own, emotionally rich, aesthetically minimal, materially salient
terms. In his studio as in his research, where one expects sameness,
one instead discovers the infinite potential for delightful, 
revelatory newness.

—SHANA NYS DAMBROT

“Swept Up By Art: 
An Art Critic in the Post-Avant-Garde Era” 
Irving Sandler, (Rail Editions)

Irving Sandler was born in 1925 and wrote “Swept Up By Art” 89
years later. Sandler is well-known as a critic, art historian and author
of “The Triumph of American Painting: A History of Abstract Expres-
sionism” (1970). He wrote the first highly amusing volume of his
memoirs, “A Sweeper-Up After Artists,” in 2003; the book covered
his very participatory experiences in the New York art scene in the
1950s and ‘60s. “A Sweeper-Up After Artists” would seem to obvi-
ate the need for future
volumes, but Sandler re-
mained a part of the art world
in the ‘70s, and beyond. He
co-founded Artists Space in
1973 with Trudie Grace and
got his PhD in art history in
1976, as well as writing four
histories of 
American art from Abstract
Expressionism to Postmod-
ernism. This newest addition
allows him to write about
those experiences and cast
his surprisingly unjaundiced
eye on the art world. The
book starts off as a roughly
chronological memoir, but 
the final few chapters mostly
deal with how things are in
the present.

“The White Road: Journey into an Obsession”
Edmund de Waal, (Farrar, Straus and Giroux) (paperback, Picador)

book reviews:
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Sandler reveres the abstract expressionists, and initially found 
the artists who followed, like Frank Stella, incomprehensible. 
“I thought that if his canvases could be considered art, then what 
I believed to be art had to be something else,” he recalls. But un-
like his peers Clement Greenberg and Harold Rosenberg, Sandler
was able to keep his mind open to the new. Throughout “Swept
Up by Art,” we get Sandler’s initial rejection followed by an accept-
ance and occasionally a complete reversal of the original position.
He recognizes that a sea change of how art history works occurred
on his watch. He calls the present period a post-avant-garde era.
When he started writing about art in the 1950s, it was at the tail
end of what he called the avant-garde era. “Avant-garde historians
like myself focused on stylistic innovators who deflected the ‘main-
stream’ of art in new directions. We overlooked artists who did not
fit into this grand art-historical narrative.” This admission suggests
he wasn’t immune to French theoreticians like Roland Barthes.

The post-avant-garde era is an era of pluralism. No one style or
school could be given the authority that abstract expressionism 
had once been granted. There could be no more Olympian
tastemakers like Greenberg or Rosenberg. While many previously
overlooked artists (especially women and artists of color, but also
many regional artists) were given overdue recognition, critics have
become less important. Sandler seems pretty resigned to this—he
isn’t the kind of critic who believes his judgments are the last word,
as Greenberg was.

What a memoir is really good for is settling scores. Sandler’s great-
est ire is for the theorists associated with October, especially any
who suggested that painting was dead. He particularly excoriates
Rosalind Krauss and Douglas Crimp on that score. He “refused to
be awed by the hauteur of art theoreticians, and their all-knowing
poses.” He views these critics as the intellectual cheerleaders 
of the Pictures Generation of artists. Ironically, Artists Space was
where the “Pictures” show from 1977, curated by Douglas Crimp,
was exhibited. Sandler credits that show to helping to open his
eyes to photography, which he had hitherto considered a second-
rate art form.

Sandler’s biggest complaints are reserved for the current big-money
art world. For example, he lays into the New Museum’s exhibit of
Dakis Joannou’s collection as obviously conflicted. It angers him in
part because it seems like such a betrayal of the memory of his
friend and New Museum founder, the late Marcia Tucker. Given the
dispiriting state of things today, what are young artists and art histo-
rians to do? Sandler writes, “If you are not satisfied with today’s art
institutions, then you may have to organize your own. Alanna Heiss
did it at PS1, Marcia Tucker did it at the New Museum. Trudie Grace
and I did it at Artists Space.” Sandler’s life should act as an inspira-
tion for any young art writer. We should all be as witty and wise as
he is at 90.

—ROBERT BOYD
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Anna Halprin in Apartment 6, Helsinki, Finland 1965. Photo by Hank Kranzler, courtesy
of the Museum of Performance + Design, San Francisco

Opening Reception January 27, 2017  5:30pm 
Dance Conference and Events January 25 - January 28, 2017

Also on view
Bari Ziperstein: Fair Trade
LIFEFORMS: The Makeup Art of Michael Westmore
14 Black Classicists

Anna Halprin, Simone Forti, Yvonne Rainer in
California and New York, 1955–1972

www.museum.ucsb.edu
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SECA ART AWARDS
Despite a rising cost of living that has made San Francisco a challenging place for artists, the SECA Art Awards 
continue to nourish the Bay Area’s art scene; the five announced winners for 2017 are both savvy and diverse.

THE ARCADES PROJECT
German Jewish philosopher Walter Benjamin was considered one of the most prescient and astute 
observers of modernity; now his magnum opus, The Arcades Project, will be interpreted by a gamut 
of contemporary artists.

ALSO:
Kansas City Portland Ceramics; 1990s Drawing Collection; Artist Profiles; 
Critic’s Picks; Reports; Reviews; On View; Pulse; and much more…
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“Untitled (Oraibi),” 2016, Liam Everett, Acrylic, enamel, alcohol, and salt on oil
Primed linen, 851⁄2" x 72" 
Photo: courtesy the artist and Altman Siegal, San Francisco
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January 5 - February 18

Michael Knutson - Symmetrical Fields
Helen Frankenthaler & Robert Motherwell - Selected prints

Juventino Aranda - Weed the Lawn and Feed the Roses

HELEN FRANKENTHALER, TALES OF GENJI II, 1998
41-color woodcut with pochoir on handmade paper, 47 x 42 inches
Edition of 35.   For all work in the exhibition:  www.gregkucera.com

212 THIRD AVENUE S
SEATTLE, WA     98104

206.624.0770
www.gregkucera.com
staff@gregkucera.com
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